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This' thesis' seeks' to' explore' and' map' the' public' domain,' conceived' as' an' area' free' from' the'
constraints'of'law'and'contract,'in'relation'to'information'on'open,'publicly'accessible'websites.'''
'
The' existing' rich' literature' concerning' the' ‘public' domain’' focuses' largely' on' the' impact' of' the'
intellectual' property' regime.' By' adopting' a' novel' conceptualisation' of' the' public' domain' as'





enforceability' of' terms.' The' first' order' question' concerning' the' implications' of' the' rules' of'
contract'formation'is'not'thoroughly'explored,'a'lack'that'this'thesis'seeks'to'address.''
'
The' thesis' relies'on' the'contract' law'requirement'of'exchange' to' tease'out'both'aspects'of' the'
public'domain,' that' is,' freedom' from' law'and'contract.' In' the'process' it' addresses'a' significant'
gap'in'case'law'and'literature,'namely,'the'character'of'the'benefit'conferred'by'the'website'on'
the'user.'Relying'on'insights'derived'from'the'ruling'of'the'European'Court'of'Justice'in'Svensson'




website’s' response' to' the' user’s' request' for' content.' It' presents' a' contrasting' account' of' the'
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have' the' effect' of' preventing' access' to' the' content' of' the' website,' whether' in' the' form' of'

































In' the' context' of' open' publicly' accessible' websites,' the' question' about' the' public' domain' as'
freedom' from' law'and' contract' subsumes' the'question'about' the' contractual' status'of'browse'
wrap'Terms'of'Use.'By'definition,'websites'that'are'both'open'and'publicly'accessible'(if'governed'
by'Terms'of'Use)'are'governed'by'Terms'of'Use'in'browse'wrap'form.'Browse'wrap'contracts'are'

























































The' thesis' is' concerned' with' the' scope' and' limits' of' freedom' to' make' use' of' information.'
Provided'that'they'have'contractual'effect'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use,'like'any'contract,'may'seek'
to'restrain'uses'not'constrained'by'law,'whether'by'virtue'of'the'intellectual'property'regime'or'
otherwise.'Contract'offers' the'possibility'of' total'control'over' information' that' is' subject' to' the'
contract.''
'
Commentators' have' explored' the' implications' of' total' control' over' uses' of' information.' Total'
control,' it' is' argued,' has' a' chilling' effect' on' free' speech,14'squelches' creativity,15'hinders' the'
development'of'new'technologies,16'and'is'inimical'to'learning17.''
'
In' exploring' the' demerits' of' total' control,' commentators' have' pointed' to' the' likely' effects' of'
‘mass'market'contracts’'including'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use.18'Benkler,'in'particular,'alerts'to'the'
likelihood'of'underutilisation'of' information'made'subject'to'contractual'enclosure.19'The'widely'
reported' spat' between' the' National' Portrait' Gallery' and' the' Wikipedia' Foundation' offers' an'
illustration' of' how' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' may' be' relied' on' so' as' to' constrain' otherwise'
privileged'uses'of'information.20''
'
Of' course' the' total' control' afforded'by' contract'may'not'only' result' in' the' imposition'of'direct'
restrictions'on'or'prohibitions'of'certain'uses.' It'may'also' result' in'use'being'made'subject' to'a'
range'of'conditions.'Browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use' frequently'contain'proUwebsite'provisions'as' to'
applicable' law' and' jurisdiction,' a' range' of' exclusions' and' limitations' of' liability' and' indemnity'
provisions.21'' In'the'US,'where'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'are'enforceable'provided'the'website'



















copyright,' the' Terms' of' Use' arguably' sought' to' constrain' use' of' information' not' protected' under' the'
copyright' regime.' (The' argument' presupposes' that' the' digital' images' lacked' originality' such' that' no'
copyright' subsisted' in' the' images).' The'dispute'was'not' litigated.' Technollama,' ‘National' Portrait'Gallery'







offers' adequate' notice' of' the' terms' to' users,'websites' have' not' hesitated' to' rely' on' choice' of'
forum' or' arbitration' provisions, 22 'indemnities 23 'and' (though' unusually)' liquidated' damages'
provisions'in'respect'of'unauthorised'use'of'content.24''
'







websites' whether' for' research' or' for' teaching' purposes.26'Data' aggregators' and' other' entities'
whose' business' model' depends' on' reUuse' of' information' made' available' on' open' publicly'
accessible' websites' (for' example,' price' comparison' websites,' news' aggregators,' meta' search'
engines)'may'find'themselves'forced'out'of'the'market'where'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'prohibit'
the' activities' that' are' crucial' to' the' business'model.27'Big' Data' technology,' considered' vital' to'
Europe’s' economic' growth,28'presupposes' a'market' in'which' the'users' of' such' technology'may'




protection' regime'and/or'by'provisions'effectively' ringUfencing' the'balance' set' in' the' copyright'
(or' other' intellectual' property' rights)' regime' as' to' uses' that' are' free' and' those' that' are' not.'
However,'as'I'shall'demonstrate'in'Chapter'IX'neither'the'UK'consumer'protection'regime'nor'the'































contract' override' provisions' incorporated' in' the' Copyright'Designs' and' Patents' Act' 1988'make'
any'real'dent'in'the'total'control'offered'by'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use.''
'
In' part' this' is' because' neither' the' consumer' protection' regime' nor' the' contract' override'
provisions' respond' to' constraints' upon' access' and' looking.' The' possibility' that' browse' wrap'
Terms'of'Use'may'constrain'freedom'to'access'and'look'at'information'is'especially'problematic'




information' is'made'available'total'control'can'be'retained'only'where'the' information' is'made'
available'in'an'environment'that'is'itself'both'‘closed’'and'protected'by'a'legal'right'to'exclude,'or'
the'information'is'made'available'only)in)exchange'for'contractual'promises.'What'is'particularly'
troubling' about' browse'wrap' Terms' of' Use' governing' information' on' open,' publicly' accessible'
websites' is' that' they' appear' to' represent' an' attempt' to' exercise' and' retain' total' control' over'
information'that'has)already)been)made)available.''
'
According' contractual' status' to' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' appears' to' upset' an' important'
distinction' between' information' that' is' withheld' and' that' which' has' been' already' made'
available.33'It' not' only' engages' general' concerns' about' the' likely' impact' of' total' control' but'
specific' concerns' that' the' protection' available' for' information' may,' in' the' context' of' open,'







The' thesis' is' concerned'only'with' open,' publicly' accessible'websites' governed'by' browse'wrap'



























Since'the'thesis' is'concerned'with' freedom'from'contract,' that' is'a' field'of'activity'entirely' free'
from' contract,' not' merely' free' from' particular' contract' terms,' clickUwrap' and' clickUthrough'
contracts' are' excluded' from' account.' Under' the' orthodox,' objective' theory' of' contract,' the'


















relative' scarcity' of' authoritative' commentary' from' a' Scots' law' perspective'means' that' English'
law,' by' comparison,' provides' the' researcher'with'more' and' richer' guidance' than' is' offered' by'
Scots'law.''
'
Second,' while' the' thesis' addresses' questions' about' the' extent' to' which' the' presentation' of'
browse'wrap' Terms' of' Use' qualifies' as' an' offer,' whether' that' offer' is' express' or' implied,' and'
whether' intention' to'be' legally'bound'can'be' inferred' from'the'exchange'between' the'website'
and'the'user,'the'thesis'is'principally'concerned'with'substantive'aspects'of'the'character'of'the'




























Of' course,' the' case' law' of' other' jurisdictions' is' not' binding' on' the' English' Courts' though' the'
Courts'can'and'often'do'refer'to'such'cases'by'way'of'illustration.'The'thesis,'similarly,'uses'case'
law' from' other' jurisdictions' in' order' to' explore' and' illustrate' how' particular' issues' may' be'
addressed.' Particular' attention' is' accorded' to' the' case' law' of' the' US,' Canada' and' Ireland' in'
relation'to'the'enforceability'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use.'The'case'law'from'these'jurisdictions'
is'especially'useful'on'account'of'the'strong'commonalities'between'the'law'of'England'and'that'
of' these' other' jurisdictions' on' the' question' of' contract' formation.' Nevertheless,' and' so' as' to'
secure' an' understanding' of' the' public' domain' under' English' law,' the' thesis' considers,' as'








to' the' scope' of' the' public' domain' has' nothing' to' offer.' Neither' does' the' focus' on' the' public'
domain' according' to' positive' law' imply' that' the' writer' holds' no' preference,' on' normative'




domain' so' as' to' encourage' the' production' of' creative' works,' enhance' education,' enable' the'
development'of'new'technologies'and'promote'human'flourishing.'Commentators'disagree'about'
the'optimum'mix'of'control'and'freedom'from'control'in'relation'to'information'but'even'among'
those'who' favour' strong' control'many' see' a' need' for' a'minimum' set' of' freedoms.39'Breakey’s'













meaningful' intellectual' life' is' powerful;' it' lends' itself' to' a' normative' argument' in' favour' of'
freedom'to'look'at'information'that'has'been'made'available.40''
'
The' normative' arguments'may' be' prayed' in' aid' of' a' broad' public' domain' and' are' relevant' to'
wider'questions'of' impact,'but' they'are'not' invoked' in'mapping'out' the'contours'of' the'public'







The' adoption' of' an' interpretative' approach' serves' a' secondary' purpose.' It' aligns' with' the'
approach' likely' to'be'adopted'by'and'before' the'Courts,' the' fora' in'which' the'enforceability'of'
browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'is'likely'to'be'tested.'It'is'capable'of'practical'application.''
'
Thus' the' thesis' does' not' seek' to' advocate' a' new' approach' to' contract' formation.' Nor' does' it'
challenge'the'orthodox'position'that' in'general'parties'should'be' free'to'contract'on'any'terms'
subject'to'clearly'defined'constraints.41'Rather,'it'relies'on'the'existing'rules'of'contract'formation'
so' as' to' assess' the' status' of' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' governing' open,' publicly' accessible'
websites'taking'account'of'the'nature'of'the'exchange'between'the'website'and'the'user.''
'
Nevertheless' the' scope' and' limits' of' the' public' domain' in' relation' to' information' on' open,'




























the'user.' The' thesis' identifies' the'nature'of' the' service'provided'by' the'website' to' the'user' as'
consisting' in' making' available.' That' assessment' is' consistent' with' the' Information' Society'




on'the'determination' that' the'website’s' response' to' the'user’s' request' for'a'webpage'or'other'
content' is' not' itself' a' service' and' forms'no'part' of' a' service'having'no'economic' value' for' the'
user.'In'this'context'the'assessment'of'economic'value'is'carried'out'from'within'the'framework'
of' an' interpretative' approach.' The' assessment' of' economic' value' reflects' the' broadUbrush'
approach' to' economic' value' within' the' doctrine' of' consideration.' The' question' posed' is' a'
threshold'question'for'determining'economic'value:'does'the'response'process'provide'the'user'
with'any'benefit'he'did'not'otherwise'possess?'''The'answer'to'the'question'takes'account'of'the'
technical' aspects'of' transmission'of' content'over' the' internet' and'draws'on' the' clear'message'
from' Svensson43'that' by' the' time' the' user' issues' a' request' for' information' on' a' website,' the'
information'has'already'been'made'available.44''
'





In' the' context' of' the' interpretative' analysis,' the' twoUstage'model' is' preferred' for' reasons' that'
relate' to' the' assessments' on'which' it' is' founded.' The' assessment' that' a'website' possesses' no'
power' to' control' access'proceeds'on'a'doctrinal' analysis' and' is' consistent45'with' the'denial,' by'
English'law,'of'propertyUlike'protection'to'information'as'such.'The'assessment'that'such'service'
as'is'provided'by'the'website'consists'in'making'available'pure'and'simple'is'not'only'consistent'
with' English' law' in' its' European' context46'but' proceeds' from' the' ruling' in'Svensson' that' in' the'




























be' provisional.49'This' is' especially' so' in' the' case' of' an' interpretative' account' offered' in' the'






website' to' the' user' includes' the' response' process.' The' comparison' incidentally' provides'
additional'reasons'to'prefer'the'twoUstage'model'on'an'interpretative'approach.'The'alternative'
model,' it' is' submitted,' requires'one' to'proceed'on' the'basis' that'a'website' can' simultaneously'
make'content'available'and'withhold'that'content.'It'is'an'account'that,'by'virtue'of'the'apparent'
logical'inconsistency,'strains'interpretative'reasoning,'calls'into'question'the'explanatory'force'of'






from' the' search,' set' out' in' the' thesis,' for' an' understanding' of' the' nature' of' the' exchange'
between'open,'publicly' accessible'website'and'user.'As'a' tool,' the' twoUstage'model'provides'a'




In' addition' the' twoUstage'model' provides' a' comparator' against'which' to' assess' the' competing'
model'of'the'exchange'between'open'publicly'accessible'website'and'user'suggested'by'the'US'
decision'in'Register.com.'It'reveals'that'the'choice'of'model'for'conceptualising'the'exchange'has'
significant' implications' for' the' scope' of' the' public' domain.' Whereas' the' model' suggested' by'
Register.com'implies'a'narrow'(in'practice,'nonUexistent)'public'domain'in'relation'to'information'





Chapter' II' provides' an' elucidation' of' the' conception' of' the' public' domain' employed' for' the'
purposes'of'this'thesis.'It'relies'on'Lon'Fuller’s'vision'of'a'‘field'of'human'intercourse'freed'from'


























from' which' to' examine' the' contractual' status' of' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' using' the'
methodology'suggested'by'Chapter'III.''
'














nature' of' the' benefit,' and' though' it' takes' account' of' the' context' of' its' transfer,' it' takes' no'
account'of'the'mechanics'of'transfer.'It'offers'a'static'account'of'the'interaction'between'website'
and' user.' An' account' of' the' dynamics' of' the' interaction' is' needed' if' the' interaction' between'
website'and'user'is'to'be'fully'tested'according'to'the'methodology'set'out'in'Chapter'III.52'''
'










nature'of' the' interaction'between'website'and'user.' It'suggests'that'the'service'element'of' the'












of' Use,' and' marry' them' with' an' analysis' of' the' user’s' preUcontract' freedoms' in' relation' to'




the' public' domain' differs' markedly' according' to' the' choice' of' model,' particularly,' though' not'
only,'in'relation'to'the'activity'of'looking.''
''








































the' website' on' the' user.' The' model' depends' on' a' particular' understanding' of' the' technical'
process' by' which' the' user' accesses' and' views' website' content.' It' points' to' a' need,' for' the'




















constraints.’1'This' is' a' conception' that' accords' attention' to' relations' between' persons:' it' is'
concerned,'inter'alia,'with'the'reach'of'contract'law.'''''
'






copyrightUcentric)' conceptions' of' the' public' domain.' I' suggest' that' a' review' of' the' concerns'

















legal' constraints.' It' encompasses' the' notion' of' freedom' from' contract:' it' implies' that' the'














For' these' purposes' the' analysis' of' the' underlying' rights' matrix' takes' into' account' all' of' the'













For' present' purposes,' the' particular' social' relations' that' are' the' subject' of' scrutiny' are' those'
between'an'open,'publicly'accessible'website'and'its'users'in'relation'to'the'access'and'use'by'the'
latter'of' information'appearing'on'the'website.'The'arrangement'can'properly'be'regarded'as'a'
paradigmatic' case.' The' features' common' to' all' such' arrangements' include' the' interaction'
between'website'and'user;'the'access'to'and'use'of'the'website'by'the'user;'the'uniform'method'
of'browsing'content'on'the'website'(uniformity'being'achieved'by'means'of' internet'protocols);'





Fuller' wrote' extensively' on' freedom,' but' his' insistence' on' the' ‘need' for' a' domain' of' "freeU
remaining"'relations’,5'a'‘field'of'human'intercourse'freed'from'legal'constraints’,6'is'striking.''
'
He'not'only'adopts'a' spatial'metaphor' to' capture' the'boundaries'of' a' kind'of' freedom,'but'he'






















it' is' clear' that' Fuller' is' principally' concerned'with' limits' on' the' kinds' of' promises' that' will' be'
enforceable,'with' freedom' from' contract,' he' hints' at' a' broader' concern' for' a' conception' of' a'
space'free'from'all'legal'constraints,'not'merely'those'imposed'by'contract.12''
'













Fuller’s' vision' of' a' ‘freeUremaining’' domain' is' concerned'with' relations' between' persons,' with'
acts'directed'at'another'person,'at' that'other’s'entitlements.' ' ‘The'man'who'enters'a'contract’'























specific' acts' or' omissions' of' acts;' therefore' no' legal' order' can' limit' the' freedom' of' an' individual' with'
respect'to'the'totality'of'his'external'and'internal'behavior,'that'is,'his'acting,'wishing,'thinking,'or'feeling.'
The' legal' order' can' limit' an' individual’s' freedom' by' commanding' or' prohibiting' more' or' less.' But' a'














In' other' words,' in' the' absence' of' formal' or' substantive' bases' for' enforcement' the' field' of'
contractual' liability'peters'out'as'the'exchange'element'diminishes.'The'scope'of'the'domain'of'










It' is' not' necessary' to' subscribe' to' Fuller’s' views' concerning' the' policy' bases' underlying'
contractual' liability' to' appreciate' that' a' focus' on' the' need' for' exchange' engages' questions'
beyond'the'realm'of'contract'law.21'In'contract'law'the'need'for'exchange'is'encapsulated'in'the'
requirement'for'consideration,'for'the'conferral'of'a'benefit'in'exchange'for'the'other’s'promise.'
Consideration' consists' in' ‘[t]he'giving'or' the'promise' to' give'of' either' a' right,' or' a'power,'or' a'
privilege,'or'an' immunity’.22'Couched' in' these' terms,'using' the'descriptors' for' the'various' ‘jural'








19'Kennedy' links' Fuller’s' ‘substantive' bases' of' contract' liability’,' namely' private' autonomy,' reliance' and'
unjust'enrichment,'with'a'concern'for'‘commutative'justice’.'He'observes'that'‘[t]hey'[reliance'and'unjust'
enrichment'principles]' restore'the'status'quo'ante,'as' that'was'defined'by'the'preUexisting' legal' rights'of'
















consideration' demands' not' only' some' form' of' comparison' between' the' parties’' entitlements'






person’s' set' of' legal' entitlements' impacts' on' the' entitlements' of' another.' The' exercise' of'
determining' whether' a' contract' exists' therefore' subsumes' the' question' of' the' freedoms' and'
constraints'entailed'by' the'status'quo'ante'and'addresses' those'that' result' from'the'purported'
contract.'
'
Consequently,' by' virtue' of' the' contract' law' requirement' for' exchange,' the' freedom' from' legal'







results' in' the' person' said' to' have' entered' into' the' contract' holding' a' right' or' privilege' to' do'
something' that' prior' to' the' conclusion' of' the' purported' contract' he' held' neither' a' right' nor' a'
privilege'to'do.' In'other'words,' in'such'cases,' the'exchange'requirement'not'only'has'regard'to'




In' the' case' of' browse'wrap' Terms' of'Use,'where' assent' can' only' be' implied,' if' at' all,' through'






























The' public' domain' may' describe' a' forum' for' the' free' exchange' of' ideas,' particularly' in' the'




The'term' ‘public'domain’' is'now'primarily'used' in' the'context'of'discourse'about'access' to'and'
use' of' information.' As' Samuelson' puts' it,' ‘“public' domain”' became' the' new' and' then' the'
predominant'moniker'for'IPUfree'information'resources.’30''
'
Boyle' notes' that'mainstream,' IPUrelated' conceptions' of' the' public' domain' deploy' a' ‘vision’' of'
‘freedom' from) the)will) of) another’' or' freedom' ‘from'exclusive' rights’' and' from' costs.31'Benkler'





If' the'vision'underlying'mainstream'conceptions'of' the'public'domain'has'been'one'of' freedom'
from'legal'constraints'in'general,'the'public'domain'is'generally'conceptualised'as'freedom'from'


































as' a' tool' to' assess' the' scope' of' the' public' domain' for' two' reasons:' first,' on' this' conception,'
contract' is' irrelevant' to' the' proper' scope' of' the' public' domain' and' second,' (relatedly)' even'




The' reasons' for' this'are'at' least'partly' ideological.' Intellectual'property'scholars'are'well'aware'
that'contract'law'and'other'bodies'of'law'may'impact'on'access'to'and'use'of'information.35'The'




This' rationale' is' not' without' merit.' Much' of' the' legwork' in' shaping' the' extent' of' rights' and'
freedoms' in' relation' to' information' has' been' carried' out' from' within' an' intellectual' property'








































conception' used' in' informationUrelated' public' domain' discourse,' I' do' not' suggest' that' the'
mainstream'conception'is'wrong,'only'that'it'serves'a'different'purpose.39''
'












There' is' considerable' overlap' between' Benkler’s' conception' of' the' public' domain' and' the'
conception'proposed'here.' Like'Benkler,' I' am'concerned' to' isolate'particular'uses' that'are' free'
from'legal'constraints.'The'distinguishing'feature'of'my'conception'of'the'public'domain'is'that'I'
treat' freedom' from' legal' constraints' as' entailing' freedom' not' only' from' all' those' constraints'






A' bare' analysis' of' the' intellectual' property' rights' in' the' information' will' not' suffice' for' these'
purposes.' The' analysis'must' certainly' take' those' rights' into' account' but' it'must' also' take' into'
account' all' those' aspects' of' context' that' pertain' to' the' relationship' between' the' information'
provider'and'user.'This'will'include,'for'example,'the'mode'of'delivery'of'the'information,'and'all'






















• Contracts,' particularly' standard' form' contracts,' may' regulate' access' to' and' use' of'
information42'






Their' attention' is' directed' to' particular' clauses' in' contracts' that' upset' the' default' position'
enshrined' in' intellectual' property' law:' they' are' concerned' with' clauses' that' conflict' with'













43'J' H' Reichmann' and' Jonathan' A' Franklin,' ‘Privately' Legislated' Intellectual' Property' Rights:' Reconciling'
Freedom' of' Contract' with' Public' Good' Uses' of' Information’' (1999)' 147' University' of' Pennsylvania' Law'
Review'875,'911;'David'Nimmer,'Elliot'Brown,'and'Gary'N'Frischling,'‘The'Metamorphosis'of'Contract'into'




the' integrity'of' the'public'domain’.'Lucie'Guibault,’Wrapping' Information' in'Contract:'How'Does' it'Affect'
the' Public' Domain?’' in' Lucie' Guibault' and' P' Bernt' Hugenholtz' (eds),' The) Future) of) the) Public) Domain:)
identifying)the)commons)in)information)law'(Kluwer'Law'International'2006)'104.''See'also'Niva'ElkinUKoren,'



















the'need' for'permission,' the' logically'prior' (firstUorder)'difficulty' is' the' ‘permission'culture’' that'
makes' it' possible' for' the' information' provider' to' impose' a' contract' at' all,' with' or' without'
restrictions'on'copyright.''
'
The' firstUorder' question' concerns' those' aspects' of' contract' law,' and' the' underlying' matrix' of'
entitlements'of'parties,'(including'but'not'limited'to'intellectual'property'entitlements)'that'make'
it' possible' for' an' information' provider' to' impose' a' contract' on' the' user.' The' failure' of' the'
intellectual' property' community' to' deeply' engage' with' this' issue' is' surprising.48'After' all,' the'
public'domain'‘left’'by'copyright'represents'not'only'the'‘space’'in'which'activities'may'be'carried'
out'without'infringing'copyright'but'also'the'space'in'which'a'contract'(usually'a'licence)'cannot'
be' demanded' for' use' of' the' relevant' work,' at' least' on' copyright' grounds.49'A' contractUbased'




Niva' ElkinUKoren,' perhaps' alone' in' the' ranks' of' intellectual' property' academics,' expressly'
acknowledges' that' the' firstUorder' question' concerning' basic' contract' law' rules' about' the'






























largely' directed' to' the' secondUorder' question.' Nimmer' (n' 43)' 55.' So' too' does' the' Australian' Copyright'
Review' Committee' in' the' context' of' its' review' of' the' relationship' between' contract' and' copyright.'









A'subUtheme'that'appears' in' the'academic' literature' relating' to' the' interface'between'contract'




copyright' and' related' laws’.51'Heide,' recognising' that' the' power' to' control' access' to' online'
information'may' derive' from' sources' other' than' copyright' argues' that' ‘unless'we' are' to' leave'
copyright' completely'behind,' regulation'of' certain'other' rights' structures' is' necessary.’52'' ElkinU
Koren'claims'that'
'
…' the' shift' to' onUline' dissemination' suggests' that' the' role' of' copyright' law' in' securing'
owners''interests'may'be'dispensable.53'
'




and' contracting' practice' play' a' dominant' role.' Traditional' copyright' law' will' recede' in'
importance'because'many'aspects'of'the'onUline'distribution'methodology'are'not'suited'
to'property'right'constructs'centered'on'the'making'and'distributing'of'copies'as'the'main'
property' right.' Instead,' intellectual' property' law' grounded' in' trademark' and' other'
competition' or' product' identification' principles' will' have' increasing' importance.' New'
property'interests,'dealing'with'transmission,'extraction,'and'access,'will'be'created.54''
'
Such' comments' speak' to' a' pressing' need' for' a' discourse' concerning' the' public' domain' that'



















Those' copyright' scholars' concerned' by' the' impact' of' contract' on' the' public' domain' have'
proposed'various'solutions'from'within'and'outside'the'copyright'regime.'Some'have'argued'for'
statutory' contract' override' provisions' to' preserve' the' public' domain' so' far' as' enshrined' in'
copyright'exceptions;56'some'have'argued' for' the'development'of'public' interest'doctrines' that'
might' be' pressed' into' service' to' protect' the' public' domain;57'some' ask'whether' human' rights'






ElkinUKoren' touches' on' the'problem'but' not' the' solution.'While'Derclaye' and' Favale' note' that'
within' Europe' the' question' whether' browse' wrap' contracts' are' prima' facie' valid' remains'




why' courts' enforce' browseUwrap' contracts' is' that' the' courts' improperly' conflate' contract' and'
property'claims.62'It'may'be'true'that'courts'have'conflated'such'claims,'but' if' the'problem'has'
arisen'on'account'of'careless'assessments'of'the'underlying'entitlement'position,'it'may'equally'
have' arisen' on' account' of' a' failure' to' carefully' apply' the' traditional' contract' law' doctrines' of'







Saying' that'browsewraps'are'enforceable'only'where' the'drafter' already'had'a' right' to'
prevent' a' particular' use' is' the' functional' equivalent' of' refusing' to' enforce' those'
browsewraps.'The'concept'of'contract'does'no'useful'work'in'either'case.63'
'
However,' Lemley’s' criticism' is'directed'at'arguments' concerning' the'enforceability'of'particular'



















arguments' that'otherwise'valid'contracts' should'be'cut'down'by' the'courts'where' the'contract'
terms' override' the' default' balance' between'owner’s' and' user’s' rights' in' copyright.65'Whatever'
the'merits' of' such' proposals,' as' Lemley' observes,' the' proposals' do' not' concern' contract' law.'
Contract' law'can'do'useful'work'but,'as'Lemley'recognises,'not'the'work'that'he'describes:' it' is'
not'the'role'of'contract'to'fossilise'the'status'quo,'provided'that'there'is'an'exchange'to'be'made.''
'
In' relation' to' the'secondUorder'problem'of' the' impact'of'particular' terms,'various'solutions'are'
feasible'in'principle.'In'practice,'faced'with'contracts'that'do'not'respect'the'limitations'that'may'




presented' by' ‘[u]nfettered' private' ordering’66'one'must' also' explore' the' internal' constraints' of'









The'first' reason'relates'to'the'nature'of' the'task' in'hand.'The'aim'of' this' thesis' is' to'assess'the'
extent'to'which'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'impact'on'the'free'use'of'information'made'available'







a' claim' relating' to' breach' of' provisions' contained' in' browse'wrap' Terms' of' Use,' a' court'must'
carry' out' a' contract' law' analysis' in' order' to' first' determine' whether' the' requirements' for' a'




















contract)' bundle' of' legal' entitlements' and' the' impact' of' the' activities' said' to' give' rise' to' a'







so'why,' law'permits'the'formation'of'contracts'having'such'an' impact.' In'order'to'address'such'




focused' on' intellectual' property.' The' extent' to' which' particular' uses' of' information' are' ‘free’'
depends'not'only'on'intellectual'property'regimes'(however'widely'framed)'but'also'on'tort'law,'
property' law,'unjust'enrichment,' theories'of'misappropriation,'and'on' laws'designed'to'protect'
computers' and' information'held'on' computers.' The'Achilles' heel' of' a' conception'of' the'public'
domain' couched' solely' in' terms' of' intellectual' property' constraints' is' its' failure' to' capture' the'
range' of' legal' instruments' that' may' impact' on' freedom' of' information' from' constraints.' A'
contractUoriented'approach,'on'the'other'hand,'facilitates'a'broadlyUbased'inquiry'into'the'entire'
spectrum'of' the' respective'parties’' entitlements,' drawn' from'whatever' source;' it'mandates' an'
inquiry' into'what' the'website' brings' to' the' table' besides' the' information' itself' and' associated'
intellectual'property'rights.'''''
'
A' final' reason' is' that' concern'about'whether'or'not' information' is' ‘free’' implies' concern'about'
the' imposition' of' any' contractual' terms,' not' merely' terms' that' purport' to' override' copyright'
exceptions'or'other' freedoms'within'the' intellectual'property'regime.71'In' the'context'of' typical'
Terms' of' Use,' copyright' restrictions' are' only' one' of' many' provisions' that' upset' the' default'
positions'established'by'public'rather'than'private'ordering.'
'
While' terms' that' purport' to' override' copyright' exceptions' plainly' perpetuate' the' need' for'
permission,' the' logically'prior'difficulty' is' the' fact'of' the' imposition'of' the' contract.'After' all,' a'




















In' this' Chapter' I' set' out' and'developed' a' novel' conception'of' the'public' domain' as' an' area'of'
freedom'not'only'from'law'but'from'contract.'
'
I' explained' that' the' conception' has' its' genesis' in' Fuller’s' conception' of' a' ‘field' of' human'
intercourse' freed' from' legal' constraints’.' I' drew' attention' to' particular' aspects' of' Fuller’s'
conception,' its' focus'on'freedom'from'contract,' its' links'to'Fuller’s'wider'concern'for' liberty,' its'
relationship' to' the' rules' of' contract' law' that' limit' the' scope' for' the' imposition' of' contracts' to'
situations'of'exchange'between'persons.''
'
I' considered' how' my' proposed' conception' of' the' public' domain' fits' with' the' existing' public'






I' suggested' that' the'need' for' a' conception'of' the'public' domain' that' looks'beyond' intellectual'
property' may' be' inferred' from' commentary.' The' commentary' points' to' the' overlap' between'
contract'and'copyright.'It'is'very'much'alive'to'the'risk'that'contract'law'may'displace'the'balance'







the' task' of' assessing' the' extent' to' which' information' made' available' on' a' publicly' accessible'
website' is' free' from' constraints' on' use'must' take' account' of' constraints' imposed' by' contract;'
ease' of' application,' on' account' of' the' fact' that' conflicts' between' contract' and' copyright'
invariably' proceed' according' to' an' initial' assessment' as' to' whether' a' valid' contract' exists;'
methodology,' since'a'conception'of' the'public'domain' that' takes'account'of' freedom'from' law'
and' contract' subsumes'questions'of' freedom' from' the' constraints'of' intellectual'property' laws'
but' looks'further'to'the'impact'of'other'areas'of' law'and'of'contract'on'the'use'of' information;'



















In' this' Chapter' I' develop' the' contractUoriented' conception' of' the' public' domain' in' relation' to'
information'made'available'on'open'publicly'accessible'websites'featuring'Terms'of'Use.'The'aim'







In' Section' III,' from' the' range'of'questions' flagged'up'by' the' key' requirements' for' a' contract,' I'
select'and'address'as'a'preliminary' to' the'main' inquiry,' two'questions'about' the'application'of'





The'main' inquiry' relates' to' the' requirements' as' to' the' existence' of' assent' and' consideration.'
These'are'considered'in'Section'IV'and'V'respectively.''
'
At' Section' VI' I' describe' how' the' key' requirements' for' a' contract'may' be' pressed' into' service,'
providing' a' methodology' for' mapping' the' public' domain.' The' methodology' depends' on' a'
benefitsUoriented' articulation' of' the' exchange' between' website' and' user.' So' translated,' the'
contract' law'doctrines'of'consideration'and'mutual'assent'may'be'applied'so'as'to'determine' if'






























agreements,' signed' by' both' parties,' there' are' innumerable' instances' of' contracts' that' are' not'
express'but'come'into'being'through'a'combination'of'words'or'writing'and'conduct.'5'
'
While,'according'to'Chitty,' it'matters' little'whether'contracts'are'express'or' implied,' it'makes'a'
difference' as' regards' contract' formation' in' at' least' one' respect.6 'Intention' to' create' legal'
relations' may' ‘commonly' be' assumed’' in' cases' where' the' contract' is' express.' 7 'Moreover,'
although'a'relevant'distinction' is'not'expressly'recognised' in'commentary'or'case' law,' it'may' in'
practice'make'a'difference'whether'the'offer'is'express'or'implied.8''
'






























































In' the' context' of' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' the' question' is' whether' the' presentation' of' the'













































automatic' ticket'machine'situated'at' the'entrance' to' the'car'park.'The'question'on'appeal'was'
whether' the' plaintiff' had' notice' of' these' conditions' before' the' conclusion' of' the' contract.' For'
these'purposes'the'key'issues'related'to'the'timing'of'acceptance'and'the'point'at'which,'if'at'all,'




In' the'particular' circumstances'of' that' case,' Lord'Denning' considered' that' the'automatic' ticket'
machine'made'an'offer'‘when'the'proprietor'of'the'machine'holds'it'out'as'being'ready'to'receive'
the'money.’15'The'offer'was' impliedly'made'by'the'manner'of'presentation'of'the'machine.'The'
terms' of' a' notice' adjacent' to' the'machine,' and' so' visible' at' or' before' the' point' at' which' the'
customer' put' his' money' in' the' machine' (this,' according' to' the' Court' being' the' time' of'






























































Nevertheless' it' is' doubtful' whether' the' mere' display' of' a' website' featuring' a' hyperlink' titled'
‘Terms' of'Use’' or' similar' does' constitute' an' offer.' The' scenario' is' different' from' that' in' either'
Thornton'or'Chapelton'in'(at'least)'one'crucial'respect:'in'both'those'cases'money'changed'hands.'
When'money'changes'hands'(as'in'the'case'of'the'hire'of'deck'chairs,'the'purchase'of'tickets'for'
travel,24'paid' for' licences' for' access' to' or' use'of' property25'or' other' resources26)' it' is' plain' that'


































The' defendants' assert' that' the' “ticket' cases”' do' not' address' the' issue' of' whether' a'
contract'was'formed'at'all.''That'is,'they'start'from'the'proposition'that'the'parties'know'
they' are' entering' into' a' contract' and' then' the' issue' addressed' is' whether' they' have'
sufficient'notice'of' the' terms'of' the' contract.' ' They' know' that' they'have' the'option'of'
accepting' the' service' offered' and' entering' into' an' agreement' or' rejecting' the' offered'










terms' are' intended' to' have' contractual' effect.' Just' as' the' Courts,' in' the' ticket' cases,'


























might' be' entitled' to' ignore' a' notice' of' terms' having' no' reason' to' suppose' that' these' were'
associated'with'a'contractual'offer.35'In'reality,'however,'where'the'very'existence'of'a'contract'is'
in' issue36'the'question'of'whether'there' is'an'offer'may' in'certain'cases'only'be'assessed' in'the'




and' second,' that' attention' should' be' directed' instead' to' the' terms' contended' for' and' in'
particular'whether'such'terms'have'been'brought'to'the'attention'of'the'user,'as)a)preliminary'to'





















































the' webpage' in' order' to' see' the' hyperlink.' However' the' Court' was' also' concerned' that' the'
hyperlink' should'be'displayed' in' such'a'way'as' to' ‘prompt' the'user' to' review’' the' terms'made'
available'by'way'of'the'hyperlink.'In'this'respect'the'Court'observed'that''
'
Notably' unlike' in' other' cases' where' courts' have' upheld' browsewrap' agreements,' the'
notice' that' “Entering' this' Site' will' constitute' your' acceptance' of' these' Terms' and'
Conditions,”'…'was'only'available'within'the'Terms'and'Conditions.42'''''
''
The'decision'would'seem'to'suggest' that' in' the'absence'of'conspicuous'wording,'visible'on' the'
webpage'accessed'by'the'user'rather'than'merely'accessible'by'hyperlink,'clearly'indicating'that'




of'Use'are' to'give' rise' to'a' contract.43'The'question'has'not'arisen'before' the'English'Courts.' It'
remains'to'be'seen'therefore'what'weight'is'accorded'to'the'argument'that'in'the'absence'of'an'







by' the' Court.' Ticketmaster’s' website' adopts' such' wording.' Ticketmaster' display' the' following'
legend'at'the'foot'of'every'page'of'their'website'





























contained' in' the' Terms' of' Use' accessible' by' means' of' hyperlink.' It' is,' in' Treitel’s' words,' ‘an'
expression'of'willingness'to'contract'on'specified'terms’'and'the'terms'themselves'will'very'often'










by' the' Courts.47'The' subjective' intentions' of' the' parties' are' not' determinative.' The' apparent'
latitude' afforded' to' the' Courts' by' the' requirement' for' an' objective' assessment' of' intent' is'
moderated' in' practice' by' the' operation' of' presumptions' as' to' the' presence' or' absence' of'
intention'to'create'legal'relations.''
'
Intention' to' create' legal' relations' is' normally' inferred' in' express' agreements' of' an' ordinary'
commercial'nature,'but'not' in' implied'agreements'or'social'or'domestic'agreements.'48'It' is'rare'
for' judges' to' deny' contractual' effect' to' an' express' commercial' agreement' for' want' of' lack' of'
intention'to'create' legal'relations:' the'onus'on'a'party'to'displace'the'presumption' in' favour'of'



































an' inference'of' intention'to'create' legal'relations'where'assent'had'to'be' implied'from'conduct'









evidence,' there' was' an' expressly' stated' offer' to' contract.' He' seems' to' imply' that' that' factor'
would'be'significant'though'he'does'not'say'how.'
'
The' example' presented' by' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' is' distinguishable' from' the' situation' in'
Assuranceforeningen)Gard)Gjensidig.)In'that'case'the'offer,'if'there'was'once,'had'to'be'found'in'a'
combination' of' oral' and' written' communications,' none' of' which' incorporated' any' expressly'
stated'offer'to'contract.53'If'a'website'makes'an'offer'on'the'terms'contained'within'browse'wrap'




on' notice' as' to' the' website’s' intention' that' the' Terms' of' Use' should' be' binding.55 'While'
Assuranceforeningen)Gard)Gjensidig)does'not'displace'the'usual' rule'that'where'contracts'must'





Indeed' if,' faced'with'an'offer' that' is' expressly' stated' to'be' contractual,' the'offeree'engages' in'
conduct'that,'in'the'eyes'of'the'Court,'is'treated'as'signalling'assent,'it'would'seem'to'follow'that'
the' offeree' must' be' supposed' to' have' intention' to' create' legal' relations' having' been' put' on'












clearly' intimate'that'they'are' intended'to'have'contractual'effect,' the'website'would,' I'suggest,'











In' the' rest' of' this' Chapter,' and' in' the' Chapters' that' follow' I' assess' the' contractual' status' of'











Acceptance' is'a' ‘final'and'unqualified'expression'of'assent' to' the' terms'of'an'offer’.59'The'offer'
may'be'accepted'by'conduct.60'In'the'case'of'open'publicly'accessible'websites'featuring'browse'
wrap'Terms'of'Use,'users'do'not'typically'engage'in'any'direct'communication'with'the'website'in'
relation' to' the' offer' incorporating' the' Terms' of' Use.' If' there' is' acceptance,' it' is' acceptance'
through'conduct.''
'






















applies'both' in' cases'of' ‘pure' contracts'by' implication’'where' the' contract' as'a'whole'must'be'







long' course' of' dealing' between' the' parties' even' though' it' was' accepted' that' the' defendants,'
Marks' and' Spencer' plc' had'deliberately' resisted' entering' into' an' express' agreement.'Affirming'





conduct' if' the' conduct' relied' upon' is' no'more' consistent'with' an' intention' to' contract'
than'with'an' intention'not' to'contract.' It'must,' surely,'be'necessary' to' identify'conduct'
referable' to' the' contract' contended' for'or,' at' the' very' least,' conduct' inconsistent'with'
there'being'no'contract'made'between' the'parties.'Put'another'way,' I' think' it'must'be'




is'concerned'rather'with'necessity'of' inference'having'regard' to' the'conduct'of' the'parties'and'


























In' that'same'case'Roskill' LJ' refers' to' ‘the'only'possible' inference' [being]' that' the'agreement' to'
arbitrate' has' been' rescinded' by' mutual' consent’.69'Although' it' is' not' clear' that' Roskill' LJ' was'
doing'more'than'referring'to'particular'instances'where'such'inferences'are'necessary,'Mance'LJ'
in' Baird) Textile) Holdings) Ltd' appears' to' treat' the' statement' as' an' accurate' description' of' the'









Since' there' is' no' evidence' of' any' express' agreement,' it' has' to' be' inferred' from' the'
conduct' of' the' parties.' If' their' conduct' is' equally' referable' to' and' explicable' by' their'
existing' rights' and' obligations,' albeit' such' rights' and' obligations' are' not' enforceable'
against'each'other,'there'is'no'material'from'which'the'Court'can'draw'the'inference.'It'is'
only' if' their' conduct' is'unequivocally) referable) to)or)explicable)by)one)or)more) rights)or)








Baird) Textile,' and' the' authorities' to' which' Mance' LJ' refers' all' relate' to' ‘pure' contracts' by'






Acceptance'may'be'by' conduct,' but' the' conduct' needs' to'be' clearly' and'unequivocally'
referable'to'the'agreement'contended'for.75'
'























The'test,'whether'or'not'the'offer' is'express,' is'one'of'necessity'of' implication'of'mutual'assent'
having'regard'to'the'parties’'conduct'and'the'terms'of'the'proposed'contract.'Where'(as'is'often'
the'case)'reliance'is'placed'on'the'conduct'of'the'offeree'in'taking'a'benefit'said'to'flow'from'the'





Treitel' presents' the' doctrine' of' consideration' as' a' conglomeration' of' discrete' though' related'
rules' drawn' from' precedent.79 'He' argues' that' consideration' is' a' separate' requirement' for'
contract' formation,80'that' the'doctrine' is'concerned'with'reciprocity'of'exchange81'but'does'not'






I' rely' on' and' adopt' Treitel’s' authoritative' account' of' the' ‘rules’' of' the' doctrine.'However' I' am'
sympathetic' to' the' view' that' the' essence' of' the' doctrine' is' found' in' the' requirement' for'
reciprocity' of' exchange,' and' that' the' ‘rules’' of' the' doctrine' of' consideration' are' merely' the'






















for' something' of' value' ‘in' the' eyes' of' the' law’.87'Pollock' expressed' the' requirement' in' these'
terms''
'







The' exclusionary' rules' of' the' doctrine' expounded' by' Treitel' only' weakly' grasp' the' relational'
aspects,'concerning'the'causal'connection'between'benefit'and'promise'and'the'exchange'(if'any)'
between' the' provider' and' recipient' of' the' benefit.' Thus,' the' ‘rules’' that' the' benefit' should' be'
real,'not'illusory'and'have'economic'value'are'merely'directed'towards'the'nature'of'the'benefit'




one' that' would' not' have' been' conferred' absent' the' promise' speaks' to' the' need' for' a' nexus'
between' benefit' and' promise.'91'However,' while' this' rule' expresses' a' concern' for' reciprocity,'
demonstrated' by' a' causal' nexus,' it' operates' to' exclude' certain' arrangements' from' having'










law' denies' contractual' effect' to' arrangements' where' the' consideration' given' is' ‘past'



















been' made' it' does' not' qualify' as' good' consideration' since' there' is' no' contractual' nexus' or'
exchange.''
'
The' general' rule' is' subject' to' certain' exceptions.' If' the' consideration' was' given' before' the'
promise'was'made'but'both'consideration'and'promise'are'‘substantially'one'transaction’'nothing'
will' turn' on' the' precise' chronological' order.94'In' addition' past' consideration' consisting' in' the'
provision' of' services' will' be' good' consideration' where' the' services' were' requested' by' the'
promisor'in'the'knowledge'that'payment'or'other'remuneration'for'the'services'was'expected.95''
'
The' rule' denying' contractual' effect' to' arrangements' where' the' consideration' is' ‘past'
consideration’'makes'an' important' contribution' towards'ensuring' that' contracts' are' concerned'
with' exchanges. 96 'In' particular' it' operates' to' prevent' parties' from' imposing' contractual'














the' contract' said' to' incorporate' the' Terms' of' Use.' In' the' case' of' assent' through' conduct,' the'
question'as'to'whether'assent'may'be'inferred'depends'on'whether'it'may'be'demonstrated'that'
the'user'takes'a'benefit' that' flows'from'the'contract'and'only' from'the'contract.' In'the'case'of'
consideration,'the'website'must'show'some'benefit'to'the'user'that'qualifies'as'consideration.'98'



























from' the' contract' something' that' he' did' not' already'possess.99'In' order' to' assess'whether' this'






In' the' case'of' the' rules' as' to' consideration' the' requirement' for' the' conferral' of' the'benefit' to'
occur'within'the'context'of'a'relevant'exchange'is'expressed'in'two'aspects'of'the'doctrine:'the'
rule' that' for' a' benefit' to' qualify' as' consideration' it' must' be' one' that' would' not' have' been'
conferred'but'for'the'promises'made'by'the'user'by'virtue'of'the'Terms'of'Use,'and'the'rule'that'














4. For' the' purposes' of' (3)' compare' the' benefit' purportedly' transferred' with' the' user’s'
existing'suite'of'rights'and'privileges.'''
5. Consider'the'timing'of'conferral'of'the'benefit'so'as'to'determine'whether'it'is'truly'given'






















negative;'or' (b)' that'question'6'must'be'answered' in' the'affirmative;'or' (c)' that' the'answer' to'





















which' a' contract'may'be' implied' from'conduct,' noting' that' the' test' of' necessity'of' implication'
applies'whether' the'contract'as'a'whole'must'be' implied' from'conduct'or'only'assent'need'be'







From' the' rules' as' to' acceptance' and' consideration' I' distilled' a' set' of' tasks' that'might' serve' to'
determine'whether'a'contract' is' formed'by'virtue'of'the'presentation'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'
Use'on'open'publicly'accessible'websites.'The'suite'of'tasks'includes'an'assessment'of'the'user’s'
preUcontract' rights' and' privileges.' The' tasks' therefore' not' only' serve' to' identify' whether' a'
contract'exists'between'website'and'user'but'illuminate'the'scope'of'the'public'domain'as'a'field'















In' this' Chapter' I' engage' in' a' preliminary' exploration' of' the' nature' of' the' benefit' conferred' by'
















The' terms' proffered' (access,' service,' use)' at' first' blush' seem' straightforward.' In' reality,' in' the'
context' of' websites,' these' terms' signal' a' particular' approach' to' the' conceptualisation' of' the'
benefit.' In' Section' IV' I' explore' the' relevance' of' these' terms' for' the' conceptualisation' of' the'







digital' transmission,' that' ‘everyone' sees' something' else' in' it’,' observing' that'while' access,' the'

















Some' (though' not' a' great' deal)' of' research' has' been' carried' out' concerning' the' contractual'




the'US'position' in' relation' to' contract' formation' in' the' context'of'browse'wrap'and' click'wrap'







The' Australian' Copyright' Law' Review' Committee' carried' out' a' wideUranging' review' into' ‘the'
relationship'between'contract'and'copyright.’7'Under'its'Terms'of'Reference'the'Committee'was'
to' review' ‘the' ability' of' owners' or' users' of' copyright' to' enforce' agreements'which' exclude' or'
modify' exceptions' to' the' exclusive' rights' of' copyright' owners’. 8 'As' part' of' its' review' the'
Committee'considered'the'enforceability'of'browse'wrap'contracts'taking'into'account'questions'
of'contract'formation,'and,'in'particular,'questions'as'to'whether'the'user'has'notice'of'terms'and'








































Review'of' the' relevant' literature' reveals' only' a' smattering' of' references' to' the' nature' of' such'





An' argument' can' be' constructed' that'many' agreements' concerning' digital' content' are'























































The' United' States' Court' of' Appeals' (Second' Circuit)' addressed' the' question' of' the' benefit'
afforded' by' an' open' publicly' accessible' website' to' a' user' in'Register.com) v) Verio.21'The' Court'
maintained' that' the' website' offered' ‘access' to' information’,22'but' its' reliance' on' an' analysis'
concerning'the'conferral'of'services'suggests'that'it'regarded'this'facility'as'a'service.'
'
A' similar' approach' was' adopted' by' the' Canadian' Courts' in' Century) 21st.23'This' was' another'
screenUscraping'claim'in'which'the'parties'were'at'odds'as'to'the'contractual'significance'of'the'
























































































In' the' UK,' the' US' and' elsewhere' the' language' of' access' is' hardwired' into' computer' misuse'
statutes:'in'the'context'of'websites'it'carries'distinct'legal'as'well'as'metaphorical'connotations.34'




used' to' cover'a'multitude'of'different' interUpersonal' exchanges'other' than' the' sale'of' goods.36'
The' language' of' services' hints' at' a' benefit' that' in' principle' qualifies' as' consideration' for' a'
contract:'the'jurisprudence'of'services'concerns'the'performance'of'acts'or'forbearances'that'are'
economic' in' character.37'Websites' are' ‘information' society' services’' within' the'meaning' of' the'
Ecommerce'Directive.38''














































The' terms' ‘access’' ‘service’' and' ‘use’' are' loaded' terms.' Each' term' carries' particular' legal'
significance.'However' that'observation'alone'provides'no'answer'as' to'whether' the' terms'truly'
describe' the' same' benefit(s),' but' use' different' language' in' order' to' (consciously' or'





The' case' law' and' academic' commentary' reviewed' in' Section' II' hints' at' an' overlap.' Dawn'
Davidson'speaks'of'the'benefit'of' information'or)services.41'Matthew'Walden’s'reference'to'the'
benefit' of' the' act' of' posting' information' online' (a' service)' implies' the' ability' to' access' the'
information' and' the' associated' benefit' of' some' use' of' the' information.42'Walden' refers' to' the'
terms' and' conditions' deployed' by' websites' as' either' ‘terms' of' use’' or' ‘terms' of' service’.43'' In'
Spreadex' the' Court' appeared' to' consider' that' the' provision' of' a'website'might' entail' either' a'
grant'of'access'to'the'website'or'a'service.44''
'
Orin' Kerr' makes' the' point' that' where' access' is' interpreted' from' the' perspective' of' physical'
reality,'‘accessing'a'computer'is'no'different'from'simply'using'a'computer.’45'Madison'hints'that'
use'of'the'information'obtained'via'a'website'may'also'be'subsumed'within'the'notion'of'access.'
Acknowledging' that' he' uses' the' term' ‘access’' ‘broadly' and' necessarily' somewhat' loosely’'
Madison'suggests'that'‘access’'means'
the' ability' of' individuals' to' see,' hear,' understand,' use,' and' in' many' cases' reuse'
information'content'and/or'services.46'







































are' distinguishable' from'access' to' the' server' or' an' information' resource:' such' services' involve'
data' processing' functions' beyond' the' implementation' of' the' user’s' ‘GET’' request' for'
information.47'The'website'may'enable'use'of' the'server' for'access' to' the'website'or' to'enable'
use'of'an' ‘additional' service’.' It'may'enable'use'consisting' in'access' to'a'particular' information'
resource'as'well'as'uses'of'that'information'resource'in'ways'that'extend'beyond'access.'''
'
To'what'extent'are' these'benefits'different' in' substance'or' truly' the' same?' In'order' to'answer'































































The' links' are' expressive,' not' of' identity' in' the' benefit,' but' identity' in' how' the' benefit' is'
experienced' by' the' user.' From' the' user’s' perspective' (ignoring' the' implications' of' the'
classification'for'the'contractual'analysis)'it'makes'no'difference'whether'the'benefit'that'results'
in' access' to' the' server' is' badged' as' access,' a' service' or' use.' Similarly'where' the' user' has' the'








































in' case' law' and' commentary' of' the' terminology' of' ‘access’,' ‘service’' and' ‘use’'may' reflect' the'







looking.' Use' implies' initial' access. 53 'Finally,' insofar' as' the' term' ‘service’' without' further'
specification' is' a' catchUall' term' for' activities' characterised' by' the' carrying' out' of' acts' or'








































ideas' of' ‘entering’,' ‘visiting’,' ‘intruding’' and' the' like' to' apply' the' doctrine.' In' reality'
however,' these'activities'never'happen.'When'a'person'accesses'a'website'by'entering'









































The'review'suggests' that' the'distinction'between'access,' service'and'use' is' real,'at' least' to' this'
extent:'first,'the'benefits'that'may'be'considered'as'involving'the'provision'of'additional'services'
or'use'of'additional'services'may'not'be'pigeonholed'within'the'category'of'access;'second,'the'














For' the' purposes' of' the' contractual' analysis' carried' out' in' later' Chapters,' I' approach' the'













any' of' the' additional' benefits.' Such' additional' benefits' are' severable' from' the' core' benefits'





















that' while' the' choice' of' term' appears' to' dictate' the' analysis' of' the' benefit' from' within' a'














The' first' two'groups'of'benefits'were' identified'as' ‘core’'benefits.' ' It'was' suggested' that' these'
groups'of'benefits'could'be'linked'not'only'on'account'of'their'function'but'their'relationship'to'
the' technical'processes' involved' in' the' facilitation'and' implementation'of' the'request/response'




user'was'underscored'by' the'observation' that' the' request/response'process'underpins' all' user'
interactions'with'the'website;' that' the'only'conduct' (directed'at' the'website)' in'which'all'users'
engage'is'the'activity'of'requesting'a'webpage;'that'the'core'benefits'may'equally'be'described'by'






assessment' of' the' contractual' significance' of' the' exchange' proceeds' in' tandem' with' an'
exploration'of'the'mode'of'conceptualisation'that'most'accurately'represents'the'character'of'the'
benefits'conferred.' In'this' respect' I' recall'Mihály'Ficsor’s'admonition'about'digital' transmission,'


































be' derived' from' a' right' to' exclude.' Applying' these' findings,' in' Section' II.4' I' note' that' the'
requirements'as'to'assent'in'contract'law'limit'the'range'of'circumstances'in'which'the'holder'of'





















In' Section' IV' I' review' the' decision' in' Century) 21) Canada) Limited) Partnership) v) Rogers)
Communications) Inc.2'This' is'the'only'decision' in'a'common'law'jurisdiction'to'explicitly'address'
the'enforceability'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'by'reference'to'whether'the'owner'of'a'website'
possesses' a' ‘right’' to' control' access.' The' review' includes' an' assessment' as' to' whether' the'
analysis'adopted'by'the'Canadian'Court'may'readily'be'transposed'into'English'law.'
'
In' Section'V' I' explore' the' significance'of' the'Computer'Misuse'Act'1990' (‘CMA'1990’).' The'Act'
creates'an'offence'relating'to'‘unauthorised'access’'to'information'stored'on'computer'and'links'
the' meaning' of' ‘unauthorised’' to' ‘entitlement' to' control' access’.' Section' V.1' sets' out' the'
legislative' provisions' concerning' ‘entitlement' to' control' access’,' while' Section' V.2' provides' an'
overview'of' the' implications'of' the' incorporation'of' that' term'within' the' legislation.'At'Section'
V.3' I' explore' the' genesis' of' ‘entitlement' to' control' access’' in' the' context' of' the' CMA' 1990,'













Hohfeld' lamented' the' lack' of' clarity' of' thinking' caused' by' the' failure' to' differentiate' between'
different' forms' of' legal' interests' possessed' by' one' person' in' relation' to' another. 3 'In' his'
Fundamental) Legal)Conceptions' he'provided'not'merely'a'vocabulary' for' the'different' forms'of'






Hohfeld’s' scheme'of' jural' relations'has'proved' influential.6'Several' commentators'writing' in' the'























legal' interests'at' stake.' ' The'debate' reveals' significant' confusion'about' the'difference'between'
rights'and'privileges'and'the'relationship'between'rights,'privileges'and'powers.10'Such'confusion'








of' the' correlative' duty.12'Hohfeld’s' scheme' provides' an' analytical' tool' enabling' us' to' check'
assertions'about'the'existence'of'‘rights’.'If'no'correlative'duty'can'be'found,'no'right'exists.13'
'
'A'privilege'(or' liberty),14'on'the'other'hand,' is'a' legal' interest'consisting' in'the' legal'ability' (not'
the'right,'nor'the'physical'ability)15'to'do'something'by'virtue'of'the'absence'of'a'legal'duty'not'to'




































fences' or' barriers' around' your' land' so' that' I' can' no' longer' cross' it,' a'mere' privilege' does' not'
supply' me' with' a' right' against' you' that' you' should' remove' those' barriers' or' refrain' from'
imposing'barriers'so'as'to'afford'me'access.19''
'
Consider'another'example.' Imagine'a' legal' jurisdiction' that'did'not' recognise'property' rights' in'
land.' In' this' situation'your' legal' ability' to'erect' fences'would'not'be'buttressed'by'a' right:' you'










right' to'exclude'as'well'as'a'privilege.'This'may'be' illustrated'by'what' (borrowing' from'Litman)'
might'be'described'as'the'‘myUpaintingUmayUbeUinUtheUpublicUdomainUbutUIUdon'tUhaveUtoUletUyouU
intoUmyUhouseUtoUseeUit’' scenario.22'The' owner' of' the' house' possesses' a' right' to' exclude' on'
account' of' his' property' right' in' the' house. 23 'His' right' to' exclude' persons' from' his' house'
buttresses'his'privileges'in'relation'to'the'painting'(to'keep'it'hidden,'to'refuse'to'make'it'publicly'
accessible,' to'erect'barriers' to'access).24'In' this' situation'he'can' impose'conditions'on'access' to'
the'painting'by'virtue'of'his'right'to'exclude'from'the'house,'not'by'virtue'of'his'privileges.25'As'
Litman'points'out,'absent'a' right'of'property' in' the'house,' the'owner'of' the'painting'could'not'

























Heide' describes' this' effect' as' ‘emanat[ing]' from' the' recognition' of' property' rights' in) an)
infrastructure) used) to) control) access.’28'It' is' crucially' important' not' to' conflate' the' privileges'











‘the' legal'power' to'create'a'privilege'of'entrance' in'any'person’.34'If' there' is'a' ‘right’' to'control'
access'it'is'truly'in'the'nature'of'a'power.35''
'
While' powers' and' rights' exist' independently' of' each' other,36'a' power' to) control' can' only' be'
derived'from'a'right'to'exclude.37'A'power'to'control'consists'in'the'legal'ability'to'grant'or'refuse'
permission' in' a'manner' that' changes' the' parties’' legal' relations.38'Such' a' power' can'only' arise'
where'the'person'granting'or'refusing'permission'has'the'right'to'exclude'the'activity'in'question.'
This' is' implicit' in'Hohfeld’s'understanding'of'powers.' For'Hohfeld,' the'grant'of'permission'only'













































The' analysis' carried' out' in' Section' II.3' also' reveals'why,' in) the) situation)where) assent)must) be)
implied,) the'benefit'of' the'grant'of'permission' for'access'by' the'holder'of'a'mere'privilege'can'
never'supply'the'requirements'for'a'contract.''
'










It' is' important' to' note' that'we' can' consistently' recognise' that'A’s' permission'may' represent' a'
benefit'and' insist' that' the'conferral'of' the'benefit'does'not'supply' the' requirements' for'assent'
through' conduct.' In' some' cases,' as' Lessig' points' out,' privileges' to' erect' fences' are' more'
























of' such' guards' as' I' can' hire),' and' the' effectiveness' of' stayUaway' devicesUlocked' doors,'
burglar'alarms,'electrified'fences,'vicious'attack'dogs'…46'
'
Litman' maintains' that' in' spite' of' these' measures,' without' laws' conferring' rights' to' exclude,'
‘there's' no' reason' in' the' world' why' people' can't' break' in' to' see' the' painting' without' my'
permission.’47'This'statement'is'true,'but'only'if'Litman'is'referring'to'the'lawfulness'of'breaking'in'
as' opposed' to' the' feasibility' of' breaking' in.' Guards,' locked' doors,' burglar' alarms,' electrified'
fences'and'vicious'attack'dogs'represent'some'very'good'reasons'not'to'break'in.'Permission'for'
access'necessarily'implies'that'these'measures'will'not'be'deployed:'this'forbearance'is'a'benefit'
and' in' the'context'of'express'agreements' (such'as'click'wrap'Terms'of'Use)'will' (subject' to' the'
usual'exclusionary'rules)'supply'the'requirement'for'consideration'provided'that'the'permission'is'
not' revocable' at'will.48'Thus' in' the' context' of'express' agreements' the' holder' of' a' privilege' (to'
erect' barriers' and'other' obstacles' to' access)' can' trade'up'his' privilege' so' as' to' secure,' via' the'
contract,'a'right'to'exclude'in'exchange'for'the'waiver'of'the'privilege.49'Where'on'the'other'hand'
assent'must' be' implied,' the' privilege' cannot' be' traded' up' in' this' fashion:' in' this' situation' the'
power' to' contract' is' constrained' by' the' requirement' that' for' the' user’s' conduct' in' obtaining'
access'to'supply'assent,'that'conduct'can'only'be'referable'to'the'permission.'In'the'absence'of'a'


































The' question' as' to' whether' a' website' possesses' a' right' to' exclude,' so' as' to' have' a' power' to'
control'access,'is'one'that'must'take'account'of'the'legal'qualities'of'the'content'comprised'in'the'
website'and' the' infrastructure' in'which' it' is' ‘housed’.'That' is,'one'must' take' into'account'both'


















































of'eBay’s'auction' listings'and'post'those'details'on' its' (the'defendant’s)'website.'eBay'relied'on'
the' doctrine' of' trespass' to' chattels' in' support' of' its' claim.' The' Court' granted' the' injunction,'
finding' that' the'defendant’s' ‘ongoing'violation'of'eBay’s' fundamental'property' right' to'exclude'
others'from'its'computer'system'potentially'causes'sufficient'irreparable'harm'…’57'
'
Despite' the' absolutist' terms' in'which' the'Court' asserts' a' ‘fundamental'…' right' to' exclude’' it' is'
apparent'that'the'right,'such'as'it'is,'is'qualified.'Thus'the'Court'accepts'that''
'
In' order' to' prevail' on' a' claim' for' trespass' to' chattels' based' on' accessing' a' computer'
system'the'plaintiff'must'establish:'(1)'defendant'intentionally'and'without'authorization'










The' limited'character'of' the' ‘right’'at' issue' in'trespass'to'chattels'claims' involving'unauthorised'
use'of'computer'systems'was'made'plain'in'Intel)v)Hamidi.60''
'
Intel' sought'an' injunction'against'Hamidi,'a' former'employee,'who'sent'mass'emails,' critical'of'
Intel,' to' Intel' employees' at' email' addresses' on' Intel’s' email' system.' Injunctive' relief' on' the'
grounds'of'trespass'to'chattels'was'granted'at'first'instance'and'on'appeal.'However'on'appeal'by'







“the' chattel' is' impaired' as' to' its' condition,' quality,' or' value,' or' …' the' possessor' is'
deprived'of'the'use'of'the'chattel'for'a'substantial'time.”61''''
In' the' absence' of' evidence' that' Hamidi' ‘used' the' system' in' any' manner' in' which' it' was' not'
intended'to'function'or'impaired'the'system'in'any'way’'the'Court'was'not'prepared'to'find'that'











software' and' no' interference' with' its' ordinary' and' intended' operation.' Intel' was' not'






system.' However' the' evidence' as' to' impact' could' equally' describe' the' impact' of' access' to' a'








absence'of'any'similar' judicial'activity' in'England'might'suggest'that'there' is'very' little'prospect'




although'the'position' is'not'entirely'clear,' there' is' some'authority' for' the'view'that' in'England,'
the' owner' or' possessor' of' the' chattel' may' restrain' any' unauthorised' intermeddling' with' the'
chattel,'even'in'the'absence'of'injury.65'As'a'matter'of'policy'therefore'the'Courts'may'be'wary'of'


























Faced' with' the' same' issue,' the' Canadian' Courts' declined' to' extend' the' reach' of' the' tort' to'
intangible'interferences'with'the'chattel'by'way'of'electronic'signals,'including'electronic'access.68'









…' this' assumption' of' ownership' is' not' strictly' accurate.' Information' in' digital' form' is'
generally'not'any'kind'of'personal'property'unless' it' is'recorded'on'a'physical'object,' in'
which'case'property'rights'relate'to'that'physical'object'and'not'the'information'itself.70'
'
However' legal' protection' short' of' property' rights' is' afforded' to' content' that' qualifies' for'
copyright,' to' confidential' or' private' information' or' information' that' qualifies' as' personal' data.'




Of' these,' only' confidentiality' and' privacy' are' arguably' capable' of' conferring' a' limited' right' to'






























accessible'website,'the' information'has'been'published'to'the'world'at' large,'the' information' is'





Some' commentators,' notably' Jane' Ginsburg,' argue' that' copyright' confers' a' ‘right’' to' control'
access'to'copyright'works.73'Even'allowing'for'the'point'made'by'Heide'(correctly),'that'if'such'a'
‘right’' exists,' it' is' truly' in' the' nature' of' a' Hohfeldian' power,' copyright' does' not' confer' such' a'





















































The' ability' of' the' copyright' owner' to' choose'whether' or' how' to'make' the'work' available' is' a'
privilege,' not' a' right.77'Moreover' the' privilege' is' not' a' creature' of' the' copyright' regime.' The'
privilege' is' the' correlative'of' the' absence'of' a' duty' to'make' available.' It' is' a' privilege' that' has'
always'existed'subject'to'clearly'defined'exceptions.'The'limitations'of'the'privilege'are'only'now'








communication' to' the' public' of' their' works,' by' wire' or' wireless' means,' including) the)
making)available) to) the)public)of) their)works) in) such)a)way) that)members)of) the)public)
may)access)these)works'from'a'place'and'at'a'time'individually'chosen'by'them.78'
Ginsburg'suggests'that' ‘the'copyright'owner's'ability'to'control' the'terms'under'which'access' is'
made'available'to'the'public'may'be'implicit'in'this'formulation.’79''
However'when'we' consider' the'nature'of' the' right' conferred'by'Article' 8,' that' is,' an' exclusive'
right' to'make'available,'we' see' that' its' correlative' is' a'duty'on'others'not) to)make)available.80'
Contrary'to'Ginsburg,'the'‘making'available'right’'gives'the'copyright'owner'the'power'to'control'
the' terms' on'which' a' person' is' permitted' to'make' the'works' available' to' the' public.' In' other'
words' it' confers' the' power' to' impose' contract' terms' on' the' person' who' makes' the' work'
available,'but'no'power'to'impose'contract'terms'on'users.'There'is'no'right'to'exclude'contained'
in'Article'8,'nor'any'corresponding'duty'not'to'access.'























Here' the'argument' is' that' since'every'act'of'access' to'a'work' through'a'computer'engages' the'
reproduction'right,)in)effect'(in'relation'to'works'accessed'though'a'computer,'including'all'online'
works)'the'reproduction'right'comprises'a'right'to'exclude.'Ginsburg'would'argue'moreover'that'












I' agree'with'Ginsburg,'however,' that' in' the'context'of'access' to'works' through'a'computer,'an'
unfettered' reproduction' right' would' function' as' though' it' contained' a' right' to' exclude. 86''
Ginsburg'acknowledges'that'copyright'owners'have'never'possessed'an'unfettered'reproduction'
right:' exceptions' to' the' rights' of' the' copyright' owner' serve' to' limit' the' scope' of' the' rights.'







































[I]t'has'never'been'an' infringement,' in'either'English'or'EU' law,' for'a'person'merely' to'
view' or' read' an' infringing' article' in' physical' form' ...' [all]' that' Article' 5(1)' of' the'
[Information'Society]'Directive'achieves' is' to' treat' the'viewing'of' copyright'material'on'
the' Internet' in' the' same'way' as' its' viewing' in' physical' form,' notwithstanding' that' the'









Court' of' Justice' of' the' European' Union' (‘CJEU’).' The' CJEU' confirmed' that' the' effect' of' the'
mandatory' temporary' copying' exception' set' out' in' Article' 5(1)' of' the' Information' Society'
Directive92'(implemented' within' the' UK' as' section' 28A' CDPA' 1988)' is' to' ensure' that' users' of'
websites'do'not'require'authorisation'from'copyright'owners'in'order'to'view'content'appearing'
on' websites,' whether' or' not' the' content' has' been' made' available' with' the' consent' of' the'






























to' provide' ‘adequate' legal' protection' against' the' circumvention' of' effective' technological'
measures’.96'Such'measures'are'treated'as'effective''
'
where' the' use' of' a' protected' work' [that' is' protected' by' copyright' or' the' sui' generis'










farUreaching.'Previously' copyright'owners'possessed'only'a'privilege' to'build' ‘fences’' to'protect'
their'works.98'Law'did'not'protect'the'‘fence’.'Now'it'does.'As'Benkler'points'out'the'effect'is'to'
allow' copyright' owners' who' employ' such' ‘fences’' to' ‘extinguish’' the' user’s' privilege' to'
circumvent'the'fence.99''
'
Commenting'on'the'US'position'Benkler'argues' that' the' law'protects' the' fence'per)se,' that' the'
protection' is' not' limited' to' circumstances' where' the' rights' of' the' copyright' owner' are'
infringed.100''The'US'Courts'are'split'on'the'point.'In'Chamberlain)the'Federal'Circuit'took'the'view'
that' the'protection' for' the' technological'measure'will' not'be'available'where' circumvention'of'
the'measure'does'not'cause'or'facilitate'the'infringement'of'the'rights'possessed'by'the'copyright'




















view' that' the' statutory' provisions' plainly' intended' to' provide' for' protection' against' the'
circumvention' of' access' controls' without' the' need' for' any' ‘infringement' nexus’.104'So' far' as'
Europe' is'concerned'however,' the'CJEU'has'confirmed'that'the'protection'for'TPMs' is'available'
only''
'
…' with' regard' to' technological' measures' which' pursue' the' objective' of' preventing' or'
eliminating,'as'regards'works,'acts'not'authorised'by'the'rightholder'of'copyright'referred'







they' entail' a' right' to' exclude'where) the) rightholder) employs) effective) technological) protection)
measures'but'not'otherwise.'106'By'definition'such'measures'are'not'deployed'in'the'case'of'open'
publicly' accessible' websites.' Unless' and' until' the' website' does' employ' those' measures' it'
possesses'only'a'privilege'to'erect'fences,'as'before.''
'
In' summary,' copyright' does' not' confer' a' right' to' exclude' and' a' power' to' control' access' to'
copyright'works'on' rightholders.'The' legal'protections' for'TPMs'approximate'a' right' to'exclude'
and'a'power' to' control' access'but'only'where' TPMs'are' in' fact' deployed.'While' the'expansive'
interpretation' of' the' implications' of' the' reproduction' right' in' the' digital' environment'








database.' The'protection' is' available'where' there'has'been' substantial' investment' in'obtaining'


















verifying' or' presenting' the' contents' of' the' database.108'The'maker' of' the' database' is' the' first'
owner'of'the'right.109''
'
Some'websites'may'qualify' for' the'protection'afforded'by' the'sui'generis'database' right.110'The'
key'to'protection'is'in'the'nature'of'the'investment.'If'the'investment'consists'in'the'creation'of'
the' contents' of' the' database' as' opposed' to' obtaining' verifying' or' presenting' the' contents' the'
protection'is'not'available.111'The'investment'must'also'be'substantial.112''
'











‘Of' course’,' because' subject' to' clearly' specified' exceptions,' (for' example' under' freedom' of'




















































webUbased' database' may' infringe' the' database' right' where' access' involves' the' transfer' or'
extraction'of'a'substantial'part.'In'a'later'passage'in'BHB)v)William)Hill'the'CJEU'confirms'that'
'
…' a' user' whose' access' to' the' contents' of' a' database' for) the) purpose) of) consultation'
results' from' the' direct' or' indirect' consent' of' the' maker' of' the' database,' may' be'




of' the' database' necessitates' transfer' of' the' whole' or' a' substantial' part' of' the' database' even'
where' the' maker' of' the' database' has' consented' to' access' by' the' user.120'Thus,' as' Derclaye'





















The' repeated' and' systematic' extraction'…' of' insubstantial' parts' of' the' contents' of' the'






because'of' their' repeated'and'systematic'character,'would' lead'to'the'reconstitution'of'









to' control' access' where' access' entails' the' transfer' of' the' whole' or' a' substantial' part' of' the'
contents'of'the'database.'In'the'context'of'open'publicly'accessible'websites'casual'browsing'or'
looking' is' very' unlikely' to' result' in' such' transfer.125'Repeated' and' systematic' browsing' could'
conceivably'produce' that' result.126'However,'even' in' such'cases,' such'a' result' seems' inherently'
implausible'save'where'the'user’s'intention'is'to'appropriate'rather'than'to'look'at'the'contents'
of' the' database.' Strong' support' for' this' view' is' offered'by' the'CJEU' in'BHB) v)William)Hill.' The'
Court'maintains'that'the'provisions'of'Article'7(5)'relating'to'repeated'and'systematic'extraction''
'




In' other' words,' repeated' and' systematic' extraction' having' the' effect' of' transferring' all' or' a'
substantial'part'of' the'contents'of'a'database' implies'an'appropriative'purpose'as'distinct' from'
normal'exploitation'such'as'looking.''
'
Thus,' in' the' context' of' open' publicly' accessible' websites,' the' limited' power' to' control' access'



















and' privacy' laws.128'If' the' law' of' unjust' enrichment' truly' conferred' a' remedy' for' all' such'
unauthorised' use,' then' it' might' conceivably' offer' a' basis' for' asserting' a' right' to' exclude' in'
relation'to'information.129''
'





The' authors' of'Goff' and' Jones' note' that' ‘Preventative' remedies' for' unjust' enrichment' are' not'
often'awarded’.132'They' suggest' that' the' rationale'may'be' that' a' claimant'who'anticipates' that'
the'defendant'may'be'unjustly' enriched'by' his' (the' claimant’s)' acts' can'ordinarily' refrain' from'






















129 'Hazel' Carty' notes' ‘If' the' misappropriation' argument' is' accepted' then' potentially' all' ‘‘valuable'
intangibles’’'arising'from'ideas,'information'or'images—not'simply'specific'‘‘rights’’'…'—would'be'protected'




























to'claims' for'unjust'enrichment' relating' to' the'use'of' information'assets.' Instead' they' focus'on'





the' lex) generalis' and' is' supposed' to' be' displaced' in' matters' relating' to' the' protection' of'
information' by' the' lex) specialis' constituted' by' the' intellectual' property' regime.140'However' it'





























If' (as' is' the' case' in' common' law' jurisdictions)' information' is' not' property' and' so' cannot' be'
owned,142'in'what'respect'does'access'to'or'use'of'the'information'involve'‘a'transfer'of'value’?143'
It' is' relatively' straightforward' to' identify' transfers' of' value'where' it' is' possible' to' point' to' an'




create' entitlements' rather' than' adjust' in' the' light' of' preUexisting' entitlements' are' closely'
circumscribed:' they' include' liabilities' to' repay' monies' paid' by' mistake' or' coercion,' and' for'
services.146''
Within' contract' law,' the' problem' of' assessing' whether' a' benefit' qualifies' as' consideration' is'
eased'by'the' fact' that' the'willingness'of' the'parties' to'contract' itself' suggests' that' the'benefits'
transferred' have' an' economic' value.147'In' unjust' enrichment' this' safeguard' is' absent.148'If' the'
assessment'of'transfer'of'value'is'to'be'anything'other'than'arbitrary'some'check'is'required.'For'
Gordon,' Fitzgerald' and' Gamertsfelder,' two' factors' operate' as' a' safeguard' against' arbitrary'
assessment'of'transfer'of'value' in'disputes'relating'to'the'unauthorised'use'of' information.'The'






































is' that' the' use' must' relate' to' the' benefit' of' services,' whether' alone' or' as' valueUadd' to'
information.150'Both'requirements'involve'a'concession'that'unjust'enrichment'cannot'readily'be'
applied' to' the' benefit' of' information' per) se.' They' signal' a' retreat' to' the' traditional' ambit' of'
protection' afforded' by' unjust' enrichment' (money,' land' and' goods,' services' and' discharged'
obligations)' and' an' acceptance' that' the' requirement' that' the' user’s' benefit' should' be' at' the'
information' provider’s' expense' presents' an' insurmountable' obstacle' to' claims' for' unjust'
enrichment'grounded'solely'in'access'to'and'use'of'information.''
'
Fitzgerald' and' Gamertsfelder' could' not' make' this' concession' any' clearer.' The' ‘competitive'
market' criterion' is'necessary’' they' say,'because' ‘it' objectifies' the' value'of' the'misappropriated'
intangible.’ 151'In' other' words,' mere' taking' of' the' information' presents' a' real' difficulty' for'
determining'whether' the'beneficiary' is' enriched' at' the' expense'of' the'benefactor.' Thus'unjust'
enrichment'
'
…' seeks' to' remedy' unauthorised' taking' of' the' value) added) to) the) information) by) the)
plaintiff,'not' the' inherent'value'of' the' information'which) is)owned)by) the)public.' In' this'
sense' the' competition' requirement' is' subsumed' by' the' unjust' enrichment' inquiry.' If'
there' is' unjust' enrichment,' meaning' the' subtraction' of' value' from' plaintiff' to' the'
defendant,' there'must' inevitably'be'an'unfairness' in' competition' in' the'market,'as'one'
person' has' misappropriated' from' another' to' gain' a' competitive' advantage' in' unjust'
circumstances' which'may' in' turn' reduce' the' incentive' for' the' plaintiff' to' produce' the'
valueUadded'product.152'
'
It' is' the' taking' of' a' service' that' adds' value' that' triggers' the' potential' for' liability' in' unjust'
enrichment,'not'the'taking'of'the'information.'Since'the'information'is'‘owned'by'the'public’'the'
‘taking’'cannot'simply'entail'receipt'of'the'information'comprised'in'the'service'but'must'involve'
some'additional'use.' Likewise' for' the'enrichment'of' the'defendant' to'be'at' the'expense'of' the'






to' our' broader' inquiry' but' it' is' a' question' at' one' remove' from' the' present' inquiry' namely'
whether' a' right' to' exclude' and' a' power' to' control' access' can' be' derived' from' that' law.' ' The'
analysis' demonstrates' that' even' if' at' some' future' date' the' courts'were'minded' to' extend' the'













requirement' for' enrichment' at' the' expense'of' the' claimant' effectively' limits' the' impact' of' the'
claim'to'use,'rather'than'access,'and'competitive'use'at'that.''
'









that,' in' the' particular' circumstances,' the' activity' in' question' is' restrained' neither' by' a' prior'






In' light' of' the' analysis' carried' out' at' Section' II,' the' decision' in'Century) 21' is' surprising.153'The'
Supreme' Court' of' British' Columbia,' faced' with' a' question' about' the' enforceability' of' browse'





key' respects.' The' Court’s' analysis' is' marred' by' a' failure' to' differentiate' between' rights' and'
privileges.' Moreover' the' Court' appears' to' assume' that' property' protection' is' available' for'







featured' photographs' and' other' information,' copied' from' other'websites,' relating' to' property'
listings.' It' also' provided' links' to' those' other' websites,' enabling' users' to' access' and' view'
additional' information' about' the' properties.' Zoocasa' relied' on' screenUscraping' technology' to'
index'the'contents'of'third'party'websites'(including'the'website'operated'by'Century'21)'and'to'
display' the' indexed'content'on' its'own'website.'Century'21'objected' to' the'practice'of' screenU
















Most' cases' relating' to'browseUwrap'Terms'of'Use' stand'or' fall' on' the'question'of'whether' the'




access' and' use' the' website.156'Specifically' they' argued' that' ‘a' contract' is' not' formed' merely'
because'they'[Zoocasa]'perform'an'activity'that'they'have'the'right'to'do'without'a'contract’.157'
The'question' is'correctly' framed'as'relating'to'the'presence'or'absence'of'assent' in' light'of' the'
nature'of'the'benefit'conferred'and'the'parties’'existing'(preUcontract)'‘rights’'position.''
'
Occasionally' Punnet' J' appears' to' fail' to' entirely' grasp' aspects' of' the' defendants’' argument.158'
Punnet'J'notes'
'




This' submission' must' be' read' alongside' the' defendants’' contention' that' what' the' plaintiffs'
provided'in'making'their'website'publicly'accessible'was'‘merely'a'grant'of'access'to'the'site’.160'
In' effect' the' defendants' argue' that' merely' viewing' (accessing)' a' website' cannot' supply' the'




the' question' of' whether' it' is' possible' to' identify' an' express' offer' made' by' the' website' and'





157'Century) 21) (n' 2)' [74].' ' The' argument' recalls' that' posed' by' Elizabeth' Macdonald' in' relation' to' the'
enforceability' of' browse'wraps.' She' asks' ‘…'why'make' a' contract' to' do' something' you' can' do'without'
making'a'contract?’'Elizabeth'Macdonald,'‘When'is'a'contract'formed'by'the'browseUwrap'process?’'(2011)'
19'IJL'&'IT'285.'While'Macdonald'raises'the'question,'the'answer'is'not'fully'explored.'For'Macdonald,'the'
question' offers' a' platform' from' which' to' advocate' a' particular' approach' to' the' issue' of' formation' of'











The' question' of' whether' the' billboard' analogy' is' apt' can' be' treated' as' a' question' about' the'
dynamics'of'exchange'between'website'and'user:'in'this'sense'the'offer'and'acceptance'analysis'
is'appropriate.'It' is' implicit' in'the'billboard'analogy'that'the'information'has'already'been'made'





parties’' existing' rights' position,' the' taking' of' the' benefit' of' access' is' capable' of' supplying' the'
requirement'for'assent'where'acceptance'must'be'implied'from'conduct.'Moreover'the'billboard'
argument'strongly'suggests'that' in'advocating'a' ‘right’'of'access,' the'defendants'were' in'reality'
arguing'that'they'held'a'‘right’'in'the'nature'of'a'Hohfeldian'privilege.'''
'
Similarly'Punnet' J' also'appears' to'misunderstand' the'argument'advanced'by' the'defendants' in'
relation' to' the' relevance'of' the' ‘ticket' cases’.' The'plaintiffs' had'placed' some' reliance'on' these'






























Both' the' defendants’' submissions' and' Punnet' J’s' judgment' frame' the' issue' as' relating' to' the'
parties’' ‘rights’.' No' attempt' is' made' to' differentiate' between' rights,' privileges' or' other' legal'
interests.''Rather,'as'Hohfeld'observes'in'relation'to'the'use'of'‘rights’'language'in'the'context'of'
litigation'generally, 165''
the' word' "right"' is' used' generically' and' indiscriminately' to' denote' any' sort' of' legal'
advantage,'whether'claim,'privilege,'power,'or'immunity.166''
It'may'be' that' the'defendants'were'bound' to' fail' before'Punnet' J' since'he' expresses' the' view'
(without'reference'to'authority)'that'a'website'may'hold' ‘proprietary'claims’' in'the' information'
contained' in' the' website' over' and' above' such' rights' in' copyright' as' they'may' possess.167'This'
reference'may'suggest'the'kind'of'flawed'reasoning'identified'by'Wendy'Gordon,'making'the'leap'






However,' it' is' a' pity' that' the' defendants' did' not' expressly' designate' the' ‘right’' of' access'




Punnet' J' did' consider' the' implications' of' the' defendants' possessing' a' (Hohfeldian)' ‘right’' of'
access.'This,'he'said'(with'evident'distaste),'‘implies'that'all'information'that'is'made'available'on'
the'web'must' be' available' to' all' without' contractual' restrictions’.'171'Punnet' J' is' right.' If' users'
possessed'a'right'of'access'websites'could'not'impose'any'barriers'to'access'or'secure'assent'to'
contractual' restrictions' on' mere' access,' whether' by' way' of' browse' wrap' or' other' form' of'
agreement.' However' this' disability' is' not' present' where' (as' is' the' case)' users' possess' only' a'
privilege' to' access.' True,' as'we' have' seen,' the'website'will' not' be' able' to' impose' contractual'
restrictions'on'mere'access'through'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'but'it'will'be'able'to'secure'assent'



































he'might' have' considered' that' the' defendants’' argument' (truly' in' favour' of' a' privilege,' not' a'
right)'could'not'so'easily'be'swept'aside.'He'would'not'only'have'been'able'to'more'fully'address'
the' defendants’' assertion' but' would' have' been' better' equipped' to' critically' evaluate' his' own'
assertion' that' businesses' possess' a' ‘right' to' control' access' to' their' business' assets' and'













Having' quoted' Tasker' and' Pakcyk,' Punnet' J' ignores' what' those' authors' say' about' the'


























Neither' are' the'US' cases' regarding' the' enforceability' of' browse'wrap' Terms'of'Use' concerned'
with'mere'access:' they'are' concerned'with' the' reUuse'of' information' for' commercial'purposes,'
conduct' that' involves' taking' a' different' form' of' benefit' and' engages' a' different' suite' of' legal'
interests.'Indeed'in'most'of'these'cases'the'court'has'not'considered'it'necessary'to'identify'the'
benefit'secured'by'users'of' the'website'since' (in'the'face'of'criticism'from'commentators)' they'





inference' of' a' (preUcontract)' right' to' control' access.' Such' acceptance' could' be' explained' by'
reference' to' the' application' of' standard' contract' law' doctrine' to' a' particular' servicesUbased'



























…'when'a'user' accesses'a'main'page' that'merely'places' the'user' at'Century'21’s'door.'
Entry' is' an' additional' step' and' one' that' website' owners' clearly) control' and' users' can'
undoubtedly'choose'to'take.181'
'
However' Punnet' J' nowhere' explicitly' states' that' information' is' property' and' the' reliance' on'





Century) 21' presents' a' conundrum.' In' stating' that' websites' possess' a' ‘right' to' control' access’'
Punnet' J' purports' to' acknowledge' a' preUexisting' legal' position' rather' than' create' new' law.'
However,'none'of'the'cases'cited'by'Punnet'J'offer'support'for'the'existence'of'a'‘right'to'control'
access’' while' the' notion' that' information' is' property' has' not' found' favour' in' common' law'
jurisdictions.'While'the'US'Courts'have'used'property'metaphors'to'describe'access'to'websites,'






offers' little'by'way'of' explanation.'He' suggests' that' as' a'matter'of'policy' ‘Just'because'a'party'













possess' a' (Hohfeldian)' right' to' exclude' and' a' power' to' control' access' or' whether' the' ‘right’'
possessed' is'of'a' lesser'character.'Punnet'J’s'reasoning'as'to'the'existence'of'a' ‘right'to'control'
access’' is' neither' sufficiently' transparent,' nor' so' obviously' rooted' in' orthodox' thinking' about'











for' assent.' The' defendants’' arguments' rightly' focus' attention' on' the' respective' preUcontract'
‘rights’'position'of'both'website'and'user.'Their'assertion,'that'assent' is'not'supplied'where'the'
user'merely' carries' out' an' act'which'he'was' entitled' to' undertake'by' virtue'of'his' preUexisting'
‘rights’'position,'accurately'reflects'the'common'law'of'contract'in'relation'to'the'circumstances'






















The' legislation' offers' a' definition' of' ‘unauthorised’' that' in' turn' refers' to' the' notion' of'







































programs'or' data' held' in' a' computer' are' so' obvious' that' no' further' elucidation' is' required.' In'
fact,'as'the'legislative'history'shows,'the'legislation'simply'assumes'the'existence'of'some'form'of'










4.16' Hitherto' we' have' spoken,' in' relation' to' the' offences' which' we' have' been'
considering,' of' obtaining' 'unauthorised'' access' to' a' program' or' data.' The' term'
'unauthorised'' probably' requires' no' further' explanation' but,' in' the' interests' of'
completeness,'we' should' perhaps' set' out'what'we'mean' by' the' term.'We' accordingly'
recommend:'




The' passage'makes' it' clear' that' ‘entitlement' to' control' access’' was' not' born' out' of' any' firstU
principle'analysis'nor' thoroughly'explored'but' that' the'term' is'proffered'simply'as'an'extended'
definition'of'what'is'meant'by'‘unauthorised’.'The'extended'definition'is'appropriate'insofar'as'it'


















It' is' interesting' to' compare' the' definition' set' out' in' section' 17(5)' with' the' Law' Commission’s'
recommendation.'The'Commission'had'recommended'that''
'
a' person’s' access' to' any' program' or' data' held' in' a' computer' should' be' regarded' as'




This'proposal' invites' inquiry'as' to'whether'any'person'holds'entitlement' to'control'access.'The'
commission' of' an' offence' is' conditioned' on' the' existence' of' a' person' holding' such' an'




control' access.' The' antiUcircumvention' provisions' of' the' copyright' regime' (which' might' be'
thought'to'provide'a'functional'equivalent'to'entitlement'to'control'access)'were'not'introduced'
in' the' UK' until' 2003. 192 'Nor' could' they' point' to' the' isolated' dicta' of' Lord' Neuberger' in'
Tchenguiz193)and' of' Baroness' Hale' in' R) (on) the) application) of) S)) v) Chief) Constable) of) South)
Yorkshire194'to'the'effect'that'the'law'of'confidentiality'or'privacy'might'restrain'mere'looking'at'


























protect' information' had' made' it' clear' that' he' did' not' intend' that' the' information' should' be'
accessed.197'While' Campbell) v) MGN198'was' instrumental' in' extending' the' reach' of' actions' for'
breach'of'confidence'to'private'information,'it'did'not'alter'the'fact'that'the'action'for'breach'of'
confidence'does'not' extend' to'mere' looking.' Indeed' in'Campbell' Lord'Hoffmann' indicates' that'
the' cause'of'action'afforded'by' the' law'of' confidence' to'private' information' is' concerned'with'
‘the'right'to'control'the'dissemination'of'information,’'not'its'acquisition.199'
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viewing' information' except' (a)' where' the' antiUcircumvention' provisions' apply,' that' is' where'
content' in' which' copyright' subsists' is' protected' by' code' or' other' effective' access' control'
mechanisms'and'(b)'(but'only'if'the'relevant'dicta'in'Tchenguiz)and'R)(on)the)application)of)S))v)
























confidential'and' is'not' in' the'public'domain.'Now,'and'when' the' legislation'was'being'debated'





The' absence' of' basis' for' ‘entitlement' to' control' access’' could,' in' theory,' have' been' cured' by'
judicial' activity.201'The' Courts' could' have' chosen' to' give' content' and' meaning' to' the' term,'
effectively'using'the'opportunity'afforded'by'the'legislation'to'flesh'out'and'develop'the'notion'of'
‘entitlement'to'control'access’.' In' fact,'although'the' legislation'has'been' in' force' for'more'than'
twenty'years,'the'Courts'have'scarcely'considered'the'meaning'of'‘entitlement'to'control'access’.'''
'
R) v) Bow) Street) Magistrates) Court) and) Allison,' an' appeal' against' the' refusal' of' an' extradition'
warrant,'is'the'only'case'to'seriously'tackle'the'question'of'what'is'meant'by'‘unauthorised’'in'the'




is' the' requirement' that' the' relevant' person' be' not' the' person' entitled' to' control' the'








the' person' entitled' to' authorise' and' by' being' a' person'who' has' been' authorised' by' a'
person'entitled'to'authorise.203'
'
Lord' Hobhouse' makes' no' attempt' to' explore,' let' alone' devise,' the' basis' of' ‘entitlement’.' His'




by' various' factors.' First,' defective' or' not,' the' Courts' must' give' effect' to' the' legislation.' The'















access,' or' if' he' could' point' to' some' authorisation,' that' authorisation' was' plainly' limited.'205'
Conversely,' if' the' prosecution' fails' to' demonstrate' that' the' accused' knew' that' his' access'was'
unauthorised,' the' prosecution' will' fail' on' the' grounds' that' the' relevant' mens' rea' is' absent,'
regardless' of' whether' or' not' the' accused' was' in' fact' granted' authority' by' a' person' with'
entitlement'to'control'access.206''
'
Third,' in' a' prosecution' under' the' CMA' 1990' there' is' no' requirement' for' the' prosecution' to'
specify'or'prove'which'person'or'persons'hold'entitlement'to'control'access.' In'this'respect'the'
provisions'of'the'unauthorised'access'offences'may'be'contrasted'with'those'of'section'55'of'the'
Data' Protection' Act' 1998' (unlawfully' obtaining' information' without' the' consent' of' the' data'
controller)' where' the' prosecution' must' be' prepared' to' evidence' the' identity' of' the' data'
controller.207'
'





Whether' one' regards' the' CMA' 1990' as' a' pragmatic' response' to' a' social' problem208'or' as' an'
exercise' in' disingenuous' drafting,209'the' fact' remains' that' the' legislation' makes' some' form' of'



































persons,' or' had' otherwise' linked' entitlement' to' control' access' to' other' rightsholdings' (say,'
ownership' of' computers,210'or' rights' of' confidentiality' or' privacy' in' information)' then' plainly'
‘entitlement' to' control' access’'would'have' reach' and'meaning'outside' the' confines'of' criminal'
law.'This'would'also'be'true'had'the'Courts'supplied'that'want.'As'it' is,'however,'it'remains'the'














people' who' look' at' other' people’s' information' and,' by' the' same' token,' to' give' some'
protection'of'the'criminal'law'for'that'information.212'''
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means'necessarily' gives' rise' to' a' civil' action’' suggests' a' limited' role' for' ‘entitlement' to' control'
access’.214'It' is' noteworthy' that' in' those' cases' where' the' civil' law' implications' of' the' alleged'
commission' of' an' offence' under' the' CMA' 1990' have' been'mooted,' the' Courts' have' confined'
themselves'to'deliberation'of' the'potential' for'claims'arising'from'established'rights'whether' in'




















The'significance'of' ‘entitlement'to'control'access’' (in' the'context'of'access' to' information),' it' is'
submitted,' is' strictly' limited' to' the' sphere' of' criminal' law.' The' CMA' 1990' does' not' confer'






the' programs' or' data' comprised' in' the' website?' The' answer' is' unclear' not' because' of'
interpretative' difficulties' but' because,' except' as' the' logical' corollary' of' the' use' of' the' term'





The' discussion' in' the' previous' Sections' reveals' a' strong' motivation' on' the' part' of' some'
commentators' and' courts' to' locate' or' create' a' power' on' the' part' of' information' ‘owners’' to'
control'access'to'information.'However,'at'least'for'the'time'being,'no'such'power'exists.''
'
The' absence'of' such' a' power' is' relevant' to' our' inquiry' about' the' contractual' effect' of' browse'




website,' being' in' possession' of' a' suite' of' privileges' but' no' right' to' exclude,' cannot' impose' a'








permission' to'access,' appears' to' fall'within' the'public'domain:' that' is,' such'access' is' free' from'
legal' constraints,' including' those' imposed'by'contract.' Looking'appears' to' fall'within' the'public'
domain.''
'
These' conclusions' must' remain' provisional' meantime' since,' as' discussed' in' Chapter' III,' the'
benefit'conferred'by'the'website'on'the'user'may'be'conceptualised'as'consisting' in'something'
























of'economic'value,'whether'one'can' invariably' say'of'all'open'publicly'accessible'websites' that'
the' benefit' conferred' by' the' website' on' the' user,' conceptualised' as' a' service,' possesses'
economic'value'for'the'user.'''
'
Second,' it' seeks' to' assess' whether,' having' regard' to' the' categories' of' service' set' out' in' the'
Ecommerce'Directive,1'the'services'provided'by'an'open'publicly'accessible'website'(of'whatever'
character)'might'invariably'lack'economic'value'for'the'user.'The'assessment'suggests'that'of'the'
services' provided' by' an' open' publicly' accessible' website' to' the' user' (so' far' as' set' out' in' the'
Ecommerce'Directive)'only' such'service'as'consists' in' the'provision'of' information'may'possess'
economic'value'for'the'user.'Since'websites'invariably'provide'information'this'analysis'suggests'




raises' difficult' questions' for' the' assessment' of' economic' value.' This' insight' is' of' particular'
relevance'for'retail'websites'since'the'information'provided'by'such'websites'is'predominantly'in'
























The' discussion' of' the' contractual' character' of' the' provision' of' a'website' and' its' contents' as' a'
service' commences' with' an' analysis' in' Section' II' as' to' the' scope' and' meaning' of' the' term'
‘services’.' In'particular,' in' Section' II.2' I'highlight' the' implicit' requirement' that' for'an'activity' to'
come'within'the'scope'of'the'term'‘services’'it'must'have'an'economic'aspect.'The'requirement'is'
significant'since'for'a'benefit'to'qualify'as'consideration'it'must'have'economic'value.'In'view'of'
the'conceptual' link'between'services'and'economic'value,' I' consider'whether' it' follows'that'all'
activities' that'are'designated'as'a' service'have'economic'value'and' so'qualify'as' consideration.'
Closer' consideration'of' the' EU' jurisprudence'of' goods' and' services,' and' specifically' (at' Section'
II.3)' the'extended'meaning'accorded'to' the'requirement' that'services'normally'be'provided' for'
remuneration,'suggests'that'it'does'not.''
Nevertheless'the'EU'jurisprudence'of'goods'and'services'does'have'a'contribution'to'make'to'the'
assessment'of' the'economic' value'of' services.' In' Section' III.1' I' identify' the' concept'of' ancillary'
services,' in'effect,'a'byUproduct'of'the'EU'jurisprudence'of'goods'and'services,'and'suggest'that'
the' concept' may' shed' some' light' on' the' range' of' activities,' badged' as' services,' that' may' be'




At' Section' IV,' and' so' as' to' link' the' services' analysis'more' closely' to' the' nature' of' the' benefit'
conferred'by'website'on'a'user,'I'explore'the'meaning'of'‘information'society'services’'within'the'
Ecommerce' Directive.4'The' Directive' suggests' three' broad' categories' of' ‘service’' relevant' to'
websites'namely,'services'consisting'in'the'sale'of'goods'or'services,'services'giving'rise'to'online'
contracting' and' services' offering' information.' Each' of' these' is' assessed' by' reference' to' the'
insights'derived'from'the'analysis'of'the'EU'jurisprudence'of'goods'and'services.'The'assessment'

























Section'VI'provides'an'assessment'of' the' contractual' status'of' the'provision'of' a' retail'website'
and' its' contents' as' a' service' by' reference' to' the' exclusionary' rules' of' the' doctrine' of'
consideration.' I' argue' that' the' assessment' demonstrates' that' the' service' provided' by' such' a'





The' jurisprudence' concerning' the' meaning' of' ‘services’' is' sparse,' not' clearly' articulated,' and'
lacking' in' coherence. 7 'The' General' Agreement' on' Trade' in' Services' (GATS)' contains' no'
comprehensive'generic'definition'of'services'since'the'contracting'parties'were'unable'to'agree'a'
definition.8'In' Falco) Privatstiftung) and) Thomas) Rabitsch) v) Gisela) WellerRLindhorst' (‘Falco’)' the'
Advocate' General' draws' distinctions' between' the' ‘usual’' and' other' meanings' of' services,'
between' the' meaning' of' services' under' domestic' and' European' law,' between' services' under'
Article' 50' of' the' TEC9'(now' Article' 57' TFEU)10'and' the' special' meanings' of' services' under'
Regulation' No' 44/2001' and' in' Directives' on' value' added' tax. 11 '‘Services’' also' acquires' a'
specialised'meaning'in'the'context'of'the'definition'of'‘information'society'services’.12'The'term'is'



























There' is' likewise' no' single' agreed' definition' for' services' across' the' range' of' international' and'
national'classification'regimes'for'the'statistical'analysis'of'services'as'an'economic'sector.14'Some'
though' not' all' of' the' classifications' expressly' include' ‘online' content’' within' a' comprehensive'
classification' of' services.15'The' classifications' are' tools' for' facilitating' compliance' with' GATS.16'
They'flow'from'the'international'legal'regime.'The'policies'embodied'in'the'classification'regimes'
in'turns'inform'and'are'derived'from'conceptions'of'services'that'are'essentially'legal.17'European'























































not'possess' ‘commercial'capability’' they'are'not'services).23'I'have'some'reservations'about' the'
extent' to' which' these' conclusions' are' supported' by' the' dictionary' definitions' to' which' the'




















In' Humbel,' the' CJEU,' exploring' the' requirement' that' services' should' ‘normally' provided' for'
remuneration’,'stated'that''
The' essential' characteristic' of' remuneration' …' lies' in' the' fact' that' it' constitutes'
consideration' for' the' service' in' question,' and' is' normally' agreed' upon' between' the'
provider'and'the'recipient'of'the'service.26''
Despite' this' clear' statement' as' to' the' existence' of' a' necessary' link' between' the' definition' of'




















By' way' of' example,' the' CJEU,' determining' that' cable' operators' provide' a' service' when' they'
transmit' cable' programmes' on' behalf' of' broadcasters,' explains' that' this' activity' qualifies' as' a'
service' because' the' cable' operators' receive' remuneration' not' from' the' broadcasters' but' their'
subscribers.'The'CJEU'notes'
Firstly,' the'cable'network'operators'are'paid,' in' the' form'of' the' fees'which'they'charge'
their'subscribers,'for'the'service'which'they'provide'for'the'broadcasters.' It' is' irrelevant'
that' the'broadcasters'generally'do'not' themselves'pay' the'cable'network'operators' for'
relaying'their'programmes.30'
Such'payment'may'properly'be'regarded'as'remuneration'but'it'is'not'consideration.'It'is'not'paid'
by' the' recipient' of' the' service' (the' broadcaster)' in' exchange' for' the' service.' The' CJEU’s'
interpretation'of' the' requirement' that' services' should' ‘normally'be'provided' for' remuneration’'
severs'the'meaning'of'‘services’'in'EU'jurisprudence'from'the'question'as'to'whether,'as)regards)
a)recipient)of)these)services,'the'services'have'economic'value.'The'fact'that'someone'pays'for'the'
services' indirectly,' for'example,' through'advertising' revenues,'does'not'mean' than' the'services'
are'independently'tradable'or'have'economic'value'for'a'recipient'of'the'service.31''
A' broad' interpretation' of' ‘normally' provided' for' remuneration’' is' consistent' with' the' policy'
objective'of'achieving'the'free'movement'of'services'within'the'common'market'but'means'that'

































supply' of' intangible' items' such' as' electricity,' or' digital' content.33'However' problems'may' also'
arise'because'the'supply'of'a'product'has'‘both'a'goods'and'services'component’.34'In'such'cases'
it'may' be' possible' to' separate' the' distinct' aspects' of' the' supply.35'In' other' cases' one' or' other'
aspect'of' the' supply' (whether' goods'or' services)'may'be' treated'as' ancillary' to' the'other' such'
that'the'whole'supply'is'treated'as'either'involving'goods'or'services.''
'






Nothing' in' Article' XXVIII' (b)' excludes' the' possibility' that' the' ancillary' activities' of' production,'
distribution' and' marketing' may' involve' goods,' suggesting' that' ancillary' activities,' even' where'
involving' goods,' may' be' subsumed' within' ‘services’' for' the' purposes' of' classification.' This'














EU' jurisprudence' concerning' the' distinction' between' goods' and' services' for' the' purposes' of'
Articles'28'and'29'and'49'and'50'of' the'TEC40'explicitly'adopts'an'approach' that'entails' goodsU






















There' is' some' support' in' case' law' and' commentary' for' the' view' that' the' assessment' as' to'
whether,'when' both' freedoms' are' in' issue,' one' is' ancillary' or' secondary' to' the' other' is' based'
merely' on' a' rule' of' preponderance.' In' other' words,' according' to' this' view,' one' aspect' of' the'
supply' is' treated' as' the'main' aspect' and' the' other' the'minor' aspect,' with' the' result' that' the'
entire'supply' is'assessed'according'to'the'characteristics'of' the'main'aspect.'This'view' is' in' line'

















The' supply' of' telecommunication' equipment' is' sometimes' more' important' than' the'
installation'or'other'services'connected'therewith.'In'other'circumstances,'by'contrast,'it'
is' the' economic' activities' of' providing' knowUhow' or' other' services' of' the' operators'
















conditionalUaccess' telecommunication' systems' which' they' supply' or' market' is' only'
accessory.44'
'
However' the' cases' and' commentary' also' appear' to' suggest' a' different' tack,' one' that' involves'
assessment' of' the' economic' significance' of' the' twin' aspects' of' a' mixed' supply' from' the'




from' the'perspective'of' the' recipient,'may'well' involve' the' conferral' of' a'benefit' but'does'not'
possess'any'independent'economic'value.'
'
This' approach' is' evident' in'Schindler'where' the'CJEU'concluded' that' the' importation'of' lottery'
tickets'and'advertisements'(goods)'with'a'view'to'facilitating'participation'in'a'lottery'were'to'be'
treated' as' part' and' parcel' of' the' provision' of' the' opportunity' to' participate' in' the' lottery' (a'
service).45'These'activities'were'therefore'treated'as'a'service,'not'as'import'or'export'of'goods.'
The'Court'took'the'view'that''
those' activities' are'only) specific) steps) in) the) organization) or) operation) of) a) lottery' and'




Commenting' on' Schindler,' Rosa' Greaves' observes' that' the' importation' of' the' items' was'
‘incidental' to' the' main' activity’. 47 'Lorna' Woods' argues' that' the' tickets' ‘had' no' value' in'
themselves’.'48'She' suggests' that' the' test'as' to'whether,' in'a' case' involving'goods'and' services,'
the'matter'will'be'viewed'as'goods,'services'or'both'is'whether'the'goods'or'services'‘are'purely'
ancillary'or'whether' they'have'an'economic' value'of' their'own’.49'While,' in'Schindler,' the'CJEU'
does' not' expressly' assess' the' economic' value' of' the' activity' of' importation' of' the' tickets,' the'
analysis'of' the'purpose'of' the'activities,'and' their' role' in'merely' facilitating'participation' in' the'
lottery' suggests' that' the' Court' took' the' view' that' the' activity' had' no' independent' economic'
significance.''
A'similar'approach'was'adopted'in'Football)Association)Premier)League)Ltd50'where'the'CJEU'was'
called' on' to' assess' whether' national' law' restrictions' under' copyright' law' on' use' of' foreign'

















with' the' authorisation' of' the' service' provider,' with' the' intention' that' they' should' be' used' to'
decrypt'the'service.'However'the'service'provider'intended'that'the'cards'should'only'be'used'by'
customers'within'a' specific'national' territory,'and' issued' the'cards' subject' to' that' condition.' In'
these' circumstances' the' CJEU' considered' that' in' determining' the' impact' of' the' national' law'
restrictions' the' goods' aspect' was' ‘entirely' secondary’' to' the' services' aspect.' Referring' to'
Schindler' by' way' of' analogy' the' Court' said' that' it' was' appropriate' to' consider' the'matter' by'
reference' to' freedom' of' services' where' the' supply' of' the' telecommunications' equipment'
(decoder'cards)'was'‘entirely'secondary’'to'the'provision'of'the'encrypted'broadcasts.'51'This'was'
especially'so''
where' making' such' equipment' available' constitutes' only' a' specific' step' in' the'
organisation'or'operation'of'a'service'and'that'activity'does'not'display'an'end' in' itself,'
but'is'intended'to'enable'the'service'to'be'obtained.52'
This' analysis,' like' that' in' Schindler' points' to' an' economic' analysis' that' is' not' concerned' with'
questions'of'preponderance'but'with'the'object'of'the'transaction'with'the'recipient.'In'effect'the'
Court' asks,' what' is' the' contract' for?' It' treats' certain' supplies' as' merely' facilitating' and'
preliminary'to'the'‘core’'supply,'actual'or'prospective.'This'analysis'suggests'sensitivity'to'the'fact'
that'some'benefits'simply' fall'outside'the'scope'of'a'contractual'exchange'with'the'recipient.' If'
the' consumer'enters' into'a' transaction' for' the'purchase'of' those' ‘core’' goods'or' services'he' is'
paying' in' order' to' buy' those' core' goods' or' services,' not' the' goods' or' services' that' are' purely'
ancillary.53'Their' ‘purely' ancillary’' character' reflects' the' fact' that' so' far' as' the' recipient' is'




and' the' other' minor.' At' the' same' time,' as' Schindler' and' FAPL' suggest,' it' may' be' possible' to'
identify'particular'situations'in'which'one'supply'is'purely'ancillary'to'the'other'in'the'sense'that'
in' the' language' of' Schindler,' it' is' ‘not' an' end' in' itself’.' ' The' notion' of' ancillary' activities' is'





If' Schindler' and' FAPL' point' to' a' category' of' activities' that' have' no' economic' significance,' the'














In' Keck,' the' CJEU' devised' the' term' ‘selling' arrangements’' to' describe' restrictions' imposed' by'
national' law' affecting' the' sale' of' goods' that' are' distinct' from' restrictions' relating' to' the'
characteristics' of' the' product.54'While'Keck' does' not' provide' any' guidance' as' to'what' kinds' of'
restrictions' may' be' treated' as' selling' arrangements, 55 'the' Court' appears' to' have' in' mind'
restrictions' on'methods' of' sale56'and' ‘on' the'manner' in'which' trading' activity' is' pursued' (who'
sells' what,' and'when,' where' and' how' sales' can' be' effected).’57'Guidance' produced' by' the' EU'






to' such' activities' as' ‘selling' arrangements’' captures' aspects' of' the' activities' themselves:' such'
activities' are' preliminary' and' ‘purely' ancillary’' to' the' core' supply.' From' the' perspective' of' the'



















































arrangements'must' be' assessed' for' impact' on' the' supply' of' advertising' services' to' consumers'
(the' intended' recipients' of' the' goods)' rather' than' retailers,' the' advertising' will' be' ‘entirely'
ancillary'to'the'supply'of'goods.’66'
'
DocMorris67'and' KerROptika68'confirm' that' restrictions' on' point' of' sale' activities' or' on' sales'
channels,' including' restrictions' on' the' sale' of' goods' over' the' internet' are' treated' as' ‘selling'
arrangements’,'and'relate'to'activities'that'are'‘entirely'secondary’'to'the'sale'of'goods.69'Again,'
on'the'face'of'it,'the'provision'of'services'that'consists'of'the'provision'of'sales'channels'(whether'




controls' in' relation' to' the' freedom' of' goods' applies' only' to' ‘selling' arrangements’' relating' to'
goods.70'‘Selling' arrangements’' relating' to' services' do' not' benefit' from' the' rule' so' that'where'
services' are' concerned' the' restrictions' must' be' assessed' for' conformity' with' the' rules' as' to'



























The'statement'by' the'CJEU' in'Humbel' linking'the'meaning'of'services' to'consideration'tends' to'
suggest'that'one'way'of'determining'whether'a'benefit'may,'in'principle,'qualify'as'consideration'
is'to'ascertain'whether' it' is' in'the'nature'of'a'service.' In'fact,' the'meaning'of'services'has'been'
broadened' so' as' to' encompass' activities' that' are' not' directly' remunerated' or' possess' no'
independent' economic' value.' It' is' not' possible,' therefore,' to' ascertain' whether' the' activities'
carried' out' by' a' website' in' relation' to' a' user' have' economic' value' and' may' qualify' as'
consideration'simply'by'determining'whether'such'activities'are'truly'a'service.'
'
On' the' other' hand,' the' EU' jurisprudence' of' goods' and' services' lends' itself' indirectly' to' the'
assessment' of' economic' value' and' so' the' presence' or' absence' of' consideration,' through' the'








online' activities.' Its' aim' is' to' ‘ensure' that' electronic' commerce' could' fully' benefit' from' the'
internal' market’.72'Specifically,' its' objective' is' to' ‘create' a' legal' framework' to' ensure' the' free'
movement'of'information'society'services'between'Member'States’.73''
The' Ecommerce' Directive' assists' in' assessment' of' whether' the' service' provided' by' an' open'
publicly'accessible'website'to'a'user'qualifies'as'consideration'in'two'ways.'''
First,' under' the' umbrella' of' ‘information' society' services’,' it' expressly' refers' to' three' distinct'
categories' of' activity' that' are' relevant' to' websites. 74 'It' is' relevant' to' the' exercise' of'
conceptualisation'of'the'benefit'conferred'by'an'open'publicly'accessible'website'on'a'user'since'
it'gives'content'to'the'notion'of'the'benefit'as'a'service.''




























The' CJEU' has' affirmed' that' these' provisions' of' Recital' 18' are' to' be' understood' to'mean' that'
where,' for' example,' the' service'provided'by' an'online'news'provider' is' remunerated' indirectly'
through'advertising'rather'than'by'the'recipients'of'the'service,'such'a'service'will'nevertheless'
qualify'as'an'‘information'society'service’'for'the'purposes'of'the'Directive.79''
While' therefore,' the' consensus' is' that' most' websites,' including' those' paid' for' only' indirectly'
through' sales' of' goods' or' services' or' by' advertising,' will' be' treated' as' ‘information' society'
services’' for' the' purposes' of' the' Directive,' it' does' not' follow' that' such' services' possess' any'
independent' economic' value.80'Rather' the' Directive,' in' line' with' EU' jurisprudence' on' services'
deems'the'requirement'for'tradability'to'be'met'by'indirect'remuneration.'
While' the' Ecommerce' Directive' incorporates' the' jurisprudence' of' the' EU' concerning' services,'
including'the'attenuated'meaning'of'‘normally'for'remuneration’,'it'features'a'few'quirks'and'tics'
of' its' own.' In' particular,' as' will' be' demonstrated' below,' the' Ecommerce' Directive' not' only'
subsumes' within' the' meaning' of' ‘services’' activities' that' are' purely' ancillary' to' the' supply' of'




























The' extension' of' the' definition' of' services' to' cover' activities' that' are' preliminary' to' or'merely'
facilitate' the' sale' of' goods' is' counterUintuitive' in' the' light' of' EU' jurisprudence' relating' to' the'
freedom'of'movement'of'goods.83'For'the'purposes'of'this'thesis'the'development'is'noteworthy'
only' because' it' represents' a' departure' from' an' approach' that' clearly' distinguishes' between'








Information' society' services' are' defined' to' include' ‘any' service' normally' provided' for'
remuneration,'at'a'distance,'by'electronic'means'and'at' the' individual' request'of'a' recipient'of'
services.’85''
'
This' somewhat' abstract'definition' serves' to'exclude' certain' categories'of' service,'most'notably'
those'without'an'interactive'element,'but'the'definition'itself'provides'little'assistance'as'to'the'






may' fall' to' be' regarded' as' information' society' services.' Some'of' these' are' not' relevant' to' the'
activities' of' websites.86 'However' the' Recital' refers' to' three' categories' of' services' that' are'
relevant'for'websites,'namely'services'that'‘consist'of'selling'goods'onUline’,'services'‘giving'rise'to'
onUline'contracting’'and'‘offering'onUline'information’.''

























Each' of' these' categories' is' considered' in' the' light' of' the' insights' derived' from' the' EU'
jurisprudence' of' goods' and' services' in' order' to' assess'whether' the' services' possess' economic'
value'and'may'qualify'as'consideration.''
IV.3.3'Services'consisting'in'selling'goods'online'
Services' consisting' of' selling' goods'online' relate' to' the'process)of' online' sale.' So' in'KerROptika)
where' the' court' had' to' consider' restrictions' on' the' online' sale' of' contact' lenses,87'the' CJEU'
observed'that'
the'coordinated'field'of'Directive'2000/31'[the'Ecommerce'Directive]'covers'the'national'
provisions' which' prohibit' acts' relating' to' the' selling' of' contact' lenses,' namely,' in'
particular,'the)online)offer)and)the)conclusion)of)the)contract)by'electronic'means.88'89'''
The' designation' of' the' sales' process' as' a' service' epitomises' the' extended'meaning' of' services'




subject'matter' for' the' exchange.90'When' a' person' sells' his' goods' or' services,' there' is' a' single'
contract' that' relates' to' the'deliverables)under' the'contract'namely' the'goods'or' the' services.91'
The' process' of' online' sale' does' not' give' rise' to' a' separate' contract' for' services.' A' service'
consisting'of'the'sale'of'goods'has'no'economic'value'for'the'consumer'of'the'goods.92'''































the' service' of' sale' of' the' goods' via' the' internet' was' ‘entirely' secondary’' to' the' supply' of' the'










to' online' contracting’.94'Thus' while' the' category' of' ‘services' giving' rise' to' online' contracting’'
undoubtedly' has' relevance' for' ecommerce' services,' it' may' be' possible' to' tease' out' the'











public'with' a' view' to' the' supply' of' goods' or' services'…' in' return' for' payment’.100'The' CJEU' in'
Österreichischer)Rundfunk,'(assessing'whether'the'inclusion'in'a'broadcast'television'programme'
of'an'offer'to'the'public'of'an'opportunity'to'participate' in'prize'draw' in'return'for'payment'of'


























Directive)' focuses'on' the'promotional' aspects'of' teleshopping.101'On' the'other'hand' the' in'RTI,'
the'Advocate'General,'describing'teleshopping'as'electronic'retailing,'emphasises'the'direct'sales'
aspect' of' the' service' and' the' possibility' for' the' user' of' the' service' to' make' a' direct' order,'
suggesting' a' focus' not' only' on' content' but' the' functionality' offered' by' the' service.102'Lorna'
Woods'appears'to'allude'to'the'twin'aspects'of'teleshopping,'raising'the'question'as'to'whether'
teleshopping' should' be' regarded' in' the' same' way' as' advertising' or' as' ‘just' another' sales'





of' the' Ecommerce' Directive)' the' Advocate' General' noted' that' the' Greek' Government' treated'
sales'of'medicinal'products'over' the' internet' in' the' same'way'as' teleshopping.105'He' suggested'
moreover' that' the' display' of' product' information' about' medicines' on' websites' should' be'
regarded'as'advertising'within'the'meaning'of'Council'Directive'92/28/EEC'on'the'advertising'of'
medicinal' products' for' human' use.106107'The' analogy' between' teleshopping' and' ecommerce'




If' a' ‘service' giving' rise' to' online' contracting’' is' intended' to' capture' only' the' promotional' or'
advertising' aspects' of' teleshopping' or' an' ecommerce' website' then' such' a' service,' from' the'








for' (direct)' remuneration?' The' answer' to' all' these' questions,' at' first' blush,' is' ‘no’.' Separate'
payment' is' not'made' for' access' to' shops,' the'use'of' shopping' trolleys' or' the'provision'of' tills,'
manned'or'not,'though'of'course'the'costs'of'the'provision'of'such'equipment'and'services'will'no'




















the' retailer' under' revenue' sharing' arrangements' with' the' telecommunications' provider. 110'




line.'111)A' service' that' consists' in' the' provision' of' a' sales' channel' whether' via' telephone,' the'
internet'or'other'means'has'no'independent'economic'significance'for'the'user'of'the'service.''
'
This' conclusion' is' supported' by' the' decision' in' Spreadex) Limited) v) Cochrane.112)There,' David'
Donaldson'QC,'sitting'as'a'Deputy'High'Court'Judge,'expressed'the'view'that'
'
[The]' test' [as' to' the'presence'of'consideration]' is,'however,' in'my'view'not'satisfied'by'
arrangements)which)merely)facilitate)the)making)by)the)two)parties)of)ad)hoc)contracts'in'
the' form' of' the' individual' trades.' The' provision' of' an' onUline' interactive' platform' is' in'
effect' simply' a' more' modern' equivalent' of' the' expressed' readiness' of' a' potential'
contracting'party' (also' covered' in' the'Consumer'Agreement)' to'enter' into' contracts'by'
receiving'and'responding'orally'to'telephone'calls.113'







its' customer.115'As)a'decision'of' the'High'Court' in' relation' to'an'application'by' the'claimant' for'
summary'judgment,'Spreadex'has'limited'value'as'precedent.'Nevertheless'higher'Courts'may'be'
slow' to' take' a' different' approach.' The' idea' that' a' trader' might' demand' some' form' of'



































I' argued' earlier' that' the' supply' of' advertising' is' an' activity' that' is' purely' ancillary' and' has' no'
independent'economic'value'for'the'recipient.'However'the'supply'of'other'forms'of'information'
may'possess'economic'value.'Loebbeke'suggests'that'the'supply'of'the'following'kinds'of'online'







advertising' as'without' economic' value?' For' example,' if' the'website' features' advice' or' product'
reviews' in'addition'to' information' in'the'nature'of'advertising,'will' the'website'nevertheless'be'
treated' as' essentially' consisting' in' advertising' or' must' one' suppose' that' the' supply' of' any'




supply' of' advertising' information,' would' mean' that' in' many' cases' it' would' be' impossible' (in'
relation' to' the' supply' of' nonUadvertising' information)' for' the' requirement' for' the' service'
normally'to'be'provided'for'remuneration'to'be'met.''
'
The' application' of' a' rule' of' preponderance' would' mean' that' the' content' of' a' great' many'
websites'would'fall'to'be'regarded'as'advertising.'Information'on'retail'websites'usually'consists'















respondents' considered' that' the' entire' contents' of' corporate' websites' (not' merely' retail'
websites)'constituted'advertising.121'The'EU'jurisprudence'concerning'goods'and'services'strongly'






















































V.' Two' challenges' (and' a' ‘definitely' maybe’)' in' relation' to' the' argument' that' the' supply' of'
























other' things'as'well)'…'Attempts' to'define' ‘benefit’'will'always' lead'back' to' the'market'






















One' of' the' problems' in' assessing' the' contractual' status' of' the' provision' of' information' by' an'
open' publicly' accessible' retail' website' is' that' neither' law' nor' the' market' has' conclusively'
determined' whether' consumers' are' prepared' to' pay' for' such' services' whether' by' way' of'
monetary'remuneration'or'otherwise.'The'widespread'use'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use,'coupled'
with' the' uncertainty' as' to' their' enforceability,'means' that' the'market' has' not' properly' tested'
whether'consumers'(or'nonUconsumers)'are'truly'prepared'to'suffer'a'detriment'(by'virtue'of'the'
risk' allocation' achieved' by' Terms' of' Use)' in' order' to' obtain' the' information.129'In' failing' to'





In' any' event' law,' not' the'market,' has' the' last' word' on' the' kinds' of' arrangement' that'will' be'
accorded'contractual'effect.'Spreadex'provides'an'example.130'There'the'Court'denied'contractual'





the' website,' namely,' the' provision' of' a' website' as' platform' for' trades,' is' tradable,' possesses'
commercial'capability'and'so'qualifies'as'consideration'but'the'Court'decided'differently.'''''
'
Indeed,' Kaldor’s' assessment' of' the' circumstances' in'which' consumers' are' prepared' to' pay' for'
advertising' is' instructive.' He' suggests' that' this' depends' on' whether' the' information' is' made'
available'on'a' free'gift'basis' and'on'whether' the' consumer' receives' information'not'otherwise'


























whether' the' information' is' gifted' involves' questions' about' the' dynamic' aspects' of' the'
relationship' between' the' provider' and' recipient' of' the' information:' these' aspects' are' not'
explored'in'this'Chapter.'However'the'question'as'to'whether'the'information'is'otherwise'freely'
available' to' the' recipient'may' be' formulated' as' questions' concerning' the' exclusionary' rules' of'








The' decision' in' Ryanair) Ltd) v) Billigfluege.de) GMBH,' a' decision' of' the' Irish' High' Court,' also'
presents' a' challenge' to' the' argument' that' the' supply' of' information' on' retail' websites' in' the'
nature'of'advertising'has'no'economic'value'and'so'can'never'qualify'as'consideration.'133''In'that'
case' Hanna' J' had' little' hesitation' in' concluding' that' the' provision' of' information' via' a' retail'
website'qualifies'as'consideration.''
Ryanair' offers' low' fare' scheduled' passenger' flights.134'It' operates' an' open,' publicly' accessible'
website' at' ryanair.com' which' allows' passengers' to' book' flights.' Billigfluege.de' run' a' price'









have' arisen' or' which'may' arise' in' connection' with' a' particular' legal' relationship,' that'
court'or'those'courts'shall'have'jurisdiction.'Such'jurisdiction'shall'be'exclusive'unless'the'
parties'have'agreed'otherwise.'


















on' Article' 23' and' the' Irish' Courts' would' have' jurisdiction.' Ulrich' Magnus' argues' that' for' the'
purposes'of'Article'23'all'that'is'required'is'consensus'or'‘the'mere'expression'of'will’,'no'more.'In'
particular' he' argues' that' ‘The' consideration'doctrine' appears' to'be'no'part' of' the' ‘agreement’'
envisaged'by'the'provision.’135'Hanna'J'disagreed.'In'his'view'for'the'Terms'of'Use'to'constitute'an'
agreement' for' the'purposes'of'Article'23,' the'claimant' required'to'show'that' the'Terms'of'Use'
were' a' valid' and' binding' contract' having' regard' to' ‘the' traditional' contract' principles' of' offer,'
acceptance' and' consideration’.136137'As' to' consideration' he' concluded,'without' further' analysis,'
that'''
…'the'provision'of' information'as'to'flights'and'prices'of' flights'by'Ryanair'on'their'site,'
subject' at' all' times' to' their' Terms' and' Conditions,' constitutes' a' sufficient' act' of'
consideration'for'the'purposes'of'making'the'contract'legally'binding.138'
The'decision'has'been'criticised'on'a'number'of'grounds,139'including'that'Hanna'J''
purported' to' find'as'a' fact' in' the' context'of' a' jurisdiction'motion' that'a' legally'binding'
contract'existed'between' the'plaintiff' and'Billigfluege'and' that' the'Terms'of'Use'was'a'
contractual'document'entered'into'by'the'parties.140)
That'criticism'is'well'made.'In'Ryanair)Limited)RvR)On)the)Beach)Limited!which,'like'Billigfluege.de,'
concerned' a' challenge' to' the' jurisdiction' of' the' Court' in' relation' to' claims' relating' to' screenU
scraping,'Laffoy'J'noted''
It' is'worth' reiterating' that' apart' from' the' application' of' Article' 23(1),' the' Court' is' not'































of'consideration' is'conspicuous'by' its'absence'from'the'decision' in'On)the)Beach.'On'appeal'by'
Billigfleuge.de' from' the' decision' of' Hanna' J,' the' Supreme' Court' confirmed' that' the' approach'
adopted'by'Laffoy'J' ‘emerges'as' the'more'correct'approach’.142'Moreover' it'stated'categorically'
that'Hanna'J’s'decision'cannot'be'regarded'as'‘precedent''…'that'a'binding'contract'was'entered'
into,'[but]'only'that'a'clear'choice'of'jurisdiction'has'been'made'by'the'parties.’143''







makes' no' observations' about' the' significance' of' the' nature' of' that' information.' There' is' no'
discussion'as'to'whether'such'information'is'in'the'nature'of'advertising,'whether'in'the'hands'of'
consumers' or' in' the' hands' of' Billigfluege.de.' As' a' consequence' there' is' no' discussion' as' to'
whether' the' information' possesses' economic' value'whether' for' consumers' or' entities' such' as'
Billigfluege.de'looking'to'use'the'information'for'commercial'advantage.''
There'is'no'discussion'in'Billigfluege.de'as'to'the'rules'of'consideration.'Thus'while'the'Irish'law'of'
contract' is'modelled'on'English' law,' there' is'no'discussion'as' to'whether' the'benefit' consisting'
(according'to'Hanna'J)'in'the'provision'of'information'is'a'benefit'that'would'have'been'conferred'
absent'the'user’s'promise'such'that'it'does'not'qualify'as'consideration.'''






In' Ryanair) Limited) v) Atrápalo) SL' (another' screenUscraping' case)' the' Spanish' Tribunal' Supremo'



















…'precisaremos'que' la'sentencia( recurrida(no(rechaza( la(posibilidad(abstracta(de(que( la(
información*sobre*las*ofertas*Utratos&precontractualesU!pueda&ser&objeto&de&un&contrato,&




of' a' contract,' nor' that' proper' access' to' the' information' might' be' made' subject' to'
conditions'by'means'of'Terms'of'Use.)148''
The'judgment'is'couched'in'such'terms'that'it'is'impossible'to'secondUguess'what'the'approach'of'





















The' question' as' to' whether' the' user' assents' to' website' Terms' of' Use' is' not' explored' in' this'
Chapter.' However,' in' this' Section' I' consider' the' implications' of' the' exclusionary' rules' of' the'
doctrine'of'consideration'for'the'question'as'to'whether'the'benefit'conferred'by'the'website'on'
the' user,' (where' the' benefit' consists' in' the' supply' of' information' in' the' nature' of' advertising)'










qualify' as' consideration' it' must' not' only' have' ‘economic' value’,151'but' it' must' be' ‘real,' not'
illusory’152'and'it'must'not'consist'in'some'act'or'forbearance'which'would'have'been'carried'out'
regardless' of' the' promise'made' by' the' beneficiary.153'Even' if' Kaldor' is' correct' to' suggest' that'






There' are'powerful' commercial' imperatives' for' retailers' to' implement' an'ecommerce' strategy,'









Customers' no' longer' settle' for' traditional' ecommerce' offerings;' techUsavvy' consumers' are'
demanding'more' not' less' from' ‘digital' commerce’.156'According' to' Forrester' Research' the' ‘top'
investment'initiative’'for'retail'companies'in'2014'is'mobile'shopping.157'PWC'report'that''
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properly' implemented'ecommerce'offerings.' It' is' scarcely' conceivable' that' retailers'would'peril'









lack' of' consent.'161'Neither' the' French' nor' the' Spanish' Courts' have' shown' any' enthusiasm' for'
browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use,162'and'while'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'have'been'enforced'in'the'US,'
much'depends'on'whether'adequate'notice'of'the'terms'was'given'to'the'user.163''













































Most' websites' feature' the' link' to' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' ‘below' the' fold’.164'A' report'













browse'wrap' Terms' of'Use' represents' a' choice' that' strongly' indicates' that' online' retailers' are'
choosing' traffic'over' certainty' about' the'existence'of' affirmative'assent.' This' view' is' shared'by'
Mann'and'Siebeneicher'who'suggest'that''
'
for'the'great'majority'of' Internet'retailers,' the'ease'of'the'shopping'experience' is'more'




Mann' and' Sibeneicher' speculate' that' this' choice' is' driven' by' ‘the' desire' to' maintain' high'
conversion'rates’169'and'they'point'to'various'studies'concerning'the'importance'of'the'design'of'
website' interfaces' in' ‘maximis[ing]' positive' consumer' response’.170'The' decision' by' retailers' to'
opt' for' browse'wrap' Terms' of'Use' suggests' that' the' supply' of' a'website,' and' the' information'
contained'in'the'website,'is'not'conditional'on'the'user’s'promise'set'out'in'Terms'of'Use.'''




























advertising' terms' incorporating' competitor' brand' names,' including' the' name' ‘interflora’.' They'
introduced' this' practice' after' Google' changed' their' policy' to' allow' bidding' on' keywords'
corresponding' to' trade'marks.' The' effect' of' successful' bids' for' such' terms'was' to' ensure' that'
Marks' and' Spencer’s' adverts'would'be'prominently'displayed' in' the' list' of' results' appearing' in'
response' to' a' user' carrying' out' an' online' search' for' those' terms' and' so' drive' traffic' to' their'
website.'The'judgment'narrates'that'in'response'to'notification'of'the'change'in'Google’s'policy'a'
manager' in' Marks' and' Spencer’s' online' marketing' department' emailed' ‘we' are' reading' this'
thinking'how'we'can'nick'traffic'from'the'opposition'cheaply,'admit'it.'(Interflora,'Interflora!).’172'
Interflora'raised'proceedings'for'trade'mark'infringement.'The'judgment'notes'that'‘Visits'to'the'
main' flowers' page' on' the' M' &' S' website' have' risen' from' 1,862,057' in' 2006' to' 2,757,474' in'
2012.’173'What' the' judgment' reveals' about' the' costs' Interflora' were' prepared' to' spend' in'
response'to'Marks'and'Spencer’s'policy'is'equally'striking.'The'judgment'records'that''
'




Traffic' is'money.' It' is' scarcely' conceivable' that' a' retail' website' would' risk' a' drop' in' traffic' by'
insisting' that'users'agree' click'wrap'Terms'of'Use'before'accessing' the'website'and'viewing' its'
contents.'The'inference'which'must'be'drawn'from'the'commercial'realities'of'online'retailing'is'
that'both'website'and'information'are'made'available'for'sound'commercial'reasons'which'have'
nothing' to' do'with' the' user’s' promises' set' out' in'website' Terms' of'Use.'On' Treitel’s' orthodox'








of' advertising' depends' in' part' on'whether' it' is' freely' available' elsewhere.175If' the' information'
available' on' the' retailer’s' website' is' available' elsewhere,' without' being' made' subject' to' the'
website’s' Terms' of' Use,' the' supply' of' the' information' on' the' website' may' have' little' or' no'
economic'value.''
'







































Of' course,' no' user' wants' to' trawl' the' pages' of' the' WayBackMachine' for' information.' These'
sources'are'not' substitutes' for' the' contents'of' the'website.' The' information,'while'accurate,' is'
not'complete'and'may'not'be'upUtoUdate.'There'is'also'an'argument'(though'I'do'not'think'it'is'a'
strong'one)'that'since'the'web'pages'displayed'by'the'WayBackMachine'include'the'original'links'
to' the'originating'website’s'Terms'of'Use' such'display' is' governed'by' those'Terms'of'Use'even'
though'the'pages'appear'on'the'website'of'the'Internet'Archive.''
'
Many' retailers' provide' information' about' their' products' and' services' to' affiliates' and' price'
comparison'websites'with'a'view'to'increasing'sales.'For'example,'Marks'and'Spencer'plc'provide'
data' feeds' comprising' product' information' to' third' party' websites' ‘in' order' to' increase'
distribution' and' sales’.180'My' research' did' not' reveal' the' identity' of' the' organisations' to'which'
Marks' and' Spencer' plc'might' supply' such' data.' As' eDigitalResearch' point' out' ‘The' nuances' of'






subject' to' the' retailer’s' Terms' of' Use)' has' a' bearing' on' the' economic' value' of' the' supply' of'
information' via' the'website.' It' lends' support' to' the' argument' that' in' reality' the' supply' of' the'
information'is'not'conditioned'on'the'user’s'agreement'to'the'Terms'of'Use.'''
'
Finally,' within' the' EU,' regulatory' requirements' make' it' mandatory' for' an' online' retailer' to'
provide' information' including' information' as' to' the' main' characteristics' of' the' goods' and'
services,'and'the'price'of'the'goods'or'services.183'Of'course,'nothing'in'the'regulations'requires'
that' the' information' should'be'made' available'on' an'open'publicly' accessible'website,' but' the'
information' must' be' set' out' on' the' website,' regardless' of' how' it' is' configured.' In' effect,' for'























the' need' to' attract' traffic' to' websites,' coupled' with' uncertainty' under' English' law' as' to' the'
enforceability'of'browse'wrap'contracts,' indicate'that' in'the'case'of'retail'websites,'neither'the'

















The' insights' drawn' from' the' case' law' of' the' CJEU' provide' a'means' of' assessing' the' economic'
significance'of' the'categories'of'service'suggested'by'the'Ecommerce'Directive.'The'assessment'
suggests' that' neither' a' service' consisting' in' selling' goods' or' services,' nor' (where' the' service'
consists'in'the'provision'of'advertising'or'a'platform'for'sales)'a'service'giving'rise'to'contracting,'
nor' the' supply' by' the' website' of' information' in' the' nature' of' advertising' will' qualify' as'
consideration,'all' such'services'being'purely'ancillary'and'without' independent'economic'value.'
On' the'other'hand' the'analysis' suggests' that' supply'of' information'other' than'advertising'may'
possess'economic'significance'and'so'in'principle'qualify'as'consideration.''
These' conclusions' have' particular' significance' for' retail'websites' since' advertising' accounts' for'
much'of' the' information' supplied'by' such'websites.'Moreover,' in' the'case'of' retail'websites,' a'
separate'analysis'by'reference'to'the'exclusionary'rules'of'the'doctrine'of'consideration'appears'
to' support' the' view' that' retail' websites' will' struggle' to' demonstrate' that' the' supply' of' the'
website'or' its' contents'may'qualify'as'consideration.' It' suggests,' in'other'words,' that' the'mere'
supply'of'the'website'and'its'contents'will'not'suffice'to'clothe'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'with'




nature'of' the'benefit' rather' than' the' context'of' its' exchange' is'necessarily' limited.' It'drives'an'
analysis' of' the' benefit' ‘conceived' statically’' and' is' concerned' only' with' questions' about' the'
presence' or' absence' of' consideration,' rather' than' assent.' It' cannot' provide' any' means' for'




















This' Chapter' takes' account' of' the' dynamics' of' the' exchange' and' explores' the' content' of' the'
service'by'reference'to'the'process'by'which'information'on'websites'is'delivered'to'the'user.''
'




the'response'as'well'as' the'response' itself.'Alternatively' it'might'consist' in'all' the'preliminaries'
necessary'for'the'issue'of'the'response,'including'the'creation'of'the'webpages,'the'hosting'of'the'
website'and'the'connection'of'the'server'to'the'Internet'as'well'as'the'response'itself.'On'all'of'














First,' the' copyright' regime' incorporates' a' ‘making' available’' right.' The' right' has' relevance' for'















Justice' of' the' European' Union' (‘CJEU’)' explicitly' addresses' the' economic' significance' of' the'
activity' of'making' content' available.' It'maintains' that' it' is' the' act' of'making' content' available,'
rather'than'access'to'the'content'that'has'economic'significance.'''
'






In' this'Chapter' I' argue' that' the' ruling'of' the'Court'of' Justice'of' the'European'Union' (‘CJEU’)' in'
Svensson' indirectly'offers'support'for'the'view'that'the'website’s'response'to'the'user’s'request'
for'content'forms'no'part'of'the'service'provided'by'the'website.'On'this'construction'the'service,'
if'any,' is'delivered'as'soon'as' the'webpage' is' ‘made'available’' for'viewing'whether'by'way'of'a'
hyperlink'or' otherwise.'Once' available,' all' users' need'do' is' ‘avail' themselves’' of' the' resource.2'
The'server'function,'on'this'approach,'is'incidental.'
'
This' analysis' paves' the'way' for' the' development,' in' Chapter' VIII,' of' the' twoUstage'model' as' a'
means' of' conceptualising' the' benefits' conferred' by' the' website' on' the' user.' The' first' stage'





In' the' following'Sections' I' endeavour' to'deconstruct'Svensson' and'demonstrate'how' the' ruling'
offers' support' for' an' account' of' the' service' offered' by' an' open' publicly' accessible'website' as'
consisting'in'the'content'being'made'available,'not'in'its'being'supplied.''
'


















In'Section' III' I'endeavour' to'extract' the'meaning'of' ‘making'available’' from'Svensson'and'other'
case' law' (from' other' jurisdictions' and' in' different' contexts)' with' a' view' to' determining'which'
acts,'in'which'circumstances,'qualify'as'‘making'available’.''
'
I'explore'this'question'from'a'different'angle' in'Section' IV'by'asking'whether' ‘making'available’'
consists' of' a' single' act' or' a' series' of' acts.' This' analysis' is' inconclusive' as' to' whether' the'
transmission' of' website' content' on' access' to' the' website' by' a' user' forms' part' of' the'





definition' of' ‘information' society' services’' under' the' Ecommerce' Directive' captures' the'
requirement' for' interactivity' so' as' to' separate' such' services' from' broadcasting' and' inquiring'
whether' classification' of' a' website' as' an' information' society' service' impacts' on' the'
conceptualisation'of'the'service'(as'including'or'excluding'transmission);'fourth,'in'Section'VIII'by'














The' ruling' in' Svensson) provides' this' account' of' the' dispute' between' the' parties' in' the' main'
proceedings'before'the'Swedish'national'court'
'
The' applicants' in' the' main' proceedings,' all' journalists,' wrote' press' articles' that' were'
published' in' the' GöteborgsUPosten' newspaper' and' on' the' GöteborgsUPosten' website.'

















communication' to' the' public' of' their' works,' by' wire' or' wireless' means,' including' the'


















clickable' links' to' protected'works' published'without' any' access' restrictions' on' another'
site,'affords'users'of'the'first'site'direct'access'to'those'works.'
'
As' is' apparent' from' Article' 3(1)' of' Directive' 2001/29,' for' there' to' be' an' ‘act' of'
communication’,'it'is'sufficient,'in'particular,'that)a)work)is)made)available)to)a)public)in)
such) a)way) that) the) persons) forming) that) public)may)access) it,' irrespective' of'whether'
they'avail'themselves'of'that'opportunity'…''
'




































‘communication' to' the' public’' right.10'On' certain' variants' of' this' argument,' the' key' question' is'
whether' there' is' a' communication:' ‘making' available’' (whatever' it'may'mean)' is' only' relevant'
where'it'meets'the'criteria'for'a'‘communication’.11'Thus'the'‘making'available’'provisions'in'the'




Others,'while'accepting'that' the' ‘making'available’' right' falls'within'the' ‘umbrella’'provisions'of'
the' ‘communication' to' the' public’' right' suggest' that' ‘communication’' should' be' interpreted'




























the' ‘making' available’' provisions' have' content' and' meaning' which' expand' or' enhance' the'
meaning' of' ‘communication’,' a' divergence' of' views' as' to' the' relationship' between' the'
‘communication' to' the'public’' right'and' the' ‘making'available’' right'would'not'much'matter.' In'
either'case'the'provisions'of'Article'3(1)'of'the'Directive'would'have'broad'scope.'Where,'on'the'
other' hand,' the' argument' that' the' ‘making' available’' right' is' wholly' subordinate' to' the'
‘communication' to' the'public’' right' is' coupled'with'a'narrow' interpretation'of' ‘communication’'





the' ‘making' available’' right' is' a' live' one.' For' present' purposes,' it' is' not' necessary' to' resolve'
whether' the' ‘communication' to' the' public’' right' encapsulates' the' making' available' right' or'
whether'the'making'available'right'has'been'grafted'on'to'the'communication'to'the'public'right'





The' European' Copyright' Society' argues' for' a' narrow' interpretation' of' Article' 3(1).' One' of' the'
main'planks'of' its'argument' is' that' ‘communication’' implies' transmission'and'that' the'scope'of'
Article'3(1)'does'not'extend'to'acts'that'are'not'also'transmissions.14'In'Svensson,'had'the'Court'
accepted'(a)'that'the'‘making'available’'provisions'had'no'independent'substance,'being'merely'a'
subset' of' ‘communication' to' the' public’' and' (b)' that' communication' to' the' public' (read' in' the'
light'of'the'making'available'provisions)'implies'transmission'by'the'person'said'to'engage'in'the'
communication'there'could'be'no'question'of'the'provision'of'hyperlinks'infringing'Article'3(1).'A'
hyperlink' is' a' referencing' aid,15'a' pointer16'or' signpost' and' a' set' of' instructions' to' a' user’s'
browser17'but' it' does' not' (in' the' ordinary' sense' of' the'words)' communicate,' transmit' or' carry'
content.18''''


































My' argument' as' to' the' scope' of' the' service' provided' by' an' open' publicly' accessible' website'
depends'on'a'conceptualisation'of'the'service'which'aligns'with'the'interpretation'adopted'by'the'







Three' arguments' are' presented' below' in' support' of' the' approach' adopted' in' Svensson.' The'
arguments' are' a' direct' response' to' and' draw' on' the' material' relied' upon' by' the' European'
Copyright'Society' in'support'of' its'argument.'The'first'relies'on'guidance'offered'by'the'travaux'



























in'support'of' its'argument.24'The'Society'also' relies'on' the'explanatory'notes' that'accompanied'
the' Basic' Proposal' for' the' Treaty:25'the' wording' of' Article' 3(1)' of' the' Directive' was' closely'
modelled'on'Article'8'of' the'WCT.26'Yet,'with' respect' to' the'authors'of' the'Opinion,' they'have'
been'selective' in' the'passages' they'quote.'Those'passages' relate' to' the' ‘communication' to' the'
public'right’'and'strongly'suggest'that'‘communication’'entails'transmission.'However'the'authors'
studiously' avoid' reference' to' those' passages' in' the' travaux' préparatoires' and' the' explanatory'
notes'to'the'Basic'Proposal'for'the'Treaty'that'expressly'refer'to'the'‘making'available’'provisions.'
This'approach'can'be'explained'on'the'basis'that,'in'the'view'of'the'European'Copyright'Society,'
the' ‘making' available’' provisions' are' wholly' subordinate' to' the' ‘communication' to' the' public’'







10.10' The' second' part' of' Article' 10' explicitly' states' that' communication' to' the' public'
includes'the'making'available'to'the'public'of'works,'by'wire'or'wireless'means,'in'such'a'
way' that' members' of' the' public' may' access' these' works' from' a' place' and' at' a' time'





'The'Explanatory'Memorandum'to' the' Initial'Proposal' for' the'Directive' is'perhaps'even'clearer,'
noting'
'




This' passage'makes' it' plain' that' the' ‘making' available’' provisions' are' intended' to' address' acts'





















the' extent' that' accessing' the'works'made' available' triggered' a' transmission.30'This' gloss'might'
serve'to'reconcile'partly'the'statements'in'the'explanatory'notes'to'Basic'Proposal'for'the'Treaty'
that' ‘communication' always' involves' transmission’' with' the' plain' wording' in' the' Explanatory'
Memorandum'to'the'Initial'Proposal'that'‘making'available’'precedes'transmission'but'it'cannot'





Far' from' supporting' the' notion' that' the' ‘making' available’' provisions' of' Article' 3(1)' have' no'






Consideration' of' the' wording' of' Article' 3(1)' leads' to' the' same' conclusion.' It' is' possible' to'
maintain' that' the' structure' and' grammar' of' Article' 3(1)' indicates' that' the' exclusive' right'
conferred'only'comes'into'play'in'relation'to'communications'and'that'acts'of'‘making'available’'
are' relevant' only' to' the' extent' that' they' are' included' within' the' scope' of' communications.'
However,' if' that' were' so' the' ‘making' available’' provisions' in' Article' 3(1)' would' seem' to' be'





































provisions' concerning' the' communication' to' the' public' right,' were' not' wholly' subordinate' to'
those'provisions.33'Both' the'Advocate'General’s'Opinion'and' the' judgment' in'SGAE' contain' this'
statement'
'
It' follows' from' Article' 3(1)' of' Directive' 2001/29' and' Article' 8' of' the' WIPO' Copyright'
Treaty' that' for' there' to'be' communication' to' the'public' it' is' sufficient' that' the'work' is'















intervention'…' This' ‘intervening...' to' give' access’'might' be' interpreted' as' broader' than'
‘transmitting’' the' work' and' thus' to' be' capable' of' encompassing' the' provision' of'
hyperlinks.37'
'






technical' means' to' ensure' or' improve' reception' of' the' original' broadcast' in' the'


















mentioned' by' the' European' Copyright' Society' only' one,' Airfield,' confirms' in' terms' that' an'
intervention' short' of' transmission' might' entail' communication' to' the' public' and' give' rise' to'
infringement.39''
'
Airfield' related' to' arrangements' between' a' satellite' package' provider' (Airfield),' its' technical'
services'company'(Canal'Digitaal,'a'company'within'the'same'group'as'Airfield)'and'broadcasting'
organisations.40'Airfield'provided'a'service' to' its'subscribers,'enabling' them'to'receive'access' to'






the' broadcasting' organisations' concerned,' so' that' the' correct' codes' are' applied' and'












































In'effect' the'court' in'Airfield)elects' to' interpret' the' ‘communication' to' the'public’'provisions'of'





way' into'any'of' the'Directives'providing' for'a'communication' to' the'public' right,47'the'need' for'
consistency'as'to'the'interpretation'of'‘communication'to'the'public’,'coupled'with'the'judgment'
in' SGAE,' made' it' inevitable' that' ‘communication’' should' be' broadened' to' include' a' ‘making'
available’'right'even'in'the'absence'of'express'provisions'to'that'effect.48'''
'
Nevertheless' the' European' Copyright' Society' insists' that' the' extension' of' the' meaning' of'
‘communication’'in'this'fashion'is'misconceived.'It'comments'
'
…' ‘intervening...' to'give'access’'might'be' interpreted'as'broader' than' ‘transmitting’' the'


























On'the'contrary'the'mistake' is' to'suppose'that' the'purpose'and' import'of' the'making'available'



















the'effect' that' ‘the' relevant'act' is' the'making'available'of' the'work'by'providing'access' to' it’.52'
The' test' as' to' whether' a' work' has' been' made' available' is' whether' it' may' be' accessed.' This'





is' all' about' access’.55'I' disagree.' The' right' is' all' about' making' available.' Every' act' of' making'



























One'can'consider'what'might'be' involved' in' the'process'of'making'available'by'considering' the'
implications'of'the'provision'of'a'hyperlink'to'publicly'accessible'content.'A'hyperlink'carries'out'
three'key'functions.'It'acts'as'a'signpost'to'users,'informing'them'where'to'locate'content'whose'
network' location' (its'URL)'may'otherwise'be'unknown:' it' tells'users'where' to' look.'A'hyperlink'
may'serve'a'referencing'or'citation'function.'However'a'hyperlink'is'more'than'a'mere'reference'





Svensson' does' not' explicitly' address' this' question.' The' ruling' implicitly' recognises' that' the'
process'of'making'available'encompasses'activities'that'extend'beyond'the'provision'of'access'at'











telling'users'where' to' look' for' the'work' as'well' as' the' referencing' function.'As' to' the' first' the'
Court'commented''
'
Access' to' the'work' is'only'made'possible' through'the'hyperlink'and'therefore'the'work'

























the'decision'of' the'Technical'Board'of'Appeal' in'Philips,' a'decision' concerning'a' challenge' to'a'
granted' patent.' Philips' does' not' relate' to' the' making' available' right' but' considered,' for' the'
purposes'of'Article'54(2)'of'the'European'Patent'Convention'1973,'whether'documents'had'been'
‘made'available' to' the'public’'with' the'effect' that' the' information' contained' in' the'documents'
formed'part'of'the'prior'art'to'be'taken'into'account'when'assessing'the'novelty'of'the'patent.59'
'
In'Philips' the'documents' in'question'were' ‘theoretically’' accessible'on' the' internet'at' specified'
URLs.60'In' assessing'whether' the' fact' that' the' documents' could' be' accessed' at' the'URLs'made'
them'available'to'the'public'the'board'relied'on'analogy,'comparing'the'presence'of'documents'
at' specified' URLs' to' the' presence' of' works' in' libraries' or' archives.61'The' board' accepted' the'
argument' that' a' document' that' was' accessible' at' a' URL' that' was' not' indexed' by' the' search'





























In' Diversey' the' plaintiff' complained' that' copyright' in' his' unpublished' Doctor' of' Philosophy'
dissertation' was' infringed' by' administrators' and' members' of' the' Board' of' Regents' of' the'
University' of'New'Mexico'when' the'University'made' a' copy'of' his' dissertation' available' in' the'
Zimmerman' Library' without' authorisation.' The' University' argued' that' the' claim' had' not' been'







work.'The'essence'of'distribution' in' the' library' lending'context' is' the'work’s'availability'










Diversey' suggests' both' (1)' that' the' act' of' making' available' may' consist' in' the' provision' of'
information'about'the'whereabouts'of'a'work'provided'that'the'location'is'publicly'accessible'and'




Svensson' is'consistent'with'an'interpretation'of'‘making'available’'that' is' in' line'with'the'first'of'
these'suggestions.'Svensson'tells'us'that'the'provision'of'a'hyperlink'to'a'work'makes'that'work'
available'provided) that) the)work) is) ‘published)and) freely)accessible’)on' the'destination'website.'




Although' Diversey,' Philips' and' Hotaling' suggest' that' in' the' library' context' the' provision' of'
information' in' an' index'or' catalogue' is' sufficient' to'make' the'work'available'provided' that' the'
library'is'accessible'to'the'public,'the'fact'that'the'index'or'catalogue'is'situated'within'the'library'
may'be'an'unacknowledged'factor' in'that'determination.' In'other'words,'a'mere'reference'to'a'
work' and' its' location' may' not' suffice' when' the' index,' reference' or' catalogue' is' spatially'










situation,' for' the' work' to' be' made' available.' In' the' case' of' hyperlinks' that' ‘more’' may' be'
provided' by' the' automatic' instruction' to' the' user’s' browser,' a' process' that' allows' the' user' to'





that' the' provision' of' a' hyperlink' to' publicly' accessible' content' on' another' website' invariably'












































indeterminate'number’'of'persons'and' ‘implies'a' fairly' large'number'of'persons’.' In' the'case'of'
Retriever'Sverige'it'seems'very'likely'that'the'number'of'persons'who'register'for'the'service'will'
be' relatively' high,' high' enough,' at' any' rate' to' qualify' as' a' public.' However' the' failure' to'





In' Philips' the' Board' states' only' that' the' existence' of' a' hyperlink' to' a' document' located' on'





whether' or' not' the' document' in' question'was'made' available' to' the' public.' In' such' a'
situation,'in'particular'where'Condition'(1)'is'not'met,'it)must)be)examined)on)a)caseRbyR
case) basis' whether' there' were' other' circumstances' possibly) providing) direct) and)
unambiguous)access)to)the)document,'such'as'a'written'or'oral'disclosure'of'the'URL,'the)






























broadcast' music' in' his' waiting' room.76'In' each' case' the' ‘audience’' for' the' work' achieved' by'
means'of'the'hyperlink'may'be'so'restricted'as'not'to'qualify'as'a'public.''It'is'a'question'of'fact'in'
every'case'whether'a'hyperlink'makes'content'available.'The'extent'to'which'the'website'where'
the' hyperlink' appears' is' visible' to' and' indexed' by' the' search' engines' is' a' crucial' part' of' that'
factual'matrix.'''
'
Thus,'contrary'to'the' first'conclusion'adopted'by'Svensson,' the'provision'of'a'clickable' link'to'a'









the'board,' ‘go'beyond'mere'theoretical'accessibility’.78'The'same' is' true'of'any'work'or'content'
appearing'on'a'publicly'accessible'website.''
'
Indeed'Philips' goes' further'explaining' that' the'mere' fact' that'a'document'can'be' found'on' the'
web' by'means' of' a' keyword' search' using' a' search' engine' does' not' imply' that' the' public' has'
‘direct'and'unambiguous'access’'to'it.79'The'Board'observes'
'
This' is' a' consequence'of' the' fact' that' it' is' possible' to' store'a'document'on' the'web' in'
such' a' way' that' it' is' indexed' by' a' public' web' search' engine' only' with' (one' or' more)'
keyword(s)' unrelated' to' the' essence' of' the' content' of' the' document,' thus'making) it)




























The'approach' in'Philips' is' in' stark' contrast' to'Svensson'where' the'existence'of'a'hyperlink' to'a'
website'free'of'access'restrictions'is'regarded'as'sufficient'to'secure'availability.''
'
It' is' difficult' to' know' what' significance,' if' any,' should' be' accorded' to' the' fact' that' Svensson'
ignores'the'extent'to'which'accessibility'of'content'is'conditional'on'the'manner'in'which'content'
is' indexed' by' the' search' engines.' One' might' argue' that' the' omission' indicates' that' the' CJEU'
considers'that'‘visibility’'of'content,'whether'achieved'by'way'of'search'engines'or'the'‘signpost’'
function' of' hyperlinks' is' not' relevant' to' the' making' available' right.' On' this' interpretation' a'





Alternatively' the' omission' might' suggest' that' the' CJEU' considers' that' while' the' supply' of'






a' work' available,' it' must' also' be' the' case' that' the' supply' of' such' information' is' a' necessary'




website' (or' the' hyperlink' appearing' on' a' website)' since' (a)' the' GöteborgsUPosten' website' is'
‘visible’' as' well' as' publicly' accessible;82'and' (b)' careful' analysis' of' the' extent' to' which' (and' to'







‘Making' available’' is' either' ‘all' about' access’' or' all' about' making' available,' not' something' in'
between.' By' deciding' that' hyperlinks' make' available' the' CJEU' (consciously' or' not)' has' rightly'





























Svensson' makes' it' clear' that' actual' reception' is' not' a' necessary' ingredient' for' availability' (or'





problems'presented'by' a' tort' that' is' only' completed'by' a' series' of' acts' taking'place' in' various'
jurisdictions'are'well'known:'the'issues'are'by'no'means'confined'to'the'copyright'regime.88''
'
However' the' issue' is' not' only' one' of' location.' Equally' the' real' issue' is' not' that' the' making'
available' provisions' do' not' indicate' whether' the' right' is' triggered' by' upload' or' some' other'
specific'technical'process'in'the'chain'of'events'which'serve'to'make'content'available:'after'all,'
one' of' the' stated' aims' of' the' drafters' of' the' provisions' of' Article' 8' of' the'WCT'was' that' the'
making'available'provisions'should'be'technology'neutral.'The'problem'rather'is'that'it'is'unclear'





























The' single' act' approach' favours' a' conceptualisation' of' ‘making' available’' in' which' the' act' is'






In' the' context' of' websites,' the' single' act' approach' suggests' a' characterisation' of' the' act' of'














is' the' initial) act' of'making' the'work' available,' not' the'mere' provision' of' server' space,'
communication'connections,'or'facilities'for'the'carriage'and'routing'of'signals.89'
'















…' Article' 7(2)(b)' of' Directive' 96/9' …' defines' ‘reUutilisation’' as' ‘any' form' of' making'
available'to'the'public’'the'content'of'a'protected'database.'
'
To' my' mind,' that' phrase,' ‘making' available' to' the' public’,' has' to' be' the' essential'
conceptual'key'to'giving'an'answer'to'the'question'raised'by'the'UK'court.'On'that'basis,'







actions) of) individuals) located) in) different) territories,) the) conclusion) must) be) that) the)
‘place’) of) the) ‘reRutilisation’) is) that) of) each) of) the) acts) needed) to) produce) the) result)
comprising) the) ‘reRutilisation’,) that) is) to) say,) the) ‘making) available’' of' the' protected'
data.91'
'




any' form'of'making'available' to' the'public'all'or'a' substantial'part'of' the'contents'of'a'












The' argument' advanced' by' Counsel' for' the' defendants' in' Football) Dataco' (though' primarily'
intended'to'address'the'question'of'the'place'where'the'act'of'making'available'took'place'rather'
than' the' constituent' elements' of' the' act)' is' couched' in' terms' that' anticipate' the' ruling' in'
Svensson.'Moreover'Football) Dataco) jars'with' Svensson.' If' a' hyperlink' on' a'website' suffices' to'
make' content' available,' can' it' consistently' be' said' that' the' subsequent' transmission' of' such'
content'(when'the'user'clicks'on'the'hyperlink)'by'that'website'(so'excluding'any'argument'about'
a'different'means'of'communication'to'the'public)'makes'content'available?'Implicit'in'the'notion'










This' aspect' of' the' internal' logic' of'making' available' is' recognised' by' the' court' in' the'US' case,'
Hotaling.95'In'Hotaling' the'defendant'operated'a' library'which'made' several' unlawful' copies'of'
the'plaintiffs’'work'and'sent'the'copies'to'its'branch'offices.'The'work'was'protected'by'copyright.'
The'copies'were' in'microfiche' form'and'could'not'be'checked'out'of' the' libraries' but' could'be'
used'within'the'libraries.'The'plaintiffs'were'unable'to'prove'that'anyone'had'used'the'unlawful'
copies' but' argued' that' the' defendant' infringed' their' distribution' right' by' making' the' copies'
available' to' the'public.'On'appeal'by' the'plaintiffs'against' summary' judgement' in' favour'of' the'
defendants'the'appellate'court'said'this''
'
When'a'public' library'adds'a'work' to' its'collection,' lists' the'work' in' its' index'or'catalog'












































Directive,' that' is,'an'act'which' falls'short'of' transmission)' is' followed'by'an'act'of' transmission.'
The'ruling'in'Football)Dataco'represents'the'assimilation'of'the'subsequent'act'of'transmission'to'
an'overarching'notion'of'making'available'without'considering'the'logical'inconsistency'in'saying'
that' the' content'was'made' available' both' by' upload' to' the' publicly' accessible'website' and' its'
transmission'from'that'website.101'Ficsor'by'contrast'maintains'that'where'a'work'that'has'been'





These' questions' of' conceptualisation' are' not' easy' to' resolve.' The' difficulty' may' speak' of' a'
fundamental' problem' associated' with' seeking' to' resolve' questions' of' conceptualisation' of'
services'exclusively' from'within' the' framework'of' the'copyright' regime.' In'particular' the' rather'
uneasy'relationship'between'the'communication'to'the'public'right'and'the'making'available'right'














the'provision'of' a'work'on' a'publicly' accessible'website.103'For' the' reasons' set' out' above'both'































Three' cases' are'of' particular' relevance' in' illuminating' the' links'between'acts' that'may' infringe'
copyright,' specifically' the' communication' to' the' public' right,' and' the' nature' of' the' services'
provided'by'the'alleged'infringer.'''
'
In' the' first' of' these' cases,' Entidad) de) Gestion) de) Derechos) de) los) Productores) Audivisuales) v)
Hosteleria)Asturiana)SA'(‘EGEDA’)'Advocate'General'La'Pergola'considered'the'scope'of'the'right'
of'communication'to'the'public'in'the'context'of'the'retransmission'of'broadcast'works'by'cable'






Rejecting' this' argument' Advocate' General' La' Pergola' insisted' that' the' position' taken' by' the'
Spanish'Government'
'
contradicts' one' of' the' fundamental' principles' of' copyright:' copyright' holders' are'
remunerated' on' the' basis' not' of' the' actual' enjoyment' of' the' work' but' of' a' legal'
possibility'of' that'enjoyment.' For'example,'publishers'must'pay' royalties' to'authors' for'
their'novels'on'the'basis'of'the'number'of'copies'sold,'whether'or'not'they'are'ever'read'
by'their'purchasers.'Similarly,'hotels'that'are'responsible'for'the'simultaneous,'uncut'and'




















to' the' effect' that' there' could' be' no' communication' to' the' public'without' actual' access' to' the'
works.'Whereas'in'EGEDA,'the'Advocate'General'considered'the'interpretation'of'the'provisions'
of' Article' 11' of' the' Berne' Convention,' in' SGAE,' with' the' Information' Society' Directive' now' in'
force,' the' issue'was' framed' in' relation' to'Article' 3(1)' of' that'Directive.' Relying' strongly' on' the'
comments'made'by'Advocate'General'La'Pergola'in'EGEDA,'and'expressly'approving'the'rationale'
offered' for' affording' copyright' protection' in' relation' to' the' provision' of' access' to' broadcast'
works,'Advocate'General'Sharpston'insisted'that'''''''
'
…' for' there' to' ' be' communication' to' the' public,' it' is' sufficient' that' the' work' is'made'
available'to'the'public' in'such'a'way'that'the'persons'forming'that'public'may'access' it.'









Importantly' for' present' purposes' SGAE) makes' a' link' between' the' acts' that' implicate' the'
communication'to'the'public'right'and'the'nature'of'the'service'supplied'by'the'service'provider.'
SGAE' expressly' refers' to' the' nature' of' the' service' provided' by' the' hotel' to' the' customer'
observing'that''
'
the'action'by' the'hotel'by)which) it) gives)access) to) the'broadcast'work' to' its' customers'






Moreover,' the' satellite' package' provider’s' intervention' amounts' to' the' supply' of' an'







































broadcasting' is' a' subUcategory' of' ‘communication' to' the' public’' and,' thus' the' whole'
process'of'making'the'program'available'to'the'public'should'be'considered'to'be'covered'
by'the'notion'of'‘broadcasting’,'which'starts'with'the'emission'but'also'includes'the'upleg'



















There' is' no' question' but' that' the' Information' Society' Directive' recognised' that' the' ‘spread' of'
digital'technology’'enabled'the'development'of'services'that'differed'from'traditional'broadcast'
services.116'In' particular,' it' recognised' the' growth' of' online,' onUdemand,' interactive' services.'





matter' stored' in' digital' format' is' made' permanently' available' to' third' parties'
interactively117''
'


















In' order' to' determine' the' contractual' status' of' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' it' is' crucial' to'
understand'the'scope'of'the'service'(if'any)'provided'by'the'website.'In'particular'it' is'crucial'to'
know' whether' or' not' transmission' forms' part' of' the' service.' If' it' does' not' there' is' a' strong'
argument' that' there' is' no' valid' consideration' and' the' Terms' of' Use' are' not' valid' and' binding'
against' a' user' who'merely' browses' the'website.' If' it' does,' it' is' almost' certainly' the' case' that'

















Svensson)suggests' that' the' service'provided'by'a'website' consists' in' ‘making'available’'but' it' is'
not'determinative.'However'the'question'as'to'whether'transmission' is'within'the'scope'of'any'
service'provided'by'a'website'may'be'addressed'by'examining'more'closely'how'European' law'












digital' technology,' the'European'Commission,' recognising' the'economic' importance'of' the'new'



















‘at' the' individual' request' of' a' recipient' of' services’'means' that' the' service' is' provided'
through'the'transmission'of'data'on'individual'request.124''''
'
The' definition' of' ‘information' society' service’' incorporates' a' requirement' for' an' individual'










transmission' is' initiated' only' on' user' request.' The' definition' corresponds' with' the'
conceptualisation'of'interactive'services'from'a'copyright'perspective.'For'example,'Recital'(25)'of'




So' while,' in' order' to' qualify' as' an' information' society' service,' the' service' must' be' provided'
interactively' ‘through’' transmission' of' data' at' individual' request' the' service'may' but' need' not'
encompass' the' transmission' of' the' data.126'Transmission' of' data'may' simply' be' the'means' by'
which'the'service'is'delivered,'or'(as'in'the'case'of'hosting)'a'necessary'preliminary'for'provision'
of' the' service,' and'may' be' effected' by' a' person' other' than' the' provider' of' the' service.' Thus'
Recital'18'of'the'Ecommerce'Directive,'by'way'of'illustration'of'the'ambit'of'‘information'society'
services’,' refers' to' the' service'of' ‘offering'onUline' information’.' The'phrase' recalls' the' language'
used'in'the'Explanatory'Memorandum'to'the'Initial'Proposal'for'the'Information'Society'Directive'




128 'The' definition' of' ‘information' society' service’' implies' an' element' of' interactivity' that'
distinguishes'the'service'(if'any)'provided'by'websites'from'free'to'air'broadcasting.'However'the'
definition' in' no' way' implies' that' the' service' provided' by' an' open' publicly' accessible' website'
includes'transmission'of'data'by'the'website.''
'














































WebUbased' content' providers,' even' large' content' providers' such' as' YouTube129'or' Netflix130'
depend'on'ISPs'to'carry'their'data'across'the'various'interconnected'networks'that'make'up'the'
internet.'Network' routers' and' the'network' communications' links' (including' cable,' copper'wire,'
fibre'optic'cable)'perform'the'task'of'moving'the'data'across'the'network.131'The'transmission'of'
content' across' the' internet' depends' on' the' involvement' of' and' coUoperation' between' the'
website’s' ISP,' the' user’s' ISP' and' possibly' other' intermediary' ISPs' depending' on' the'manner' in'
which' the'data' is' routed' across' the' internet.'Although' ISPs' coUoperate'by'means'of' a' range'of'





carry' data' across' the' network' to' the' user.' Some'websites' expressly' disclaim' responsibility' for'























While' websites' do' not' carry' data' across' the' network,' the' request/response' process' initiates'
transmission'of'the'data'from'the'website'to'the'user.'When'the'user'requests'the'transmission'
of'a'webpage'by'entering'the'relevant'URL' in'his'browser'bar,'or'by'clicking'on'a'hyperlink,'the'
request' triggers' a' complex' series' of' automated' interactions' between' the' web' server' and' the'
user’s' system.'The' website' responds' to' the' user’s' request' in' accordance' with' a' series' of' preU
determined'instructions'that'make'up'the'configuration'of'the'web'server'software.'135''Assuming'





characterisation' of' the' website' response' since' the' website' is' not' otherwise' involved' in'
transmission.'
'
Therefore,' as' regards' the' conceptualisation'of' the' service'provided'by' the'website' to' the'user,'
the' key' question' concerns' the' significance'of' the'website’s' response.' The' issue' is'whether' the'







The' discussion' in' Chapter' VI' demonstrates' how' difficult' it' is' to' determine,' in' the' abstract,'

























In' my' view' the' pursuers'' contention' that' the' service' provided' by' them' involves' the'
sending'of'information'is'prima'facie'well'founded.'Although'in'a'sense'the'information,'it'

















computer,' at' that' person’s' request,' data' previously' extracted' from' the' content' of' a'
database'protected'by'the'sui'generis'right.140'''
'
Like'the'Court' in'Shetland)Times)Ltd)v)Wills,' the'CJEU'treats'the'website’s'response'as' involving'
the'positive'act'of'sending.''
'





Svensson,' expresses' the' same' idea' in' more' prosaic' fashion' suggesting' that' the' user' ‘avails'
himself’' of' content' already' made' available.' The' implication' is' that' the' website' response' is'
























communication' to' the' public' of' their' works,' by' wire' or' wireless' means,' including' the'
making'available' to' the'public'of' their'works' in' such'a'way' that'members'of' the'public'
may'access'them'from'a'place'and'at'a'time'individually'chosen'by'them.'
'
Article' 3(1)' implies' that' once' the' website' (or' other' content' provider)' has' made' the' content'
available'it'has'no'further'role'to'play:'thereafter'the'user'initiates'access.''
'
The' characterisation' of' the'website' response' as' passive' tends' to' suggest' that' the' handover' of'
data' to' the'network'does'not' form'part'of'a' service.'Without'some'positive'act'or' forbearance'
carried'out'for'the'benefit'of'the'user,'there'is'no'service.''
'
Consideration' of' the' technical' aspects' associated' with' the' website' response' might' seem' to'
support' the' argument' that' the' response' is' essentially' passive.' The' response' is' initiated' by' the'
user;' it' is' automated;' the'website'does'not'exercise'discretion' in' its' response'which' is' entirely'
dictated'by'the'programming'of'the'web'server'software.'On'the'other'hand,'there'is'no'reason'
why'a'service'may'not'be'provided'by'automated'means.'The'voluntary'nature'of'the'automated'
process' is' achieved'by' embedding' intention' into' the'programming' instructions.' It' is' difficult' to'






Philips' suggests' that' making' available' implies' ‘direct' and' unambiguous' access’' to' content.'
Svensson' takes' a' similar' approach.' The'website' having' in' effect' already' provided' access,'what'


























IX.4' The' implications' of' the' analysis' for' the' conceptualisation' of' the' service' provided' by' the'
website'to'the'user'
'
The' analysis' as' to' the' economic' significance' of' the' response' process' chimes' with' the'
categorisation' of' the' website’s' response' as' passive.' It' accords' with' the' fact' that' the' Court' in'
Svensson' implies' that' no' economically' significant' act' occurs' between' the' website’s' making'
available'on'the'one'hand'and'the'user’s'‘availing’'on'the'other.'The'Court’s'approach'reflects'the'
demarcation' suggested' by' Article' 3(1)' of' the' Information' Society' Directive' between' making'
available' and' access' by' the' public.' Economic' analysis' of' the' technical' aspects' of' the'


















respect' Svensson,' far' from' representing' a' radical' development,'must' be' viewed' as' the' natural'
progeny'of'a'series'of'CJEU'rulings'concerning'the'application'of'the'communication'of'the'public'






soon'as' its' content' is' accessible.' It' affirms' that' in' the' copyright' context,' ‘making' available’' not'
only'triggers'a'requirement'for'authorisation'but'also'(assuming'that'there'is'an'economic'aspect'
to' the' activity)' constitutes' a' service' regardless' of'whether' or' not' the' recipients' of' the' service'
access' the'content.'The' line'of' thinking' that'underpins'Svensson)has'much' to'commend' it.' It' is'






Analysis' of' the' technical' aspects' of' the' processes' engaged' in' by' the'website,' in' particular' the'
process' by' which' the' website' responds' to' the' user’s' request' for' content,' suggests' that' the'




If' the' premise' that' the' service' offered' by' websites' consists' in'making' information' available' is'
accepted,' the' constituent' elements' of' that' service' may' be' fleshed' out' by' reference' to' an'
understanding' of' ‘making' available’' which' is' consistent' with' the' copyright' regime' and'
incorporates'some'of'the'insights'set'out'above.'''
'
'For' a' particular' act' (or' acts)' to'make' content' available' certain' conditions'must' be'met.' For' a'
website' to' make' information' available,' the' relevant' content' must' be' indexed' by' the' search'
engines'and'capable'of'being' located'either'by'means'of'an'ordinary'keyword'search'related'to'
that' content' or,'more' exceptionally,' as' a' result' of' disclosure' of' the' URL'where' the' content' is'
located,'the'presence'of'a'hyperlink'to'the'content'on'a'publicly'available'website'or'where'other'
facts'make'it'possible'for'the'content'to'be'located.'Provided)these)conditions)are)met'the'act'of'
making' available' ‘is' completed'by' the'mere'provision'of' the'material' on' the'net’.145'This'might'




for'present'purposes,' it) does)not) consist) in) the) transmission)of) content) to)a)user)as)part)of) the)
request/response) process) between) browser) and) server.' This' activity' follows' the' act' of' making'
available.''
'
Assuming' therefore' that' the' service' consists' in' making' available' and' no' more,' the' service' is'
complete' before' the' website' responds' to' the' user’s' request.' The' implications' of' this'















Relying' on' insights' derived' from' Svensson,' in' this' Chapter' I' propose' a' twoUstage' model' of'
benefits.' I' argue' that' this'model' should' be' adopted' for' the' analysis' of' the' exchange' between'
open' publicly' accessible' website' and' user' and' I' explore' the' contractual' significance' of' the'
exchange'according'to'this'model.1''
'











based' conceptualisations' of' the' exchange' between' open' publicly' accessible' website' and' user,'
that' is' the' twoUstage' model' drawn' from' Svensson' and' the' unitary' model' suggested' by' the'
majority.2''
'
What' is' at' stake'between' the' two'competing' serviceUbased'conceptualisations'of' the'exchange'
suggested'by'Register.com' is'explored'in'Section'VI.'I'argue'that'the'key'difference'between'the'
models' relates' to' the' characterisation' of' the' request/response' process' as' either,' part' of' the'
service'provided'by'the'website'to'the'user,'or'extraneous'to'the'service.'
'





comparison' of' the' outcomes' of' a' contractual' analysis' based,' on' the' one' hand,' on' the' unitary'




















Svensson' suggests' that' this' service' is' complete' at' the' point' where' the' website' uploads' the'
information' to' the' host' server' provided' the' host' server' is' connected' to' the' internet' and' the'
website'is'configured'so'as'to'be'open'and'publicly'accessible.'At'this'point,'regardless'of'whether'
the' user' (or' any' user)' accesses' the' information,' the' information' is' available' and' the' service' is'
complete.'3''
'
It' is' implicit' in' this' characterisation' that' no' part' of' the' process' of' transmission' of' information'






broadcasting' and' making' information' available' via' an' open,' publicly' accessible' website.5'This'
further'insight'suggests'the'possibility'of'relying'on'the'analogy'between'open,'publicly'accessible'





Economists' regard' free' to' air' broadcasting' as' a' public' good,' consisting' in' the' transmission' of'
information'to'all' those'who'possess'the'necessary'equipment'to'receive'the'signal.'The'‘public'
good’'aspect'of'free'to'air'broadcasting'is'linked'to'the'characteristics'it'shares'with'information,'
namely' that' it' is' nonUrival' and' nonUexclusive.6'No' contract,' express' or' implied,' exists' between'

















broadcasting'meant' that' directly' charging' for' the' services'was' not' possible’.8'I' prefer' to' find' a'
reason' based' on' contract' law' to' explain' why' no' contract' is' possible' between' the' free' to' air'




However' it' is' plain' that' the' provision' of' a' free' to' air' broadcast' service' consisting' in' making'






as' to' reach'a'wider'audience.10''The' residual' rights'are'also'capable'of'being'enforced.'Viewers'
may' watch' television' programmes' broadcast' free' to' air' but' they' may' not' transmit' the'
programmes' to' a' new' public.11'The' nature' of' the' rights' retained' enables' the' rightsUholder' to'
restrain'unauthorised'use'insofar'as'the'use'conflicts'with'the'residual'rights.''
'











However' the' analogy'does'more' than' flag'up' the'dual' aspect'of' the'benefits' conferred.' It' also'































It' is' a' central' argument' of' this' thesis' that' the' twoUstage' model' suggested' by' Svensson' is' not'










server' connected' to' the' internet' and' the' website' is' configured' so' as' to' be' open' and'
publicly'accessible.''
4. The' service' is' complete' therefore' and' the' benefit' transferred' to' all' users' (the' public)'
regardless'of'whether'or'not'any'user'accesses'the'website.'
5. The' handover' of' information' by' the' website' to' the' network' in' response' to' the' user’s'
request'for'transmission'of'information'does'not'form'part'of'any'service'provided'by'the'
website'to'the'user.'



























The' twoUstage' model' proposed' builds' on' the' insights' from' Svensson' and' from' those,' like' the'
defendants' in' BrelRSardou,' who' argued' that' the' website’s' role' in' the' implementation' of' the'
request/response' process' was' passive.13'It' represents' the' taking' of' a' stance' in' relation' to' a'
question'that'has'bedevilled'some'of'the'literature'about'the'making'available'right,'namely'the'
difference' between' making' available' and' access' by' the' user' and' whether' making' available' is'
‘accomplished’'by'the'former'or'only'by'the'latter'(opting'for'the'former).''
'





website' should' be' regarded' as' analogous' to' a' billboard' suggests' that' Counsel' considered' that'
even'before'a'user'accessed'the'website'the'information'had'been'made'available,'just'as'in'the'
case' of' supply' of' information' on' a' billboard.'14'The' information' having' already' been' made'
available,' the' supply' of' the' information' could' not' form' the' basis' for' a' contract.' Any' contract'
would'come'into'being,'if'at'all,'only'in'the'event'of'subsequent'use'of'the'information.'Here'the'
twoUstage'process' is' implicit,' as' is' the'notion' that' the'dynamic'of'exchange' is'different'at'each'































expressly' excises' the' process' of' handover' of' information' from' website' to' network' as' well' as'
subsequent'transmission'from'the'scope'of'the'service.'''
'
The' novelty' of' the' twoUstage' model' lies' in' three' characteristics.' First,' the' model' avoids'
inconsistent'usage'of'the'terminology'of'access,'service'and'use.'Second,'there' is'novelty' in'the'
insistence' that' the' first' stage'of'benefits' conferral' should'be' treated'as' a' service.18'Finally,' and'
this'is'crucial,'the'designation'of'the'website’s'response'to'the'user’s'request'as'outside'the'scope'














one'may' intuitively' grasp' that' there' are' two' different' kinds' of' benefit' involving' access' to' the'
website' and' subsequent' use' of' the' information' without' immediately' being' able' to' map' that'
intuition'to'an'analysis'of'the'relevant'exchange.'This'point'recalls'Weinrib’s'admonition'as'to'the'
appropriate' assessment' of' the' nature' of' the' benefit' conferred' in' the' context' of' unjust'
enrichment'claims'
'
What' the' recipient' accepts' is' not' the' benefit' conceived' statically' at' the' time' that' the'
acceptance' becomes' operative,' but' rather' the' benefit'as) transferred.' This' includes' not'





It'will' not' do' to' assess' the'nature'of' the'benefit' ‘conceived' statically’' as' though' collapsing' the'
process'of'conferral'and'receipt'of'the'benefit'into'a'single'point'in'time,'so'as'to'artificially'create'
an'impression'of'a'synchronous'bilateral'exchange'in'the'nature'of'a'contract.'One'must'tease'out'





















For' example,' David'McGowan' claims' that' in' the' absence' of' a' right' to' control' access' an' open'
publicly'accessible'website'cannot'supply'consideration'for'its'Terms'of'Use.21'Nancy'Kim'says'of'
the'browse'wrap'agreement'in'issue'in'Register.com'that'‘The'benefit'[Kim'does'not'specify'what'
it' is]' had'already'been' received.’22'Yet'other' commentators'maintain' that' the'website'provides'
consideration' in' the' form'of' access,' or' the' provision' of' information' or' use' of' the'website.23'In'
Century)21'there'is'an'obvious'disconnect'between'the'defendants’'use'of'the'billboard'analogy,'
where'the'activity'of'the'user'in'relation'to'the'website'is'treated'as'analogous'to'merely'looking'
at' a' billboard,' and' the' insistence' by' Punnet' J' that' the' website' makes' an' offer' that' the' user'
chooses'to'accept.24'Similarly'the'view'of'the'majority'in'Register.com'that'the'website'makes'an'
offer' of' access' to' information25'cannot' be' reconciled' with' the' view' of' Judge' Parker,' that' the'
website'has'‘given'away’'access'to'its'database'and'that'the'subsequent'use'of'the'information,'in'
the'circumstances,'is'not'constrained'by'law.26'Neither'the'commentators'nor'the'courts'provide'































Register.com' is' a' registrar' of' domain' names.' In' that' capacity' it' was' obliged' by' virtue' of' its'














database' in' contravention' of' Register.com’s' ‘terms' and' conditions’,' namely' the' legend' which'




In' upholding' the' preliminary' injunction' the' Second' Circuit' did' not' decide' that' the' terms' and'
conditions'were'binding'but'only'that'Register.com'could'show'a'reasonable'likelihood'of'success'




it' did,' it' was' free' to' reject' the' terms' and' conditions' and' take' the' information' from' the'
Register.com'website.'In'order'to'tackle'these'arguments'the'majority'relies'on'a'striking'analogy'
as' part' of' its' reasoning.' Ultimately' the' analogy' is' flawed,' but' it' serves' to' illuminate' first,' the'





The' court' suggests' the' following'analogy'as'a'means'of' comprehending' the'exchange'between'
Verio,'as'user'of'the'Register.com'website'and'the'website'itself:'
'
The' situation'might' be' compared' to' one' in'which' plaintiff' P'maintains' a' roadside' fruit'
stand'displaying'bins'of'apples.'' 'A'visitor,'defendant'D,'takes'an'apple'and'bites'into'it.'' '
As'D'turns'to'leave,'D'sees'a'sign,'visible'only'as'one'turns'to'exit,'which'says'“ApplesU50'
cents'apiece.”' ' 'D'does'not'pay' for' the'apple.' ' 'D'believes'he'has'no'obligation' to'pay'









return.' ' 'D's' view' is' that'he'never'agreed' to'pay' for' the'apple.' ' ' Thereafter,'each'day,'
several' times' a' day,' D' revisits' the' stand,' takes' an' apple,' and' eats' it.' ' ' D' never' leaves'
money.29'
'
The' example' offered' by' way' of' analogy' is' plainly' intended' to' mimic' the' situation' where' the'








Svensson.' The' display' of' the' apples' on' the' stand' maps' to' the' process' of' making' information'





The' second' construction,' that' suggested' by' the' majority' in' Register.com,' is' entirely' different.'
Rather' than'operating'as'an'analogy' for' the'practical,' factual'aspects'of' the'exchange'between'






takes'an'apple,'owes'50'cents,' regardless'whether'he'did'or'did'not' say,' "I'agree."'The'
choice'offered'in'such'circumstances'is'to'take'the'apple'on'the'known'terms'of'the'offer'
or'not'to'take'the'apple.'As'we'see'it,'the'defendant'in'Ticketmaster'and'Verio'in'this'case'
had'a' similar' choice.' Each'was'offered'access' to' information' subject' to' terms'of'which'
they'were'well'aware.'Their'choice'was'either'to'accept'the'offer'of'contract,'taking'the'

















These'two'constructions'cannot'be'reconciled.'The'first' implies' that' the'website'has'voluntarily'
conferred' a' benefit' on' the' user' by'making' the' information' available'before' the' user' visits' the'
website' (benefit' 1).' What' the' user' takes' therefore' by' means' of' access' to' and' use' of' the'












The'majority' in'Register.com'does'not'explore' in'any'detail' the' technical'aspects'of' the' service'
said' to'be'provided'by' the'Register.com'website' to'Verio.' The' court' says'merely' that' the'offer'
made'by'Register.com'was'for'the'provision'of'access'to'information.'However,'given'the'court’s'
insistence' that' up'until' the'point' of' access' by' the'user,' there'was'only' an'offer' of' access,' it' is'
reasonable' to' suppose' that' the' court' considered' that' the' service' consisting' in' the'provision'of'
access' was' only' delivered' and' complete' once' the' user' accessed' the' website' by'means' of' the'
request/response'process.''
'
On' the'Svensson' construction,' by' contrast,' the' service' provided' by' an' open' publicly' accessible'
website' to' user' is' complete' at' the' point'where' the' information' is' uploaded' to' the' server,' the'
server'connected'to'the'internet'and'the'website'configured'to'supply'information'in'response'to'
browser' requests' for' transmission.'All' such'activities'are'performed'by' the'website'outside' the'
context'of'any'exchange'with'users.''
'
The' two' constructions' differ' according' to' the' significance' accorded' to' the' request/response'
process.' By' implication,' the' court' in'Register.com' supposes' that' the'website’s' response' to' the'
user’s' request' entails' the' delivery' of' a' service' without' which' the' user' has' no' access' to' the'
























VII.'Assessing' the' significance'of' the' choice'between' the'model' suggested'by'Register.com' and'
the'twoUstage'model''
'
The' question' as' to' which' of' the' two' competing' models' is' to' be' preferred' is' crucial' to' the'
determination' of' the' contractual' status' of' the' exchange' between' open' publicly' accessible'
website'and'user.'The'significance'of'the'choice' is'best'appreciated'by'comparing'the'results'of'
the' contractual' analysis' according' to' the' conceptualisation' offered' by' the' majority' in'
Register.com'and'according'to'the'conceptualisation'drawn'from'Svensson'on'the'other.'
'















offer,' the' taking' constitutes' an' acceptance' of' the' terms,' which' accordingly' become'
binding'on'the'offeree.34'' '
'
Read' in' isolation' this'passage' is'open' to' the'criticism' that' the' statement'of'general'principle' is'
overly' broad,' and' not' supported' by' authority' insofar' as' it' purports' to' extend' to' any' and' all'
benefits,'not'merely'the'benefit'of'services.35'However'the'statement'of'general'principle'must'be'
construed'in'light'of'the'authorities'cited'by'the'Court'in'support'of'the'statement,'all'bar'one'of'





















the' court' unhesitatingly' applies' Register.com' without' questioning' it,' suggesting' that'
browsewrap' “contracts”' may' be' binding' against' electronic' agents' without' any' further'
evidence'of'manifestation'of'assent.38)
'






It' is' just'as'easy,' in'other'words,' to' imply'a' (contractual)'promise'to'pay'as' to' find'a'remedy' in'
quasiUcontract' (unjust' enrichment).' This' explanation' suggests' that' Corbin' was' also' concerned'










































Where' Corbin' speaks' only' of' the' implication' of' a' promise,' that' is,' of' terms,' section' 69' (1)(a)'
clearly' deals'with' implied' acceptance' in' a' situation'where' the' services' are'merely' offered,' not'
having'been'‘thrust'on'the'recipient’.45'
In'other'words,'while' the'seeming'overlap'between'contract' law'and'the' law'relating' to'unjust'
enrichment'may'concern' some,' the'majority'base' their' approach'on'clear'authority' concerning'
the'circumstances'in'which'assent'may'be'implied'from'conduct.'46''
Moreover,' while' the' version' of' the' statement' of' general' principle' articulated' by' the' majority'







































of' services,' in' the' knowledge' that' compensation' is' expected' and' where' the' recipient' had' an'
opportunity'to'reject'the'benefit'of'the'services,'is'to'be'reconciled'with'the'principle,'affirmed,'as'
regards' the'US,' in' Specht,' that' assent'will' only' be' implied' from' conduct'where' the' conduct' is'
unequivocally'referable'to'the'contract'contended'for.47'




be' regarded'as'unequivocally' referable' to' the'contract.' This'would' seem' to'be'correct' for'how'
else' can' one' explain' not' only' the' taking' of' the' benefit' of' the' services' but' the' conduct' of' the'
service' provider' in' proceeding' to' deliver' the' services' in' a' situation'where' the' recipient' has' an'
opportunity' to' reject' the' services' and' the' service' provider'makes' it' clear' in' advance' that' the'
services'will'only'be'delivered'in'exchange'for'terms.'In'other'words,'Corbin'is'not'suggesting'an'
exception' to' the' general' rule' concerning' the' need' for' an' unequivocal' showing' of' assent' but'
rather'a'category'of'action'where'it'is'possible,'ex'ante,'to'say'that'the'requirement'is'met.'''
VIII.3'Section'19'of'the'Restatement'(Second)'is'not'at'odds'with'section'69'
Nancy' Kim' suggests' that' if' US' courts,' faced' with' the' problem' of' assessing' the' contractual'
implications' of' wrap' contracts' (Kim' has' in'mind' click'wrap' as'well' as' browse'wrap' contracts),'
adopted'the'principle'set'out'in'section'19'of'Restatement'(Second)'of'Contracts'rather'than'the'























Kim'offers' little'by'way'of'analysis'of' the' implications'of' section'19.'She'maintains' that' ‘Courts'
routinely'enforce'wrap'contracts'where'consumers'have'no'intent'of'entering'into'a'contract.’49'
Here'Kim'appears'to'read'section'19'as'though'it'contained'a'requirement'for'subjective'intention'
to' manifest' assent' rather' than' intentional) conduct' coupled' with' an' objective' test50'as' to' the'
inference'of'assent.51''
However,' since' the' situation' presented' by' Corbin' is' consistent' with' the' requirement' that' the'
conduct' said' to' give' rise' to' assent' should'be'unequivocally' referable' to' the' contract,' it' follows'
that'the'party'whose'conduct'is' in'issue'must,'on'an'objective'construction,'(that'is,' in'line'with'
the'approach'adopted'in'contract'law'in'the'US'and'in'England)'be'taken'to'have'reason'to'know'




The' learned'editors'of'Chitty'on'Contracts'accept'that' in'the'circumstances'described' in'section'
69' (1)(a)' of' the' Restatement' (Second)' of' Contracts' a' contract' might' be' implied' under' English'
law.53'The' approach' taken' by' the' editors' contains' echoes' of' Corbin.' Like' Corbin,' they' are'
concerned'primarily'with'the'implication'of'a'promise'to'pay'against'a'backdrop'of'an'inference'
as' to' the'existence'of'a' contract' for' services' to'be' rendered.54'However' the'crucial'point' is' the'









































fiction' routinely' applied' in' the' law' of' contract' where' assent' is' inferred' from' conduct' and' not'
according'to'the'parties’'subjective'intentions.62''''
An' obiter' passage' in' Ladymanor' suggests' that' in' principle' if' an' offeree' has' the' opportunity' to'
reject'proffered'services'but'chooses'instead'to'take'the'benefit'of'those'services'assent'may'be'





in' section' 69' (1)(a),' though' they' are' likely' to' be' much' more' circumspect' about' ex' ante'


































information,' the' benefit' of'which' is' taken' by' the' user' in' accessing' the'website' (and' using' the'
information),'it'follows'that'the'user'must'be'deemed'to'assent'to'terms'drawn'to'his'attention'
before'taking'the'benefit.'Subject'therefore'to'satisfaction'of'the'requirement'for'consideration,'
which' in' the' case' of' services' involving' the' doing' of' some' act' that' gives' access' to' information'
would'appear'to'be'met'save'(possibly)'where'the'information'is' in'the'nature'of'advertising'or'





The' conceptualisation' of' the' arrangement' between' website' and' user' drawn' from' Svensson'
suggests' that' the'website' confers' two'different'benefits' at'different'points' in' time.'At' the' first'
stage,' the'website'provides'a' service' that' involves'making' the'content'available' to' the'user.'At'
the'second'stage'the'website'may'provide'a'further'benefit'in'granting'some'form'of'permission'
or'licence'for'use'of'the'information'made'available.''
It' follows' that' in' assessing' whether' consideration' has' been' granted' by' a' website' in' order' to'








If,' as'Svensson' suggests,' the' service' supplied'by'an'open'publicly' accessible'website' consists' in'
making' information' available,' the' supply' of' such' service' is' past' consideration.' The' content' is'
















The' provision' by' the' website' of' content' ‘on' the' net’' is' not' part' of' a' nearUcontemporaneous'
exchange'between'website'and'user'of'consideration'and'promise.'The'user’s'promise,'set'out'in'
the' Terms' of' Use,' is' not,' in' substance,' part' of' a' single' transaction' that' also' encompasses' the'
website’s'making'content'available.'The'process'of'making'the'content'available'occurs'without'
reference' to' any' particular' user' and' takes' place' regardless' of' whether' any' user' accesses' the'
website'let'alone'specific'content.''
'
Nor' can' it' be' said' that' the' user' directs' a' request' to' the' operator' of' the'website' to'make' the'
website'contents'available.'The'website'operator'sets'up'the'website,'populates'it'with'content,'













practicality,'an'open'publicly'accessible'website'cannot' fix' the'user'with'notice'of' the'Terms'of'









Judge' Parker,' the' first' stage' benefit' is' access' to' the' Register.com' database' rather' than' the'
provision'of'a'service'consisting'in'making'available.'However'Judge'Parker'appears'to'accept'that'
in' the' case' of' an' open' publicly' accessible' website,' access' has' in' effect' been' given' away.' The'
language' is' different' but' the' point' he' makes' is' essentially' the' same:' once' you' have' made' a'
website'open'and'publicly'accessible,'access'to'the'information'is'already'available'to'the'user.'
Judge'Parker'makes'the'point'in'these'terms:'














However' the' point' Judge' Parker' makes' does' not' concern' notice.' Judge' Parker' maintains' that'




an' express' and' unambiguous' manifestation' of' assent' to' terms' imposed' by' the' website.72'He'
observes' that' Register.com' could,' in' theory,' have' prohibited' access' to' its' database.73'He' notes'
that''
Instead,' when' an' endUuser' submits' a' WHOIS' query,' access' is' granted,' the' query' is'
processed,'and'the'WHOIS'information'is'sent'to'the'endUuser.74''
His' analysis' suggests' that' a' website' ‘gives' away’' access' to' its' content' whenever' a' website' is'
configured'so'as'to'be'open'and'publicly'accessible,'whenever,'that'is,'access'is'not'conditioned'
on' affirmative' assent' though' clickUwrap' terms.75'I' agree.' This' is' ‘past' consideration’' whether'
badged'as'a'service'or'a'grant'of'access.'The'content'is'made'available'without'reference'to'users.'




Oblique' support' for' this' analysis' may' also' be' found' in' the' arguments' of' Counsel' for' the'
defendants'in'Century)21.'The'billboard'argument'suggests'that'Counsel'saw'the'process)by'which'
the'information'was'made'available'as'irrelevant'to'the'question'of'whether'a'contract'might'be'



























Ladymanor) Ltd!v" Fat" Cat"Café"Bars" Ltd,)a' recent' English' case' concerning' the'use'of' unsolicited'





In' Ladymanor' the' plaintiff,' an' estate' agency,' supplied' information' to' the' defendant' regarding'
properties' for' sale.' The' defendant' had' made' no' request' to' the' estate' agency' to' provide' the'
information.' The' defendant' used' the' information' and' acquired' a' property.' The' estate' agents'
sought' payment' of' fees.' On' appeal' from' the' District' Court' the' County' Court' decided' that' the'
defendant' was' free' to' use' the' information' without' any' obligation' to' the' estate' agency,' even'
though'the'correspondence'enclosing'the'information'indicated'that'the'estate'agency'expected'






































is' privileged'not' to' accept' the'offer' and'he' is' not' disabled' from'making' a' sale'without'
accepting'the'offer.81'''
Notice' that' Corbin' frames' the' issue' as' one' relating' to' the' privileges' of' the' recipient' of' the'
services.'The'recipient,'Corbin'says,'holds'a'privilege'to'receive'and'use'services'that'are'provided'
without'the'recipient'having'an'opportunity'to'reject'those'services.'The'taking'of'the'benefit'of'
the' services' does' not' give' rise' to' a' contract,' since) the) user) already) holds) a) privilege) to) accept)
services)provided)without)opportunity)to)reject.'The'law'of'contract'in'England'and'in'the'US'are'











However' a' website' using' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' faces' significant' hurdles' in' establishing'





An'offer'may'be'accepted'by'conduct.82'However' in'order' to'give' rise' to'an' inference'of'assent'
the' conduct' must' ‘be' clearly' and' unequivocally' referable' to' the' agreement' contended' for.’83'


















the' person' who' alleges' inferred' or' implied' acceptance' must' show' that' the' benefit'
invoked,' being' the' act' relied'on'as' giving' rise' to' the' inference'of' acceptance,'was'only'
available'pursuant'to'the'contract'in'question,'and'that'the'invocation'of'that'contractual'












fell' to'be' implied'between'the'presenter'of'a'bill'of' lading'and'a'shipowner'to'whom'the'bill'of'
lading'was'delivered'but'not'endorsed,'StuartUSmith'LJ'stated''
'
If' their' conduct' is' equally' referable' to' and' explicable' by' their' existing' rights' and'
obligations,' albeit' such' rights' and' obligations' are' not' enforceable' against' each' other,'
there' is' no' material' from' which' the' Court' can' draw' the' inference.' It' is' only' if' their'
conduct' is' unequivocally' referable' to' or' explicable' by' one' or' more' of' the' rights' or'
obligations' contained' in' the' bill' of' lading' that' there' is' factual'material' from'which' the'
Court'can'draw'the'inference'that'a'contract'has'been'entered'into'between'them.88'
'


































It' is' important' to'appreciate' that' such'provisions'do'not'extend' the' range'of'conduct' that'may'
operate'as'acceptance'in'a'particular'case.'Nor'do'they'alter'the'rule'that'for'conduct'to'operate'









































Exceptionally,' the' effect' of' intimation' of' a' prescribed'mode' of' acceptance'may' be' to' create' a'
liability'in'estoppel'(though'not'to'give'rise'to'acceptance)'where'the'offeree’s'conduct'conforms'
to'the'mode'of'acceptance'and'creates'a'belief'on'the'part'of'the'offeror'that'the'offer'has'been'
accepted.97'However' Treitel'makes' it' plain' that' estoppel'will' only' arise'where' there'are' special'
circumstances' giving' rise' to' an'obligation'on' the'part' of' the'offeree' to' inform' the'offeror' that'
contrary'to'the'offeror’s'belief,'he'(the'offeree)'does'not'accept'the'offer.98'None'of'those'special'
circumstances' are' present' in' the' context' of' the' exchange'between' an'open'publicly' accessible'
website'and'user.'More'to'the'point'estoppel'can'only'arise'where'the'offeror'acts'in'reliance'on'




IX.3.5' The' implications' of' user' rights' or' privileges' in' relation' to' the' use' of' information' that' is'
publicly'available'
'
Where' therefore' assent' must' be' implied' from' conduct,' it' is' necessary' to' assess' whether' the'
conduct' is' referable' only' to' the' proposed' contract' or' whether,' rather,' the' conduct' is' equally'
referable'to'the'user’s'rights'or'privileges.''
'





























Register.com' did' not' ‘own’' the' information. 101 'He' also' recognises' that' the' act' of' making'
information' available' to' the' public' has' consequences' for' the' rights' in' relation' to' such'
information.' Quoting' Brandeis,' he' maintains' that' information' that' is' publicly' accessible' is'
‘generally' “free' as' the' air' to' common' use.”’ 102 'He' carries' out' an' analysis' of' the' residual'




based' on' an' (accurate)' understanding' that' Register.com' does' not' own' WHOIS'
information' and' that' such' information' must' be' made' freely' and' publicly' available' ...'
Viewed' in' this' manner,' Register.com's' repeated' proposals' [as' to' terms]' …' could'
reasonably'have'been'repeatedly'rejected'by'Verio.'There)is)no)basis)to)infer)that)Verio)in)
fact)assented)to)Register.com's)mass)marketing)restriction.'
Absent' an' ownership' right' in' the' information' itself,' which' might' allow' some' use'
restrictions' despite' disclosure,' there' is' nothing' to' prevent' an' endUuser' from' simply'
rejecting'Register.com's'proposed' terms'and' then'proceeding' to'use' the' information' in'
any'desired'manner.104''
In' effect' Judge' Parker' asks' and' answers' this' question:' is' the' user’s' conduct' unequivocally'
referable' to' the'proposed' contract' and,' in' particular,' do' the'benefits' taken'and' said' to' be' the'
subject'matter'of'the'proposed'contract'flow'only'from'the'contract'or'have'a'different'source.'In'
Register.com,'since'the'information'had'to'be'(and'was)'made'available,'and'since'(in'the'absence'
of' copyright' protection)' the' applicable' (US)' law' does' not' constrain' subsequent' use' of' the'
information,' the' user’s' conduct' in' taking' the' benefits'was' equally' consistent'with' his' accurate'
(and' thus'objective)'understanding' that'he'holds'a' (Hohfeldian)'privilege' to'use' the'benefits.105'
Assent'cannot'be'inferred.''
Section'IX.3.6''The'second'stage:'a'summary)
For' the' benefit' of' a' permission' to' use' information' that' has' been' made' publicly' available' to'
ground'an' inference'of'assent'by'virtue'of' the'use'of' the' information,'both' the'permission'and'






















I' have' shown' that' the' provision' by' the' website' of' a' service' consisting' in' making' information'
available'(the'first'stage'benefit)'can'never'give'rise'to'a'contract.'On'the'other'hand,'in'relation'
to' the' second' stage' benefit' (a' licence' or' permission' to' use' the' information),' use' of' the'
information'will'give'rise'to'a'contract'if'and'to'the'extent'that'the'user'uses'the'information'in'a'
manner'that'exceeds'his'legal'rights'and'privileges'and'such'use'is'within'the'scope'of'the'licence.''





On' the'Register.com'model' the'exchange' is' invariably' contractual.'On' the' twoUstage'model' the'
exchange'is'contractual'only'where'both'the'licence'granted'under'the'Terms'of'Use'and'the'use'
itself' extend' beyond' the' scope' of' the' user’s' legal' rights' and' privileges' in' relation' to' such'





an' open' publicly' accessible' website' consists' in' making' information' available,' and' that' it' is'
analogous'to'free'to'air'broadcasting.''
I'argued'that'the'second'of'these'insights'allows'us'to'refine'our'analysis'of'the'contractual'status'
of'websites'by' revealing' that'a'website'provides'a'user'with' two'different'benefits' at'different'
stages.' Armed'with' this' insight,' I' proposed' a' new' conceptualisation' of' the' exchange' between'
open'publicly'accessible'website'and'user'based'on'a'twoUstage'model.''
I' demonstrated' the' significance' of' the' twoUstage' model' by' carrying' out' an' analysis' of' the'
contractual' implications'of'adoption'of' the'model'suggested'by'the'majority' in'Register.com'on'
the'one'hand'and'the'twoUstage'model'on'the'other.'Comparison'of'the'results'demonstrates'that'
while,'under'the'first'model,'a'contract'will' invariably'be'inferred'from'access'to'and'use'of'the'
website,' the'twoUstage'model'suggests' that'a'contract'will'only'be' inferred' if'and'to'the'extent'
that' the'user'uses' the' information' in' a'manner' that' exceeds'his' legal' rights' and'privileges' and'
such'use'is'within'the'scope'of'the'licence.'''
A'comparison'between'the'decision'of'the'majority'and'the'draft'Opinion'of'Judge'Parker'reveals'
that' as' regards' the' US' the' choice' between' the' two'models' has' profound' implications' for' the'
















The'process'of'mapping' the'public'domain'proceeds' in' stages.' In'Section' II,' I'outline' the'user’s'








the' twoUstage' model' I' have' proposed.' The' alternative' endings' are' not' an' exercise' in'
postmodernist'literature.1'I'make'no'bones'about'my'preference:'my'preference'is'for'the'public'

























information' that' is' unprotected' by' intellectual' property' rights' and' information' protected' by'








information.4'However,' as' in' the' case'of' unprotected' information,' the'user' holds' a' privilege'of'
access,'of'looking'at'the'information.5'The'user'holds'other'privileges.'In'particular'the'user'holds'
a' privilege' to' carry' out' activities' that' do' not' infringe' copyright' or' the' database' right' either'





My' map' of' the' user’s' preUcontract' rights' and' privileges,' such' as' it' is,' suffers' from' all' of' the'






















































Notably,'whether' the' information' is' protected' by' copyright' or' the' database' right,' or' is'wholly'
unprotected'by'intellectual'property'rights,'the'scope'of'the'user’s'privileges'extends'to'looking.8'









Under'English' law,'where,' as' in' the' case'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use,' a' contract' can'only'be'
implied' from' conduct,' the' circumstances' in' which' a' contract' may' be' implied' depends' on' the'
user’s'existing'rights'and'privileges.10'To'the'extent'that'the'user’s'conduct'in'taking'the'benefits'


























will' be' implied.' A' contract' is' implied' since' on' this'model,' unless' and' until' a' user' accesses' the'
website'the'website'merely'offers'information'to'the'user'and'communicates'an'expectation'of'a'
‘price’'in'the'form'of'the'promises'set'out'in'the'Terms'of'Use.'In'these'circumstances,'the'user'




Where'on' the'other'hand'one' treats' the'exchange'between'website' and'user' as' involving' two'
separate'benefits,'conferred'at'different'points'in'time,'the'position'is'more'complicated.'On'this'
model' (the' twoUstage'model' I' propose)' the'website' confers' a' gratuitous'benefit'on' the'user' in'
making'the'website'and'its'content'available'(the'firstUstage'benefit)'and'a'licence'or'permission'
to' use' the' website' and' its' contents' (the' second' stage' benefit).' The' gratuitous' conferral' of' a'
benefit'cannot'ordinarily'give'rise'to'a'contract'under'English'law.14'The'recipient'of'the'benefit'is'
privileged'to'take'it.'As'a'result'one'must'look'to'the'secondUstage'benefit'to'determine'whether'















constraints'of' law'but'from'those'of'contract' is'responsive'to'the'user’s'privileges' in'relation'to'
















As' a' result,' no' contract'may'be' implied'where' (a)' the' information' is' unprotected'and' the'user'
only'engages'in'looking'or'copying;'or'(b)'the'information'is'protected'either'by'copyright'or'the'
database'right,'and'the'user'merely'looks,'engages'in'insubstantial'copying'or'copying'within'the'
































Under' the' twoUstage' model' these' implications' simply' do' not' arise' unless' and' until' the' user'




restrictions,' including' access' and'usage' restrictions' as'well' as' boilerplate'provisions' apply' from'
then'onwards'as'under'the'Register.com'model.15''
'














to' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' where' the' user' merely' engages' in' the' activity' of' looking.' The'
contract'law'requirement'for'exchange'is'not'satisfied'in'those'circumstances.''
'
Absent' the' element' of' exchange,' the' enforcement' of' browse' wrap' contracts' results' in' the'








the'scope'of' freedom'from' law'and'contract'but' it'does'not'convey'the'depth'of' impact'of' the'









Perhaps,' it' might' be' argued,' the' difference' in' the' scope' of' the' public' domain' under' the' two'
models'may'be'more'theoretical'than'real'once'one'takes' into'account'the'added'dimension'of'
the'nature'of'the'terms'typically'imposed'by'way'of'Terms'of'Use'and'the'ability'of'the'Courts'to'
direct' that' particular' contracts' or' terms' are' unenforceable.' Put' another' way,' if' either,' those'
drafting' Terms' of' Use' exercise' restraint' in' the' terms' they' include,' or' the' law' provides' a'




matters,' though' legislation' introduced' by' successive' Parliaments' may' be' judged' reasonable.16'
After'all,' the' range'of' conditions' that'may'be' included' in'Terms'of'Use' is'unlimited.'As'Abruzzi'
puts'it''
'
The'specific'conditions' that'a'site' imposes'on'users' through' its'TOU'are' limited'only'by'
the'imagination'of'the'persons'(usually'lawyers)'who'draft'them.17'
'
It' is' timeUconsuming' and' costly' to' challenge' particular' terms' through' the' Courts.' Consumer'
protection' bodies' are' insufficiently' resourced' to' tackle' every' instance' of' unfair' terms.' Once'

































do' any' of' the' activities' that' (depending' on'which'model' of' conceptualisation' of' the' benefit' is'
adopted)'may'cause'the'Terms'of'Use'to'take'effect.'These'might'include'conditions'obliging'you'
to'grant' indemnities'and'exclusions'and'limitations'of' liability' in'favour'of'the'website,'to'agree'
choice' of' law' or' jurisdiction' clauses' or' to' submit' to' mandatory' arbitration' in' the' event' of' a'
dispute.'I'will'call'these'‘indirect'restrictions’.'
I'might'also' incorporate'conditions'prohibiting'you' from' looking'at'or'copying'all'or'part'of' the'












John'Lewis’'website'Terms'and'Conditions'oblige'users' to' indemnify' John'Lewis' from'all' claims'
and'losses'arising'out'of'use'of'their'website,'whether'or'not'such'use'is'in'breach'of'the'Terms'




































Direct' restrictions' on'use' of' the'website' and' its' contents' are' almost' invariably' incorporated' in'




















































Terms' of' Use' ordinarily' permit' only' ‘personal’' or' ‘nonUcommercial' use’29'and' restrict' copying,'
disregarding'the'scope'of'the'user’s'copyright'privileges.'For'example'if'I'want'to'copy'content'on'










The) Times’' usage' restrictions' also' have' the' effect' of' prohibiting' other' activities' expressly'
permitted'by' virtue' of' the'UK' copyright' exceptions' including' text' and'data'mining,' use' for' the'
purposes'of'parody,'for'criticism,'quotation,'review'or'news'reporting.'The'restrictions'apply'to'all'
















October' 2015.' The' CRA' 2015' amended' the' UCTA' 1977' such' that' the' UCTA' 1977' no' longer'














or' limitations' of' liability.' Of' these,' only' a' handful' will' invariably' be' unenforceable,' that' is,'
exclusions' or' restrictions' of' liability' for' death' or' personal' injury' resulting' from' negligence' and'




Factors' that'are'relevant'to'the'test'of' reasonableness'are'set'out' in'Schedule'2'of' the'Act'and'
include'
'
the' relative' strength' of' the' parties’' bargaining' positions,'whether' the' customer' should'
have' known'of' the' existence' and' extent' of' the' term,' and'whether' the' customer' could'













and' remedies' in' relation' to' services' are' not' relevant' for' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use,' the'
provisions'of'sections'49,'54(7)'and'57'are'relevant.'The'combined'effect'of'these'provisions'is'to'
blacklist'terms'that'have'the'effect'of'excluding'or'restricting'the'consumer’s'rights'and'common'





Use' if' the'Courts'and' regulators' consider' that' such' contracts'are' truly' contracts' for' services'as'


















the' term' ‘contrary' to' the' requirement' of' good' faith,' …' causes' a' significant' imbalance' in' the'
parties''rights'and'obligations'arising'under'the'contract'to'the'detriment'of'the'consumer.’38''
'
Guidance' issued' by' the' Competition' and'Mergers' Authority' (‘CMA’)' comments' that' ‘an' unfair'
imbalance' is' likely' to' arise’' where' terms' have' the' effect' of' ‘restricting' or' excluding' the'
consumer’s'normal' legal' rights’,' ‘constraining' the'consumer' from'seeking' the' legal' remedies' to'
which' their' rights'give' rise’,'or' ‘imposing'on' the' consumer'additional'obligations'or' risks'which'
are'not'envisaged'by' law'or'unreasonably'go'beyond'anything'needed'to'protect'the' legitimate'




test'of' fairness.'The' ‘good' faith’'element'of' the' test' is' considered' to'give' rise' to'uncertainty' in'
application.41'Chris'Willett'maintains'that'the' ‘openUtextured’'nature'of'the'tests'of' fairness'and'
reasonableness'means'that'‘they'can'often'only'be'given'real'practical'meaning'and'direction'by'
reference' to' some' background' ethic.’42'He' suggests' that' the' Supreme' Court' has' adopted' an'
interpretative' ethic' of' consumer' self' reliance,' where' fairness' and' reasonableness' are' largely'
secured'by'means'of'transparency'of'terms,'as'opposed'to'an'ethic'of'protection'of'the'consumer'
from'the'trader' that'might' justify' interferences'with'contract' terms'so'as' to'secure'substantive'
fairness.43'The'CMA' itself' observes' that' ‘Where' transparency' is' achieved,' all' kinds'of' terms'are'
more' likely' to'be' fair.’'Uncertainty'as' to' the'weight' that'may'be'accorded' to' transparency'also'








































come' before' the' Courts' only' infrequently.' Usually,' in' litigated' cases,' the'monetary' stakes' are'
sufficiently'high'to'warrant'the'costs'of' litigation.'There' is'no'realistic'prospect'of'the'Courts,' in'





in' browse'wrap' Terms' of' Use.48'The' CMA,' which' has' the' ‘lead' role' in' relation' to' unfair' terms'
law’49'states' that' it' ‘will' act' strategically,' being' selective' about' which' cases' it' chooses' to' take'
on.’50'Its' statement' of' ‘prioritisation' principles’' strongly' suggests' that' it' will' concentrate' its'
resources'on'securing'competition'in'the'market.51'Since'the'services'(if'any)'relevant'to'browse'
wrap' Terms' of' Use' are' not' paid' for' by' the' user,' the' prioritisation' principles' are' not' obviously'
geared'to'interventions'in'relation'to'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use.'Likewise,'the'statement'by'the'
CMA'that'it'is'committed'to'securing'‘direct'financial'benefits'to'consumers'of'at'least'ten'times'



































In' 2014' the' UK'Government'made' significant' changes' to' the' UK’s' copyright' regime' by'way' of'
secondary' legislation.53'It' added' new' copyright' exceptions' and' modified' the' scope' of' some'
existing' exceptions. 54 'Most' significantly' for' present' purposes' it' introduced' controversial'









The' contract' override' provisions' have' been' tacked' on' to' several' of' the' exceptions' within' the'
Copyright'Designs'and'Patents'Act'1988.'By'way'of'example,'section'29,'which'sets'out'exceptions'































Read' in' isolation' the' contract' override' provisions' set' out' in' section' 29(4B)'would' suggest' that'
whenever'a'term'in'a'contract'seeks'to'prevent'or'restrict'the'doing'of'any'act'within'the'scope'of'
the' relevant' copyright' exception,' that' term' will' be' unenforceable.' However' the' effect' of' the'
exceptions'is'circumscribed'by'section'28(1)'which'provides'
'
The' provisions' of' this' Chapter' specify' acts'which'may' be' done' in' relation' to' copyright'
works'notwithstanding' the'subsistence'of' copyright;' they' relate'only' to' the'question'of'




If' the' exceptions' only' concern' the' question' of' infringement' of' copyright,' can' the' contract'




purpose'of' the'contract'override'provisions'was' to' ‘ensure' that,'where' the' law'provides' for'an'
exception' to' copyright,'people'are'able' to' rely'on' that' law’.57'That' stated' limitation'of'purpose'
coupled'with' the' provisions' of' section' 28(1)'would' seem' to' leave' room' for' the' argument' that'





The' question' has' practical' significance.' The' content' of'websites'may' be' protected' not' only' by'
copyright' but' the' database' right.58'Although' I' have' argued' that' English' law' does' not' provide'
websites'with'a'right'to'control'access'the'decision'in'the'Canadian'case,'Century)21,'indicates'the'
potential' for' judicial' activity' on' that' front.59'A' website' may' claim' a' ‘right’' (truly' a' Hohfeldian'


















of' the' specified' acts’' a' reference' only' to' a' right' conferred' by' law,' or'might' it' refer' to' a' right'
conferred'by'contract'where'the'contract'is'underpinned'by'a'right'other'than'copyright?'That'is,'
if'the'website'holds'a'right'other'than'copyright,'is'there'a'‘cascade'effect’'so'that'contract'terms'




if' section' 28(1)' treats' contractual' obligations' imposed' by' virtue' of' a' right' to' control' access' as'





narrowly' so' as' to' exclude' contractual' rights' and' obligations' flowing' from' rights' other' than'
copyright,' that' is,' ignoring' the' ‘cascade' effect’,' then' arguably' the' contract' override' provisions'
may'rein'in'the'effect'of'particular'terms,'notwithstanding'the'fact'that'the'contract'is'based'on'
another'right.'This'would'seem'to'leave'the'website'in'the'situation'where'it'could'only'enforce'








NLA) v) Meltwater' involved' a' dispute' between' the' claimant' licensing' body' (the' Newspaper'
Licensing'Agency)'along'with' the'publishers' it' represents,'and' the'defendant'organisations' that'
are' involved' in' the'provision'of'media'monitoring'services.'60'The'defendants'obtained'a' licence'
from' the'NLA' to'access' the'publishers’'websites.'The'claimants'maintained' that' the' licence'did'
not'extend'to'use'by'the'defendants’'clients'(the'‘endUusers’'of'the'content'on'the'websites)'and'

















































regards' content' appearing' on' open' publicly' accessible' websites' the' impact' of' the' contract'





The' impact' of' the' contract' override' provisions' is' tethered' to' the' exceptions' to' which' the'










Contract' override' provisions' have' been' tacked' on' to' the' exceptions' concerning' research' and'




All' of' the'exceptions' to'which' the' contract'override'provisions' apply'permit' copying' subject' to'




However' the' exceptions' address' only' those' acts' that'would'otherwise' infringe' copyright.74'The'
exceptions' have' no' relevance' to' works' in' which' copyright' does' not' subsist.' They' have' no'
relevance'to'acts'of'copying'that'involve'copying'of'an'insubstantial'part'of'a'copyright'work'since'
such'copying'is'not'infringing.'It'follows'that'the'contract'override'provisions'cannot'apply'to'acts'




Crucially,' none' of' the' exceptions' apply' to' access' as' such' since' access' to' a' work' is' not' an' act'










Was' that' the' intention?' It' seems' likely' that' it' was.' It' leaves' unaltered' the' ability' of' galleries,'
cinemas,' theatres,'museums' (and,' for' that'matter,' Royal' Archives)' to' deny' access' to' copyright'
works'to'particular'persons'or'classes'of'person'for'any'reason'or'for'none.77'It'is'an'outcome'that'
is' consistent'with' the'statement'made' in'a' letter' from'Viscount'Younger'of'Leckie,'Minister' for'























that'would' stop'you' copying'material,' as' long'as' you'are' copying' for' the' right'purpose'









Consider' a' scenario'presented'by'Ronan'Deazley.'Deazley,'writing'before' the' contract' override'
provisions'were' introduced,' imagines'a' situation'where'a'gallery'holds'a'collection'of'copyright'








of'Use'might' say' ‘Please'do'access'our'website'…'but'not' for' the' following'purposes'…' review,'
criticism,'parody'…’.'Are'these'usage'restrictions'in'the'guise'of'access'restrictions?'Yes.'Drafted'
as'usage'restrictions'would'they'be'vulnerable'to'contract'override?'In'principle,'yes,'subject'to'










The' provisions' deny' effect' to'most' of' the' copyright' exceptions' protected' by' contract' override'















provisions' leave'unaltered'the'ability' to' incorporate'access' restrictions' that'effectively'preclude'
the' exercise' of' the' copyright' exceptions.' In' the' case' of' content' housed' in' galleries' and' other'











The' reference' to' ‘the'doing’' of' an' act' is' no'doubt' intended' to'distinguish'between' contractual'




provisions' do' not' affect' indirect' restrictions' on' looking' and' copying' (indemnities,' exclusions' of'





the' contract' override' provisions' unless' the' term' ‘unreasonably' restricts’' the' ‘ability' to' benefit'
from'the'exception’.85'‘Unreasonably’'is'the'IPO’s'gloss:'it'does'not'feature'in'the'legislation.'The'





























not' affected' nor' is' the' term' rendered' void.' Presumably' this' approach' was' intended' both' to'






of'Use'underpinned'by' ‘rights’'other' than' copyright.'However,' even'assuming' that' they'do' the'
impact'of'the'contract'override'provisions'is'strictly'limited.'The'contract'override'provisions'will'
have'no' impact'on' contract' terms' that'do'not'directly'prevent'or' restrict' the'doing'of' the'acts'




























the' public' domain' from' the' reach' of' contract' by' rendering' particular' terms' unenforceable.' It'
represents' the' field' of' activity' consisting' solely' in' the' acts' restricted' by' copyright' that' are'
permitted'by'exceptions'supported'by'contract'override'provisions.'Where'Terms'of'Use'contain'




VII.' The' ‘on' the'ground’' impact'of' legislation'concerning' the'enforceability'of' contract' terms:'a'
summary'
'




wrap' Terms' of' Use' unenforceable.' However,' the' openUtextured' tests' of' fairness' and'
reasonableness,' coupled'with'uncertainty'as' to'whether'a'website'provides'a' service'or'merely'
access,'create'difficulties'for'the'application'of'the'legislation'to'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'save'
where'the'terms'fall'within'the'narrow'scope'UCTA'blacklist.' In'addition,'as'regards'consumers,'





bite' but' even' then' the' impact' on' the' public' domain' as' the' field' of' activity' free' from' the'
















are'within' the' scope'of' a' user’s' (preUcontract)' privileges'may' be' carried' out'without' triggering'
contractual' effect' for' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use.' In' particular' this' means' that' the' user' can'
access,' look' at' and' copy' information' (including' information' protected' by' copyright' or' the'
database'right'provided'the'copying'is'within'the'scope'of'the'exceptions)'without'browse'wrap'
Terms' of' Use' having' effect.' Browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' only' come' into' effect' by' way' of'








overall'picture'of' the'variance' in' the'scope'of' the'public'domain'according'to'the'two'different'
models.' It' remains' the' case' that' under' the' twoUstage' model' most' uses' of' information' not'
protected'by'copyright'or'the'database'right'may'be'carried'out'contract'free,'while,'in'relation'to'




the'doing'of' permitted' acts' protected' from' contract' override.' Even' then,' since' the'CDPA'1988'


















I' attempted' to' address' two' research' questions' in' this' thesis,' namely' the' scope' of' the' public'
domain,' conceptualised' as' freedom' from' law' and' contract,' in' relation' to' information' made'





I' concluded' that' where' the' benefit' is' conceptualised' as' consisting' in' the' delivery' of' a' service'
complete'only'at'the'point'of'user'access'to'the'website'or'its'contents'(the'Register.com'model),'
browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use'will'have'contractual'effect'whenever'the'user'accesses'the'website.'










Subject' to' this' proviso,' the' shape' of' the' public' domain' is' therefore' dictated' by' the' choice' of'
model,' specifically' the' choice'made' in' relation' to' the' characterisation' of' the' request/response'
process'as'within'or'outside'the'scope'of'the'service'provided'by'the'website'to'the'user.'
'
The' selection'of' the'Register.com'model' results' in' the' complete'absence'of' a'public'domain' in'
relation'to'the'use'of'information'made'available'on'open'publicly'accessible'websites,'while'the'
selection' of' the' twoUstage'model' points' to' a' broad'public' domain' enabling' the' user' to' access,'




ability' to' access' and' look' at' content' free' from' the' constraints' of' law' and' contract.' Under' the'
Register.com'model'looking'is'not'free'from'contractual'restraints'though'it'would'otherwise'be'
free' from' the' constraints' of' law.' The' twoUstage'model' on' the' other' hand' is' responsive' to' the'
user’s'privileges'in'relation'to'information:'no'contract'results'from'mere'looking.'''''
'




freedom' for' human' flourishing.' However,' within' the' interpretative' framework' adopted' in' the'
' 237'
thesis,' the' reasons' for'preferring' the'public'domain'according' to' the' twoUstage'model' relate' to'
the'extent'to'which'the'elements'of'the'model'(and'in'particular'the'firstUstage,'service'element)'
proceed'from'and'are'consistent'with'English'law'in'its'European'context.'Thus'the'analysis'of'the'




response'process' the' ruling' in'Svensson) lends' itself' to' the'argument' that,' having' regard' to' the'
technical'process'by'which'content'is'transmitted'to'the'user,'no'benefit'in'the'nature'of'a'service'



















developed,' at' Chapter' II,' the' conception' of' the' public' domain' employed' in' this' thesis.' The'
conception' draws' on' Lon' Fuller’s' vision' of' a' ‘field' of' human' intercourse' freed' from' legal'
constraints’'implying'not'only'freedom'from'stateUimposed'law'but'privately'imposed'contracts.''
'
For' Fuller,' freedom' from' contract' is' concerned'with' and' secured' through' the' rules' of' contract'





suggested' that'while' the'conception'of' the'public'domain'as' freedom' from' law'and'contract' is'
only' one' of' many' possible' variants' of' the' public' domain' construct,' it' fulfills' a' function' that'




In' this' respect' the' thesis' addresses' a' gap' in' the' literature.' For' while' there' is' a' body' of'





is' largely' concerned' with' the' ‘secondUorder’' question' of' enforceability' of' particular' contract'















Bearing' in'mind' that' in' the'context'of'open'publicly'accessible'websites' featuring'browse'wrap'
Terms'of'Use,'the'users’'acceptance'of'the'offer'is'not'express'but'may'be'implied'from'conduct,'I'
explored'the'factors'that,'under'English'contract'law,'are'relevant'to'the'implication'of'assent.'In'





I' described' various' facets'of' the'doctrine'of' consideration,' including' the' rule' to' the'effect' that'
past' consideration,' involving' the' transfer' of' a' benefit' otherwise' than' in' the' context' of' an'
exchange,'does'not'qualify'as'consideration.''
'
I' argued' that' the' requirements' as' to' assent' and' consideration' may' be' distilled' to' provide' a'






4. For' the' purposes' of' (3)' compare' the' benefit' purportedly' transferred' with' the' user’s'
existing'suite'of'rights'and'privileges.'''
5. Consider'the'timing'of'conferral'of'the'benefit'so'as'to'determine'whether'it'is'truly'given'





I' argued'moreover' that' if' either' (a)' questions' 2' or' 3'must' be' answered' in' the' negative;' or' (b)'
question'6'must'be'answered'in'the'affirmative;'or'(c)'the'answer'to'question'5'is'that'the'benefit'









Chapter' III,' I' considered'how'the'benefit' conferred'by'an'open'publicly'accessible'website'on'a'
user'might'be'conceptualised.'The'review'is'the'first'of'its'kind'within'common'law'jurisdictions.'
'
I' noted' that' both' in' case' law' and' commentary' the' benefit' is' variously' and' sometimes'





The' assessment' identified' a' range' of' benefits' that' might' be' brought' under' the' headings' of'
‘access’,'‘service’'and'‘use’.'By'means'of'a'diagram'plotting'relationships'between'the'benefits,'I'





features:' (first)' the' fact' that'access' to' the'server' implies'access' to'an' information'resource'and'
vice'versa,'and'(second)'the'fact'that'in'either'case'access'is'secured'by'uploading'the'information'
to'a'server'that'is'connected'to'the'internet'and'configured'as'open'and'publicly'accessible,'and'





I' outlined' the' approach' adopted' in' later' Chapters' to' the' conceptualisation' of' the' benefit.' The'
approach'entailed'assessment'of'the'benefit'by'reference'to'the'categories'of'access,'service'and'
use,'(the'category'of'‘use’'being'reserved'for'use'of'content'in'ways'that'extend'beyond'access,'

















I' considered' first'whether' it' is' possible' to' extrapolate' a' right' to' exclude' (and' thus' a' power' to'
control' access)' from' the' rights' or' interests' possessed' by' the' website.' In' particular' I' reviewed'
whether,'as'Jane'Ginsburg'suggests,'a'right'to'control'access'may'be'conferred'by'the'copyright'










for' any' such' right' in' existing' law.' I' suggested' that' the'decision' relies' overUheavily' on'decisions'
from'the'US'and'that'the'decision,'while'relevant,'is'unlikely'to'be'followed'in'England.'
'
I' also' considered' the'provisions'of' the'UK’s'Computer'Misuse'Act'1990' that'expressly' refers' to'
‘entitlement' to' control' access’' to' data.' I' criticised' the' legislation' on' account' of' its' failure' to'
identify'the'basis'on'which'it'might'be'said'that'a'person'possesses'‘entitlement'to'control'access’'
to'data.'The' legislation' is'not'creative'of'new'rights.' It'does'not'purport'to'confer'rights'on'any'





for' access' cannot' clothe' browse'wrap' Terms' of' use'with' contractual' effect.' ' I' argued' that' the'
analysis' supports' the' conclusion' that'where' the'benefit' is' conceptualised'as' ‘access’' it' appears'











account'of' the'benefit' ‘statically'conceived’'rather'than'the'dynamics'of' its' transfer.'As'a'result'
the' analysis' is' confined' to' an' assessment' of' the' contractual' significance' of' the' benefit' by'
reference' to' the' rules' of' the' doctrine' of' consideration,' in' particular' the' requirement' that' the'
benefit'must'possess'economic'value.'
'
I' explored' whether' the' benefit' provided' by' the' website' to' the' user' has' economic' value' by'






In' order' to' give' content' to' the' scope' of' the' ‘service(s)’' provided' by' the'website' to' the' user' I'
considered'the'categories'of'service'suggested'by'the'Information'Society'Directive.'I'argued'that'
the'Directive'suggests'three'broad'categories'of'service'provided'by'a'website'to'a'user,'namely'
services' consisting' the' sale' of' goods' or' services,' services' giving' rise' to' online' contracting' and'
services' consisting' in' the' supply' of' information.' I' suggested' that' the' first' two' categories' are'
invariably' ancillary' within' the'meaning' of' the' EU' jurisprudence' of' services' and' lack' economic'





advertising' lacks'economic'value'and'concluded' that' it' is' impossible' to' resolve' the'question'by'
reference'to'the'EU'jurisprudence'of'services.''
'
















I' provided' a' review' of' the' ruling,' setting' it' in' the' context' of' the' provisions' of' the' Information'
Society' Directive' and' conflicting' accounts' of' the' significance' of' the' ‘making' available’' right.' I'




















I' considered'whether' this' understanding'of' the'nature'of' the' service'might' carry' over' into' the'
context' of' websites.' I' noted' that' broadcasting' services' are' distinguished' from' websites' on'
account'of'the'fact'that'the'latter'but'not'the'former'are'interactive.'I'explored'the'significance'of'
the' distinction' by' reference,' first,' to' the' manner' in' which' the' Information' Society' Directive'




by' specifying' that' for' a' service' to'qualify' as' an' information' society' service' the' recipient' of' the'
service' must' make' a' request' for' transmission' of' the' content,' it' in' no' way' suggests' that' the'
transmission' of' content' from' the' website' to' the' user' forms' part' of' the' information' society'
service.'The' Information'Society'Directive,' I' argued,' is' consistent'with' the' categorisation'of' the'
service'provided'by'website'to'user'as'making'available,'excluding'subsequent'transmission.'
'
I' also' considered' the' significance' of' the' website’s' role' in' handling' the' user’s' request' for' a'
webpage'and'handing'over'the'data'to'the'network'for'transmission'for'the'scope'of'the'service.'I'
argued' that' the' website’s' role' in' these' processes' does' not' form' part' of' the' service,' that' the'









At' Chapter' VIII,' and' drawing' on' the' insights' from' Svensson,' I' set' out' a' novel' model' for'
conceptualisation'of'the'benefit'provided'by'the'website'to'the'user.'
'
I' argued' that' Svensson) suggests' a' twoUstage' process' by' which' the' website' confers' separate'
benefits'on'the'user.'At' the'first'stage' it'provides'a'service'that'consists' in'making'available.'At'
the'second'stage'it'may'offer'a'permission'for'use'of'the'content'that'has'been'made'available.''
'
I' explored' the'novelty'and'utility'of' the' twoUstage'model,' including' the' fact' that' it' flags'up' the'














the'website' to' the'user' is'complete'only'when'the'user'accesses' the'content,' the'majority'was'
right'to'consider'that'the'delivery'by'a'website'of'a'service'consisting'in'the'provision'of'access'to'






making' available,' could' never' be' contractual' in' character.' The' delivery' of' the' second' stage'









available'on'publicly' accessible'websites'according' to' the'Register.com'model'on' the'one'hand'
and'the'twoUstage'model'on'the'other.'
'





The' exercise' in'mapping' the'public' domain' according' to' the' two'models' reveals' that'whereas,'
under' the' Register.com' model,' there' is' no' public' domain' in' relation' to' information' made'
available'on'open'publicly'accessible'websites,'on'the'twoUstage'model,'the'user'may'access,'look'
at' and' use' the' content' on' the' website' within' the' scope' of' his' existing' rights' and' privileges'
without' risking'contractual' incursion' into' the'domain'of' freedom'from'constraint.'On'the'other'






terms.' In' particular' I' explored' the' significance' of' the' legislative' provisions' relating' to' unfair'
contract' terms'as'well'as' the'contract'override'provisions'of' the'Copyright'Designs'and'Patents'
Act'1988.' I'concluded'that'neither'makes'a'significant' impact'on'the'overall'scope'of'the'public'
' 244'





In' the' introduction' to' this' thesis' I' gave' liberty' the' role' of' working' out' the' public' domain'





the' implications' for' freedoms' and' the' options' for' further' inquiry.' Armed' with' the' knowledge'



















contract' on' the' other.' She' may' muse' upon' whether' the' freedoms' are' genuinely' opposed' or'









the' relationship' between' intellectual' property' rights' and' contract.' Within' this' broad' field' the'
following'opportunities'for'further'research'may'be'identified:'
'
1. There' is'much' scope' for' theoretical' and' empirical' research' concerning' the' implications'






only' whether' the' contract' override' provisions' cause' online' content' providers' to' alter'
their'terms'and'conditions'(including'those'set'out'in'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use),'but'also'




to' which' websites' seek' to' limit' uses' permitted' by' the' exceptions' by' reference' to'
contractual'restrictions'on'access.''
3. Research' might' usefully' address' the' concerns' expressed' by' practitioners' about' the'
interface' between' intellectual' property' rights' and' contract.' Suitable' research' topics'
might'include'whether'Terms'of'Use'are'relevant'in'determining'the'scope'of'the'public'
to'whom'communication'of'a'copyright'work' is'authorised'by'the'rightholder;2'whether'
the' effect' of' the' ruling' of' the' CJEU' in' Public) Relations) Consultants) Association) Ltd) v)
Newspaper) Licensing) Agency) Ltd' is' to' render' unenforceable' certain' terms' imposed' on'
end' users;3'and' the' extent' to' which' contractual' restrictions' are' compatible' with' the'
database'right.4''
4. PolicyUoriented'research'might'address'how'law'and'policymaking'directed'at'information'
use' could' better' reflect' the' symbiotic' relationship' between' contracts' and' intellectual'
property' rights,' taking' account' of' the' implications' of' each' field' for' the' other.' In' this'
context,'consideration'might'be'given'to'the'extent'to'which'the'fragmented'approach'is'
caused' or' contributed' to' by' the' division' of' competences' between' EU' law' on' the' one'
hand'and'domestic'law'on'the'other.''
'
These' issues' suggest' not' only' a' need' for' further' research' but' also' for' crossUdisciplinary'
collaboration.' The' debate' about' policy' directions' in' the' field' of' information' law' must' reach'
beyond'the'field'of' intellectual'property,'with' its'especial' focus'on'copyright,'and'recognise'the'
potential' for'contract' to'control' information'use.'Decisions'to'alter'or'adhere'to'the'status'quo'

























the' territorial' reach'of' the'public'domain' in' relation' to' information'on'open'publicly'accessible'
websites.'The'choice'concerns'the'conceptualisation'of'the'interaction'between'the'website'and'
the'user;'it'concerns'whether'the'website'can'consistently'be'said'to'make'content'available,'yet,'
at' the' same' time' only' offer' access' to' content.' This' thesis' supplies' reasons' for' preferring' to'
characterise'the'interaction'between'the'website'and'the'user'in'such'a'way'as'to'favour'a'broad'
public'domain,'one'that'makes'room'for'freedom'to'look.'There'is'scope'for'further'inquiry'to'be'











Lord'Sumption' recently' chose' to'extend' freedom' to' look' in'an'analogue'context' to'encompass'
freedom' to' look'where' looking' takes' place' through' the'medium' of' computers.' This' thesis' not'
only'demonstrates' that' the'question'of'enforceability'of'browse'wrap'Terms'of'Use' impacts'on'
the'reach'of' freedom'to' look,'but'also'provides'the'Courts'with'reasons'to' favour' the'denial'of'
contractual' effect.' Will' the' English' Courts' follow' their' US' brethren' and' acquiesce' in' the'
deployment' of' browse' wrap' Terms' of' Use' or' will' they' instead' preserve' freedom' to' look' by'
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